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FTOISBIE1 (11-us)
Approved tor use through 11l30i2011. OMB 0551-0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Otfica; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa erwork Reduction Act of 1995 . ' ‘ ' = - one to a colleion of info ation unles , lid OMB

POWER or ATTORNEY ‘pl’ "““°“ "““"’°' 90/009 329
OR Filing Date

REVOCATION or POWER OF ATTORNEY F*""‘ "“'“°“ '“"‘"“°' -
WITH A NEW POWER or ATTORNEY ' ' '

AND
Examiner Name FERRIS Fred ‘

°“""'°E °F °°“*‘E5'°°”°E“°E ADDRESS

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the above-identified application.

[:1 A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.OR
i hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the following Customer
Number as myiour atlomeyts) or agent(5) to prosecute the application
identified above, and to transact all business in the United States Patent 251 11
and Trademark Office connected therewith:

DR

E] I hereby appoint Practil:ioner(s) named below as myiour attorney{s) or agenlts) to prosecute the application identified above, andto transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Dflice connected therewith:

Praciltionertsl Name Registration Number

Ptease recognize or change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:

The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number.
OR

I: ‘me address associated with Customer Number:
OR

Film or
individual Name

Telephone
I am the:

D Applicantilrwentor.OR

Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3. ?3{b) (Form PTO/SB/BE) submitted herewith or flied on

SIGNATURE of Applicant or Assignee of Record

- ' 'me
Twatf ' t A: Telephone MB Si ‘$100

Title and Company ‘U M t_ _# 4 '1'? Va ‘l,Z;c_.I
NDIE: Signatures of all the invent or assignees oi record of the entire Interest or their representatiYe(s) are required, Submit multiple forms it more than one
signature is required. see below‘.

‘Total of 1 forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 3?’ CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to File (and by the
USPTO to process) an appiicalion. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.s.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to eomplete.
including gathering. prepanng, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amount of time you require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnlormatlon Otfioer. US. Patent and
Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce. P.Cl. Box ‘I450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in compieiting the form, call 1-300-PTO-9 199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90009329

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

First Named |nven‘or’APP|icant Marne:
Customer N um ber: 29989

Filer: Lori Ann Gordor-u’Maya Bennett

Filer Authorized By: Lori Ann Gordon

Attorney Docket Number: 454032800200

Receipt Dale: 18—FEB—2009

Filing Date: ‘I0-NOV-2008

Time Stamp: 16:22:10

Application Type: Reexam (Third Party)

Payment information:
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Multipart DescriptionlPDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter 1 1

Power of Attorney
Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessa ry components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1B10], a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROH D5) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the dte shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination ofUS. Pa1entNo. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90/009,329; Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON et ai.

Our Ref: 2513 .UU2REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1. Certification of Service on Third Party Requester of Power ofAttorney or

Revocation of Power of Attorney with a New Power ofAttorney and Change of

Correspondence Address.

The above—listed document is filed electronically through EFS-Web.

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The US. Patent and

Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
EJKXLAG:n1lb
Enclosures
942278__1 DOC

Sterne, Kessier, Gordste-m & Fm: i>.t.l..:. : 1100 New York Avenue, NW : Washington. DC 20005 : 202.3‘.-'1.26UD I2E)Z.3?1.2540 : www.s|-;gl.com
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BARTON er al.

Reexam of Patent No.: 6,233,389
Reexam Control No.: 90f009,329

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90/009,329
Examiner: Ferris, Fred
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY OR

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY WITH A NEW POWER

OF ATTORNEY AND CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(f), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third—party requester

by first class mail on February 18, 2009. The name and address of the party served is as

follows:

David L. Feh:-man

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

ER OLDSTEIN & Fox I-".L.L.C.

Attorney for Applicant

Registration No. 25,688

Date: Febygg 18, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

9-1-2269_I .DOC
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International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:
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First Named |nven‘or’APP|icant Marne:
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Filer: Lori Ann Gordor-u’Maya Bennett

Filer Authorized By: Lori Ann Gordon

Attorney Docket Number: 454032800200
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessa ry components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1B10], a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROH D5) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the dte shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATE DEPARTMENT OF CONCMERCE
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FILING OR 371(c}
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9g,rgog.329 1 111012008 I 3992
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ATFORN EY
DOCKET NO.

454032800200

‘ PPL|CANTS'

6233389, Residence Not Provided;

TIVO, lNC.(OWNER), SUNNYVALE, CA;
DISH NETWORK CORPORATlON(3RD.PTY.REQ.), ENGLEWO0D_ CO;
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP. LOS ANGELES, CA
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UN]'l‘ED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
lJ:'Nl'|‘ICT1 ‘.‘i"|‘-\'l‘ITS |‘Jl*IP-\Il”I‘fl-lI‘3*~"I' FIII‘ (TIM M I". Rf‘!-f
Urlimd States Patmlt and 'l‘rudi:mn:-k IZlI'li<~I.-

i\1:I‘fl.‘H 1F:;"lLél\-‘ ‘:lIJ1J‘-1‘t*Cli I-‘JR PATENTS.-\]¢x.rm ,\-"i.I]nni-I 32J|,\-1-Ht)W\H\|:h‘l gm

.-\P1Tr_Ic'A’I'1o.'~: N1 IM H}:I-I I I‘-'J1.1\'cs 0!: 311 [C1 1);\'r1-: 1 latest Ni'\N1i:|) »\1?I=I.I(u\4\“I' I ;\1‘1'1'. 1)0(.’K1-;‘J‘ .'\'0.fl'l’l'I_.}=_ I
901009.32‘) 1 1/10/3008 6233389 4540328(}()200

CONFIRMATION NO. 2859

26111 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

STEHNE, KESSLER. GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

11oo NEW YORK NW. milliunimlIllfiljlllilgiiiililuigiilrIiilliiililrlll
WASHINGTON, DC 20005

Date Mailed: 02/23/2009

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 0211812009.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

isdslcvclisulil

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
IJM'rI¢n5i'I‘»\'1‘II‘,S |’1I<2P-\Ii”I‘MI‘IV~"l' ralu‘ (‘OM M I". I{f‘I-f
United States Patent and '1‘rudrrmnrk IZlI'li<'I.-

m:.1rm 7 ‘AAA-‘ :e|u‘u‘i£|i I-1'-.11 PATENTS.-Uexan ‘\"l.I]El|i:l 11'I|,\-14*!)~wi\\.I1m gm
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90/009,329 1 1/ l W2008 6233389 4540328i}[).’Z00

CONFIRMATION NO. 2859

29989 POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE

HICKMAN PALERMO TRUONG 8: BECKER, LLP

2055 GATEWAY PLACE miiiiiniiiiilifiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiuigiilgiiiiiimiiiiiiSUITE 550

SAN JOSE, CA 95110

Date Mailed: 02f23/2009

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF A'|'|'0RNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 02/18112009.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of reoord(37 CFH 1.33).

J.«:Llsievu1iso11/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200. or 1-888-786-0101
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Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389
Reexam Control No. 90/009,329", Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er of.

Our Ref: 2513.002REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1. Petition of Patent Owner Under 35 U.S.C. § 181, 182, andlor 37 C.F.R. 1.183 to

Vacate the Order Granting Second Reexamination Request;

Certification of Service ofPetition of Patent Owner Under 35 U.S.C. § [81, 182,

audio!‘ 37 C.F.R. 1.183 to Vacate the Order Granting Second Reexamination
Request;

Petition ofPatent Owner under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 to Temporarily Suspend Ex
Purte Reexamination Proceeding;

Certification of Service of Petition ofPatent Owner under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 to

Temporarily Suspend Ex Pa;-re Reexamination Proceeding; and

Online Credit Card Payment Authorization for $800.00 to cover two (2) petition
fees.

The abovc—Iistcd documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

‘.~-*2'ne, fI9.<sJer. Golrlsmr 3- tr-:< out : 1100 New York Avenue, NW : Washington, DC 20005 : 2fl2.33"!.2EfllJ -‘2D2.3?t.254lJ : nu"-I-.u,skgf,:on'r
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Commissioner for Patents

May 27, 2009

Page 2

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The U.S. Patent and

Trademark Omce is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 190036

'2-‘

.- LDST'E.1]'-I & Fox P.L.L.C.

Ward J. Kess er

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
EJK/LAG:rrflb

Enclosures
9a41z5__1.Doc

'—"3'CFV‘1‘. "31-‘El-'=I'» '-‘~'J1L""?3'='! 5‘ -r"1'*15V'—‘ V 1 1100 NEW York Avenue, NW 1 Washington, DC 20005 T 202.371.2500 H02 371.2540 ‘.-‘\-'4".-'-.J.'~!’..I;.‘ir.C'\I."‘
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: U.S. Patent 6,233,389

(Barton)

Reexam Control No.: 90f009,329 Art Unit: 3992

Confinnation No.: 2859

Filed: November 10, 2003 Examiner: Ferris, Fred

For: Multimedia Time Warping System Atty. Docket No: 2513.0D2RBXD

PETITION OF PATENT OWNER

UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 181, 182, AND/OR 37 C.F.R. § 1.133 T0 VACATE THE ORDER
GRANTING SECOND REEXAIVIINATION REQUEST

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

TiVo 1110., ("TiVo") the owner of U.S. Patent 6,233,389 (the '389 patent) petitions the

Director, under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.131 and/or 1.182, to vacate the January 7, 2009 Order

Granting the Second Request for Ex Pane Reexamination (the "Second Order") filed by Dish

Network Corporation, formerly EchoStar Cominunications Corporation‘. The reexamination

statute allows for the grant of a reexarnination only when the request establishes a substantial

new question ofpatentability. 35 U.S.C. §§ 302-303. To establish a substantial new question

of patentability, a reexamination request must demonstrate that the proposed question of

patentability is different from and non-cumulative to questions raised in previous

examinations. MPEP § 2216. Additionally, when the request relies on a previously

considered reference, the request must include evidence that the previously considered

reference is being presented in a "new light." That is, the request must present substantial

evidence that the previous Examiner did not properly understand the reference or did not

' For ease of discussion, both Dish Network Corporation and EchoStar
Communications Corporation are referred to herein as "EchoStar. "
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consider a portion of the reference in making the prior decision on patentability. HR. Rep.

107-120, p. 3.

EchoStar's Second Request for reexamination was based solely on two references that

were considered in the first reexamination. EchoStar, however, failed to meet its burden of

showing how the question of patentability raised in the second request was different from and

non-cumulative to those raised in the previous examination of the '389 patent. Additionally,

Echostar failed to meet is burden of providing substantial evidence that the Exarniners in the

previous examination proceedings did not properly understand the previously considered

references presented in the second request. By granting the Second Request, which lacked a

showing of a substantial new question of patentability, the United States Patent and

Trademark Office ("the Office") took an action that negated the protections guaranteed to

TiVo under 35 U.S.C. § 303. As such, the Order granting the Second Request for

Reexamination was ultra vrres and must be vacated.

The present petition goes to the jurisdiction of the Office to order reexamination of

the ‘389 patent based on the November 10, 2003 request for reexamination. Because subject

matter jurisdiction may be raised at any time, the provision of 37 C.F.R. § 1.181(1) limiting

the time period for filing a petition in response to an action or notice from which relief is

requested is not applicable to the present petition. See Fanning 22‘ at v. West, Secretary of

Veterans Afiairs, 160 F.3d 717, 720 (Fed. Cir. 1993)("A party, or the court sua sponte, may

address a challenge to subject matter jurisdiction at anytime, even on appeaI."); see also In re

Swanson, 540 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (existence of a substantial new question of

patentability raised for the first time in response to the first Oflice Action.)

Although TiVo does not believe that a waiver of 37 C.F.R. § 1.181 (f) is necessary for

the Office to consider the present petition on its merits, it is respectfully requested that a
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waiver of 37 C.F.R. § 1.l31(t) under 37 CPR. § 183 be granted ifthe Office deems such to

be necessary.

I. PERTINENT FACTS

PTO Proceedings

1. U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 (“the ‘389

patent” , entitled “Multimedia Time

Warping System” was filed on July 30,
1998 and issued on May 15, 2001. The

term of the ‘339 patent expires on July
30, 2013.

2. On January 5, 2004, TiVo filed suit

against EchoStar Communications

Corporation in the United States District

Court for the Eastern District of Texas,
Marshall Division, Til/D Inc. v. EcF1oStnr

Communications Corporation, at at, Civ.
No. 2:2004CV-00001, for infringement of

the ‘Z389 patent.

. On October 17, 2005, EchoStaI filed a

request for ex parre reexamination of
claims 1, 6, 20, 21, 23, 32, 37, 51 and 52

of the ‘389 patent.

_ On December 15, 2005, the request for

reexamination was granted and assigned
Control No. 90/007,750. In the Order

Granting Request for E76 Perle

Reexamination (“First Order” , the

Examiner sua sponte examined all claims,

including claims 31 and 61, expressly
stating that "All claims will be

reexamined." (See First Order, p. 12.)

The reexamination proceeding was

conducted by Examiner Harvey and
Examiner Escalante of the Central

Reexamination Unit.

5. Following a trial on the merits, the jury

awarded TiVo damages totaling nearly

$74,000,000. The jury and the Court

rejected EchoStar's invalidity defenses.

The jury verdict was filed on April 13,

2006. On August 17, 2006, the District

Court entered judgment on the merits and

issued a permanent injunction against

Ecl1oSta.r. EchoStar appealed to the Court
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ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit.

6. On May 25, 2006, the Examiner issued a

first, non-final Officc action (“the First

Ofiice Action"). The first Office Action
discussed, on the record, over two dozen

prior art documents, including US. Patent
Nos. 5,949,948 and 6,304,714 to Krause_

Additionally, the first Office Action

stated with respect to claims 31 and ti],

“[t]he prior art of record does not show

or suggest an object-based

methodfapparatus that is recited in
claims 31 and 61.”

. On November 28, 2007, the Office issued

a Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte

Reexamination Certificate (“NIRC”). In

the NIRC, it was again stated that

“[T]he prior art of record does not

Show or suggest an object-based

methodfapparatns that is recited in
claims 31 and 61."

8. 111 a decision dated January 31, 2003, the

Federal Circuit upheld the decision of the

District Court with respect to claims 31

and 61, the claims at issue in the Second

Request. Among other things, the Federal

Circuit rejected EchoStar's invalidity
arguments. The Federal Circuit denied

Ech0Star’s petition for a rehearing and for

a rehearing en banc on April 1], 2008.

The United States Supreme Court denied

EchoStar’s petition for a writ on ccrtiorari
on October 6, 2008.

.Fol1owing the decision by the Federal

Circuit, the parties conducted a status

conference on May 30, 2008 with the

District Court Judge in the Texas litigation

concerning EchoStar‘s alleged attempts to
design around the claims of the '3 39 patent

and TiVo's request for a determination of

contempt on the part of EchoStar. Less
than an hour after the status conference

concluded, EchoStar (now known as Dish

Network Corporation) filed a declaratory

judgment action in Delaware concerning
the same patent. The co-pending litigation
in the United States District Court for the

District of Delaware is styled DISH
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Network Corporation er al. v. TWO Inc,
Case No. 1:08-CV—00327—JJF. A decision

on transfer to E.D. Texas is pending.

10. On November, 10, 2008, EchoStar filed

the second request for reexarnination of
the ‘389 patent, directed solely to claims

31 and 61 (Control No. 90/009,329).

_ On November 11, 2008, a reexamination

certificate issued for the ‘389 patent in

which all patent claims (including patent
claims 31 and 61) were confirmed as

being patentable, without amendment.

. On January 7, 2009, by the Second Order,

reexamination was ordered by CRU

Primary Examiner Fred Ferris. An SNQ
for claims 31 and 61 was alleged to exist

only on the basis of the Krause and

Thomason patents. Specifically, the SNQ

was alleged to be that “[C]]airns 31 and
61 are obvious under § 103{a) in View of
Thomason et al (US. Patent No.

6,081,612 and submitted herewith as

Exhibit 2) and Krause et 211. (11.5. Patent

No. 5,949,948 and submitted herewith as

Exhibit 3.)

13. On February 17-19, 2009. the Court in
the Eastern District of Texas held an

evidentiary hearing regarding TiVo's

motion that EchoS1ar be held in contempt
of the Court's injunction. The Court took
the matter under submission and a

decision is pending.
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The dispute between TiVo and EchoStar has been pending for many years. EchoStar has

done everything it can to multiply the proceedings in an effort to continue its disrespect of

TiVo's patent rights. EchoSta.r's Second Request is yet one more attempt to burden and

harass TiVo, and to place a cloud over its patent. I-3choStar's efforts should not be tolerated,

especially without a showing that the Second Request meets the "substantial new question"

threshold.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Congress Enacted the Substantial New Question Provision of Section 303 to
Prevent Harassment of a Patent Owner

The ex par-re reexamination statute (Public Law 96-517) was "part ofa larger effort to

revive United States industry's competitive vitality by restoring confidence in the validity of

patents issued by the PTO." Patiex v. Mossinghofi”, 758 F.2d 594, 601 (Fed. Cir. 1985). Such

confidence, however, cannot be restored by permitting scriatim reexaminations that place a

cloud over a patent for significam portions of its life without strictly imposed limitations.

Congress, as a result, ensured that the rights of patentees are protected during reexamination

proceedings. "As part of the original 1980 reexamination statute, Congress struck a balance

between curing allegedly defective patents and preventing the harassment of patentees. It

adopted a standard requiring a request for reexamination to raise a ‘substantial new question

of patentabiIity."‘ See H.R. Rep. No. 107-120, at 1; See also In re Recreative Technologies,

83 F.3d 1394, 1397 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Congress Lhus enacted 35 U.S.C. § 303 requiring the

Commissioner to "determine whether a substantial new question ofpatentability affecting any

claim of the patent concerned is raised by the request." This provision was intended to limit

reexamination only to "new information about pre—existing technology which may have
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escaped review at the time of the initial examination of the application." See H.R. Rep. No.

96-1307, 96"‘ Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1980).

The legislative record makes it abundantly clear that an important purpose of 35

U.S.C. § 303 is the protection of the patent owner:

[The statute] carefully protects patent owners from reexamination

proceedings brought for harassment or spite. The possibility of

harassing patent holders is a classic criticism of some foreign

reexamination systems and we made sure it would not happen here.

Comments by then PTO Commissioner Diamond, Industrial Innovation & Potent &

Copyright Law Amendments: Hearings on HR. 6933, 6934, 3806, & 214 Before the

Sobcomm. On Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration ofJustice of the House Comm.

On the Judiciary, 96*‘ Cong., 2d Sess. 594 (1980).

This "substantial new question" requirement would protect
patentees fiom having to respond to, or participate in unjustifiecl
rcexatninations.

Report by Congressman Kastenrneier, H.R, Rep. No. 1307 (part I), 963"‘ Cong., 2d Sess. 7

(1930).

Because of the safeguards in the proposed reexamination

procedure, it is unlikely that there will be any substantial amount of

harassment The Commissioner must find that "a new question

of pate-ntability" has been created before ordering a
reexamination.

Comments by Robert Benson on behalf of the American Bar Association, Patent and

Trademark Law Amendments of 1980: Hearings on HR. 6933 Before the Subcomm. Of the

House Comm. On Government Operations, 96” Cong., 2d Sess. 178 (1930).

In light of a perceived overly strict interpretation by the Federal Circuit, Congress

amended § 303 in 2002 to state that "[t]he existence of a substantial new question of

patentability is not precluded by the fact that a patent or printed publication was previously

cited by or to the Office or considered by tho Of'fice_" H.R. Rep. No. 107-120, at 2, 7.
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Nevertheless, this amendment was not in any way intended to remove the "substantial new

question" standard. In fact, Congress stressed that "[W]hile this bill clarifies the basis for a

reexamination determination and removes the overly—strict bar established by the court,

which renders the available process useless in many obvious instances such as with

previously considered 1J1‘ior art, the courts should judiciously interpret the ‘substantial new

question‘ standard to prevent cases of abusive tactics and harassment of patentccs through

reexamination." Id., at 3. Congress further cautioned that the 2002 bill was "not a license to

abuse patentees and waste the life of a patent." Id., at 3. The "substantial new question"

standard must continue to be strictly enforced, especially when considering art that was

already of record in prior examinations.

B. The Manual of Patent Examining Procedures (MPEP) Requires that a Third

Party Requester Show How a "Substantial New Question" Raised in a Request

Is Substantially Different From Those Raised in Prior Examination.

The Manual of Patent Examining Procedures (MPEP) describes the procedures for the

PTO determination of whether a "substantial new question of patentability" has been raised.

See MPEP § 2216. Specifically, MPEP § 2216 requires that the reexamination request "must

point out how any questions of patentability raised are substantially different from those

raised in the previous examination of the patent before the Office." MPEP § 2216.

(emphasis added). Any difference is not sufficient. The differences must be substantial.

LIPEP § 2216 further requires that "[i]t must first be demonstrated that a patent or printed

publication that is relied upon in a proposed rejection presents a new, non—ct1mulative

technological teaching that was not previously considered and discussed on the record during

the prosecution of the application that resulted in the patent for which reexamination is

requested, and during the prosecution of any other prior proceeding involving the patent for

which reexamination is requested." Id.
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Thus, MPEP § 2216 places the burden on the third party requester to demonstrate that

the questions of patentability raised are substantially different than those raised in previous

examinations. This procedure is consistent with the legislative history:

The party requesting the reexamination would have the burden of

convincing the Commissioner of Patents that a new question of

patentability has been raised

Comments by Robert Benson on behalf of the American Bar Association, Patent and

Trademark Law Amendments of I980: Hearings on HR. 6933 Before the Subcomm. Of the

House Comm. Or: Government Operations, 96'“ Cong, 2d Sess. 178 (l930}(en'tphasis added).

This burden cannot and should not be shifted to the patentee.

C. EchoStar Failed to Meet Its Evidentiary Burden.

In the Second Request for Reexamination of the '389 patent, EchoSta.r failed to meet

its burden of demonstrating how the questions of patentability raised in this reexamination

request differed substantially fi'on1 those raised in previous examinations. Accordingly. the

Order granting EchoStar‘s Second Request was ultra wires, and must be vacated.

On October 17, 2005, EchoStar filed a first reexamination request (the “First

Request") against the '3 89 patent. The First Request sought reexamination of claims 1, 6, 20,

21, 23, 32, 27, 51, and 52. Reexamination was ordered by the Office on December 15, 2005

(See Reexamination Control No. 90/007,750). In its Order Granting Request for Ex Parts

Reexamination (“the First Order”), the Examiner sua sponre examined all claims, including

claims 31 and 61. The Examiner expressly stated that "All claims will he reexamined."

(See First Order, p. 12.) As part of the first reexamination proceeding, the Examiner

evaluated all claims against the references of record, which, as discussed below, included the

references at issue in the Second Request.

Shortly after the Office issued a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Certificate

in the First Reexamination confirming the patentability of all claims of the ‘389 patent,
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Echostar filed this Second Request for reexamination of the '339 patent, presenting US.

Patent No. 6,018,612 to Thornason ("Thornason") and U.S. Patent No. 5,949,948 to Krause

("Krause") as allegedly raising substantial new questions of patentability_ Both Thomasou

and Ki-ause were considered during the first reexamination. To support its use of

Thonziason and Krause, EchoStar included a broad conclusory statement - "The [first] request

did not seek reexamination of soflware claims 31 and 6], nor did it raise any question of

pate-ntability based on Thomason alone or Thoinason with Krause as to any claims." (Second

Request, p. 5.) Echostar presented no evidence (or even attorney argument) as to how

Thoinason or Krause is now being applied in a new light as compared to their application in

the first reexamination. Further, EchoStar presented no evidence (or even attorney argument)

as to how Thomason or Krause is different fi'om the other references considered by the

Examiner in the first reexamination request, and similarly provided no evidence (or even

attorney argument) as to how Thomason or Krause is non-cumulative to those references.

EchoStaI's broad, conclusory, self-serving statement, is no substitute for evidence. EchoStar

plainly failed to meet its burden of showing, on the face of its reexamination request, a

substantial new question of patentability.

A second reexamination cannot be based on a request as devoid of evidence as

EchoStar‘s Second Request, especially where it is clear that EchoStar's primary, if not only.

goal is to harass TiVo. The '339 patent underwent a first reexamination lasting

approximately three years. During that time, the party requesting the reexamination

(Ec]1oStar) unsuccessfully challenged, inter aka, the validity of claims 31 and 6] of the ‘389

patent in federal district court, and unsuccessfully appealed the district court's ruling

upholding the validity of claims 31 and 61 to the Federal Circuit. EchoStar then

unsuccessfully sought a rehearing and a rehearing en banc from the Federal Circuit as well as

review by the Supreme Court. The present reexamination was requested by the same party
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(EchoStar) at the conclusion of the first reexamination and has the likelihood of lasting

another three to five years or more, if appealed. The combined duration of the

reexarninations amounts to placing a cloud over TiVo‘s property right for almost half of its

period of enforceability. This legal strategy designed to waste the life of TiVo's property

right is the exact situation that Congress sought to prevent by enacting 35 U.S.C. § 303.

The 2002 House of Representatives Report on Substantial New Question of

Patentability in Reexamination Proceedings acknowledged that the "agency has discretion in

this detennination to permit reexamination, but it is not absolute." Id., at 3. (emphasis

added.) The action by the Office of granting the second reexamination request based only on

a conolusory statement by the third party requester has the client of shitting the burden of

proof to the Patent Owner, the party that 35 U.S.C. § 303 was specifically designed to

protect. Thus, the Office’s action negated the limited protections that Congress sought to

provide to a Patent Owner. The Order granting a reexamination request in which EchoStar

failed to produce any evidence to support its contention that a substantial new question of

patentability, substantially different from and non—cun1ulative to those raised in previous

examinations, exists, is an ultra vires act. Accordingly, the grant of the present

i'BE:]|taI1‘:l.l.nati0I1 must be vacated.

D. Echostar Failed to Meet Its Burden of Presenting Substantial Evidence that

Exantiner Harvey and Examiner Escalante Did Not Properly Consider or
Understand Thomason and Krause

Echostar based its Second Request solely on the Thornason and Krause patents,

which were already considered in the first reexamination. Yet EchoStar failed to meet its

burden of presenting in its Second Request substantial (or any) evidence that Thomason and

Krause are now being presented in a "new light." Accordingly, the Order granting EchoStar's

Second Request was ultra viresind must be vacated.
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As discussed above, the reexamination statute was carefully crafted to balance the

need to provide a mechanism to remedy defecti ve governmental action against harassment of

a Patent Owner and the waste ofpatent life. To that end, reexamination was limited to "new

information about preexisting technology which may have escaped review at the time of the

initial examination of the application." H.R. Rep. No. 96-1307, 96”’ Cong, 2d Sess. 3 (1980),

reprinted in 1980 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6460, 6462. Thus, to establish a substantial new question of

patentability, the request must provide new information about pre-existing technology that

was not reviewed at the time of the earlier examination. "The appropriate test to determine

whether a ‘substantial new question of patcntability” exists should not merely look at the

number of references or whether they were previously considered or cited but their

combination in the appropriate context of a new light as it bears on the question of the

validity ofthe paten ." H.R_ Rep. No. 107-120, at 3.

When enacting the 2002 Amendments to 35 U.S.C. § 303, Congress intended to set a

high evideatiary burden on a third party requester seeking reexamination based on an old

reference presented in a new light:

The point must be stressed that the past requirement of a "substantial

new question of patentability" has not been diminished. The issue

raised must be more that just questioning the judgment of the
examiner. There should be substantial evidence that the examiner did

not prop-eriy understand the reference, or did not consider a portion

of the reference in making his decision. That substantial new

question must be put forward clearly in the request for examination.

HR, Rep. No. 107- [20, at 3. (emphasis added).

As discussed below, Thomason and Krause, were considered by both Primary

Examiner Harvey and Primary Examiner Escalante of the CRU, and by their respective

conferees, during the first reexamination proceeding. EchoStar was required to meet the

increased burden ofproviding substantial evidence that both of these seasoned Examiners and

their eonferees did not properly understand Thomason and Kranse. EchoStar failed to meet
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this burden. Instead, EchoStar merely stated that "in the eo—pending reexamination,

Thomason (or its combination with Krause) was not used to reject any claims or even

discussed on the record." (Second Request, p. 5.) Thus, Eehostar appears to argue that the

application of Thomason and Krause in a proposed rejection that was not made in the prior

examination is a sufficient basis for a substantial new question of patentability. However,

this argument goes simply to the manner of applying the technical teachings of Thomason

and Krause in a rejection, which is a requirement separate from the substantial new question

ofpatentability requirement. See 37 C.F.R. § l.5l0(b). Echostar failed to meet its burden of

presenting any evidence, let alone substantial evidence, that this alleged new manner of

application of Thornason and Krause was based on a misunderstanding of the technical

teachings of the references by the prior Examiners.

As discussed in the legislative history of the 2002 amendment to § 303, the context of

a prior consideration of a reference is critical when determining whether a request includes a

substantial new question of patentability In the Second Request, Echostar acknowledged

that Thomason was included in an Information Disclosure Statement filed in March 2006 by

TiVo. Citing MPEP § 2258, EchoStar attempted to diminish the importance of this

disclosure by arguing that because the statement "did not explain the content or relevance of

any of the listed references" the scope of the Examiner's consideration should be limited.

However, MPEP § 2258 states that limiting the scope of consideration of a reference in an

Information Disclosure Statement is only appropriate where there is no "indication to the

contrary in the record-" 2

2 Where patents, publications, and other such items of information are submitted by a

party (patent owner or requester) in compliance with the requirements of the rules, the

requisite degree of consideration to be given to such information will be normally limited by

the degree to which the party filing the information citation has explained the content and
relevance of the information- The initials of the examiner placed adjacent to the citations on

the form PTO/SBKOSA and 0813 or its equivalent, Without an indication to the contrary in the

-13-
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EchoStar failed to inform the Office in the Second Request that such an "indication to

the contrary" did in fact exist in the first reexamination proceeding. Primary Examiner

Harvey and Primary Examiner Escalante, both indicated that with respect to patent claims 31

and 61, "[t]he prior art of record does not show or suggest an object—based method/apparatus

that is recited in claims 31 and 6]." (Office Action ir1 First Reexam, p. 19', see also Final

Ofiice Action in First Reexarn, p. 22) Primary Examiners Harvey and Escalante therefore

went beyond merely initialing a reference cited an an Information Disclosure Statement.

They each affirmatively stated, in both the first And final Office Actions in the First Reexam,

that claims 31 and 61 were patentablc over the references of record in the reexamination

proceeding, including Thornason and Krause; and they each listed explicit features of claims

3] and 61 not present in those references. There is no requirement for examiners to do more,

nor should there be.

Statements such as those made by Primary Examiners Harvey and Escalante when

allowing claims over cited references must be taken objectively, at their face value: that they

considered all portions of the cited references they said were considered, and that they

detenniued that those references do not invalidate the claims for the expressly stated reasons.

In other words, examiners should not be forced to discuss in detail every single cited

reference by name. If the rule were otherwise, Office Actions would become unwieldy and

the Office would quickly become overwhelmed. Examiners would be compelled to discuss

in detail every single reference, lest they invite seriatim reexaniinations on the references that

were not discussed by name. Such a rule would be contrary to the statutory mandate that

reexarninations be handled with "special dispatch." Herc, Primary Examiners Harvey and

Escalante did everything they were supposed to: identify the references considered and

provide an explicit statement as to What in the prior art of record — all of it, including

record, do not signify that the information has been considered by the examiner any further

than to the extent noted above. MPEP § 2258. (emphasis added)

-14-
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Thornason and Krause — is missing from the patent claims. There was no reason for the

Examiners to expressly list by name each of the references in the place of the phrase "prior

art of record.“

EchoSta1', in fact, admits that Krause was used as a basis for a substantial new

question of patentability in the first reexamination request. (Second Request, p. 5.) Despite

this admission, Ech0Star fails to provide any discussion or evidence that Examiners Harvey

and Escalante did not properly understand Krause when allowing claims 31 and 61 in the first

reexamination proceeding or any discussion or evidence that Examiners Harvey and

Escalante did not consider a portion of Krause when making their separate patentability

determinations. EchoStar made no showing that Krause was presented in a new light

The same is true with respect to Thomason. Because Examiners Harvey and

Escalante considered Thomason in its entirety, EchoStar's burden in the reexamination was to

present substantial evidence that Thomason is being presented in a new light and that

Examiners Harvey and Escalante did not properly understand the technical teachings of

Thomason. EchoStar failed to present such evidence. The discussion of Thcrnasou in the

reexamination request therefore simply amounts to questioning the judgment of both

Examiners, an argument that Congress explicitly stated was insuflicienl to support a

substantial new question of patentability. A second reexarnination, based on references that

were already considered, should not be countenanced on such a sparse record.

Granting EchoStar's Second Request completely undermines the protections sought

by Congress when enacting the substantial new question provision of Section 303. If the

procedure followed by the Office here is allowed to stand, requesters can easily harass a

patent owner by presenting reexamination request after reexamination request merely by

altering the combination of "old references" presented in the rejection regardless of whether
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the previous Examiners fully understood and appreciated the technical teachings of each of

the references.

By ordering the reexalniuation despite Echo'Star’s failure to meet it’s burden, the

Office improperly shifted the burden to TiVo to show that there was no substantial new

question of patentability. This shitting was CO1'llIi1I'ytD the statutory mandate and legislative

history of the reexamination statutes. Therefore, the Order granting the second reexamination

request is an ultra vires act and must be vacated.

E. Any Office Procedures Allowing the Grant of a Reexamination Request Absent

Substantial Evidence Is Contrary to the Statutory Mandate of 35 U.S.C. § 303,
and 15, therefore, Void.

The Federal Circuit has expressly held that Office procedures which require the "PTO

to resolve doubt in the direction of granting the request for reexamination are contrary to the

statutory mandate of 35 U.S.C. § 303, and void." Patlex Corp. v. Mossinghofi’, 771 F.2d 480,

487 (Fed. Cir. 1985). By not requiring substantial (or any) evidence that a presented alleged

new question of patentability is different from and non—cumulative to issues raised in prior

examinations and that an alleged new question of patentability using only previously

considered references is based on a misunderstanding by the previous Examiners or is based

on different portions of the previously considered references, the Office has instituted

procedures that resolve doubt in the direction of granting a request for reexamination. This is

directly contrary to the Federal Circuit's express holding in Pcttiex.

In Patlex, 771 F.2d at 436, the plaintiff challenged §§ 2240 and 2244 of the MPEP

lhat "require[d] the patent examiner, in implementation of 35 US. C. § 303, to resolve any

doubt as to whether a substantial new question of patentability is raised in favor of granting

the request for reexamination." For exatnple, prior MPEP § 2240 stated: “Where doubts

exist, all questions should be resolved in favor of granting the request for reexamination.“ Ia’.
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The Parlex Court stressed that "Congress' major purpose in enacting § 303 was to

protect patentees against doubtful reexarninations." Id. at 487. The Court filrther stated that

" [w]}1en Congress enacted 35 D'.S.C. § 303 for the purpose of protecting the patentee, it could

not have intended an implementation that would negate this protection. We can not endorse

such a diversion of the statutory purpose." In’. The Court then held that "those portions of the

MPEP which require the PTO to resolve doubt in the direction of granting the request for

reexamination are contrary to the statutory mandate of35 USC. § 303, and void." Id.

In the present reexamination proceeding, the Office procedures allowed the grant of a

reexamination request where a third party requester failed to produce any evidence that the

proposed substantial new question ofpatcntahility was different from those raised in previous

examinations of the patent before the Office and that the alleged new question of

patentability, based solely on previously considered references, was being presented in 3,

"new light." These procedures had the effect of resolving any doubt of whether a substantial

new question of patentability existed in the request in favor of the grant of a reexamination

and shifted the burden to the Patent Owner to prove lack of substantial new question of

patentability.

Accordingly, Ofiice procedures allowing a requester to produce no evidence or to

meet no evidentiary burden are contrary to the statutory mandate of 35 US_C_ § 303, and are

therefore void.

II[.. CONCLUSION

A driving purpose behind the original ex parte reexamination legislation was to

reinforce confidence and certainty in the validity of patent rights. Under the current

reexamination procedures, however, a patent can be subjected to multiple serial

reexarninations until the patent term expires. Left unchecked, multiple serial reexaminations,

and the resulting harassment of patent owners, would weaken, not reinforce, the certainty of
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patent rights. The intended gatekeeper against such harassing activity designed to waste the

enforceable period of a patent is the "substantial new question of patentabiiity" requirement.

By not enforcing evidentiary burdens for establishing substantial new questions of

patentability. particularly on serial reexamination requests, the Office is actually diminishing

confidence in the certainty of patent rights. Precisely in situations such as this case, the

"substantial new question" standard must be strictly enforced.

Echostar failed to meet its evidentiary burdens for establishing a substantial new

question of patentability in the request for reexamination. There is no such new question.

Thus, the Order granting reexamination was an ultra vires action by the Office. TiVo

rcspcctfiilly requests that the Director vacate the Second Order and dismiss EchoStar's second

request for reexamination of the '38‘) Patent.

Respectfully submitted,

Registration No. 25,688

Date: May 27, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934
(202) 3?] «Z600
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BARTON at al.

Reexam ofPatent No.: 6,233,389
Reexam Control No.: 90/009,329

[N TI-IE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90/009,329

Examiner: Ferris, Fred
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF PETITION OF PATENT OWNER

UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 181., 182, ANDIOR 37 C.F.R. § 1.183 TO VACATE THE ORDER

GRANTING SECOND REEXAMINATION REQUEST

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § ].550(1"), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-party requester

by first class mail on May 2?, 2009. The name and address of the party served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

LDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

dw cl J. Kess er

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,683

Date: May 27, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

9s4o92_:_noc
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1B10), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROII 05) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national secu rity, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389
Reexam Control No. 90/009,329", Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er of.

Our Ref: 2513.002REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1. Petition of Patent Owner Under 35 U.S.C. § 181, 182, andlor 37 C.F.R. 1.183 to

Vacate the Order Granting Second Reexamination Request;

Certification of Service ofPetition of Patent Owner Under 35 U.S.C. § [81, 182,

audio!‘ 37 C.F.R. 1.183 to Vacate the Order Granting Second Reexamination
Request;

Petition ofPatent Owner under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 to Temporarily Suspend Ex
Purte Reexamination Proceeding;

Certification of Service of Petition ofPatent Owner under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 to

Temporarily Suspend Ex Pa;-re Reexamination Proceeding; and

Online Credit Card Payment Authorization for $800.00 to cover two (2) petition
fees.

The abovc—Iistcd documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

‘.~-*2'ne, fI9.<sJer. Golrlsmr 3- tr-:< out : 1100 New York Avenue, NW : Washington, DC 20005 : 2fl2.33"!.2EfllJ -‘2D2.3?t.254lJ : nu"-I-.u,skgf,:on'r
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Commissioner for Patents

May 27, 2009

Page 2

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The U.S. Patent and

Trademark Omce is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 190036

'2-‘

.- LDST'E.1]'-I & Fox P.L.L.C.

Ward J. Kess er

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
EJK/LAG:rrflb

Enclosures
9a41z5__1.Doc

'—"3'CFV‘1‘. "31-‘El-'=I'» '-‘~'J1L""?3'='! 5‘ -r"1'*15V'—‘ V 1 1100 NEW York Avenue, NW 1 Washington, DC 20005 T 202.371.2500 H02 371.2540 ‘.-‘\-'4".-'-.J.'~!’..I;.‘ir.C'\I."‘
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexarn of: US. Patent 6,233,389

(Barton)

Reexam Control No.: 90.«‘0{}9,329 Art Unit; 3992

Filed: November 10, 2008 Examiner: Ferris, Fred

For: Multimedia Time Warping System Atty. Docket No.: 2513.002REXO

Continuation No.: 2859

PETITION OF PATENT OWNER UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 T0 TEMPORARILY
SUSPEND EXPARTE REEXAIVIINATION PROCEEDING

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

TiVo Inc., the Patent Owner, petitions the Director, under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 to

temporarily suspend prosecution in Ex Purte reexamination control number 90/009,329 ("the

‘329 reexamination") pending a decision by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

("the Office") on the concurrently filed "Petition of Patent Owner Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.18]

and/or 37 C.F.R. § 1.183 to Vacate the Order Granting Reexamination of U.S. Patent No.

6,233,389." ("Petition to Vacate")

The concurrently filed Petition to Vacate is directed to the issue of whether the Office

had discretion to grant the '329 reexamination request. Should the Office grant the Petition to

Vacate, the reexamination proceeding will he tenninated and any further efforts expended by

Examiner Ferris in the Central Reexamination Unit related to the reexamination prosecution

will be wasted- Additionally, if an Offiee Action is issued in the '329 reexamination, it would

be unfair to force the Patent Owner to expend resources and respond on the public record to

issues that could be rendered moot by the decision. Furthermore, US. Patent No. 6,233,3 89

is the subject of two co-pending litigations - TWO. Inc. v. EchoStar Cornmunicatfons Corp, at

£23., Case No. 2-04CV-01 DF, in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
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Texas and DISH Nenvork Corporation at al. v. T1' V0 Inc, Case No. 1:08-CV-00327-1JF, in the

United States District Court for the District of Delaware. The issuance of any Office Action

prior to decision on the co—pending petition would enable EehoStar to attempt to place an

unjustified cloud over the patent in these litigations, based on an improper reexamination

request that the Oflice had no authority to grant.

In the interest of conserving Office and Patent Owner resources, and in the interest of

fimdamental fairness, a temporary stay of the '329 reexamination prosecution is warranted

until the larger issue of the ability of tlie Oflice to grant the reexamination request (and

therefore the ability of the Office to continue prosecuting the reexamination proceeding) is

resolved.

it is recognized that reexaminations are handled with special priority and progress as

quickly as possible. However, a limited stay to allow for the eflicient and orderly handling of

the proceeding between the Office of Patent Legal Adnlinistration and the Central

Reexamination Unit does not violate the statutory mandate of “special dispatch." In fact, the

Manual of Patent Examining Procedures (MIPEP) contemplates the grant of temporary stays

in certain circumstances such as Where decisions or actions in one proceeding may have a

substantial impact on the handling of a second proceeding.‘ The possible grant of a Petition to

Vacate the entire ‘329 reexamination proceeding is such a circumstance.

‘ See MPEP § 2283.11. ("For example, a suspension of a first reexamination

proceeding may be issued to allow time for the patent owners statement and the requester's

reply in :1 second proceeding prior to merging. Further, after, the second proceeding has been

ordered, it may be desirable to suspend the second proceeding Where the first. proceeding is

presently on appeal before a Federal court to await the court's decision prior to

merging_")(emphasis in original); See also, MPEP § 2285_l[_B_ ("If the reissue application
examination has progressed to a point where a merger of the two proceedings is not desirable

at that time, then the reexamination proceeding will generally he stayed until the reissue

application examination is complete on the issues then pending. ")

-2-
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TiVo therefore respectfully requests that the Ofifice temporarily stay the ‘329

reexamination proceeding pending a decision on the concurrently filed Petition to Vacate.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

 
Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: May 27, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
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BARTON er al.

Reexam of Patent No.1 6,233,389

Reexarn Control No.: 90/009,329

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90/009,329

Examiner: Ferris, Fred
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF PETITION OF PATENT OWNER

UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 TO TENEPORARILY SUSPEND EXPARTE
REEXAMINATION PROCEEDING

In compliance with 3'7 C.F.R. § 1.550(1), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-party requester

by first class mail on May 27, 2009. The name and address of the party served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

Registration No. 25,683

Date: May 27, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

9841 07_‘l DOC
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Num ber: 90009329

Filing Date: 10-Nov-2008

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WAHPING SYSTEM

First Named lnventormpplica nt Name: 6233389

Attorney Docket Number: 2513.002REXO

Filed as Large Entity
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90009329

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

First Named |nven‘or’APP|icant Marne:
Customer Number: 261 1 ‘I

Filer: Lori Ann Gorclon/‘Maya Bennett

Filer Authorized By: Lori Ann Gordon

Receipt Dale: 2?—MAY—2009

Filing Date: ‘I0-NOV-2008

Time Stamp: ‘I?-".46:53

Application Type: Reexam(Pa1en10wner)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Paymentlype Credit Card

Payment was successfully received in RAM $400

RAM conflrmatlon Number

Deposit Account

Authorized User

File Listing:

Document Document Descri ‘ion File Size{Bytes);'
N urn ber P Message Digest Pa rt [.25]: (if appl.)
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195422
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Multipart DescriptionIPDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Trans Letter Filing ofa response in a reexam

Ree-mam Certificate of Service

Warnings:

Info rmation:

Fee Worksheet (PTO—S75l fee—info.pdf "NI 't-m'i3lv-Ilr‘}|).'nI‘_1 “J H lfS#r_r'l;1:?|v‘fir’|'£c4J'i.'IrlI

Wa rnings:

Info rrnation:

Total Files Size (in bytes] 225555

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.5.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR
'l.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506], a Filing Receipt (3? CFR 1.54] will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 l.l.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.5.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1B10), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROII 05) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national secu rity, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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VIA EFS

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Ex Parte Reexamination of:

James M. BARTON ct al. Examiner: Fred 0. Ferris. III

Serial No.: 903009329 Art Unit: 3992

Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

OPPOSITION TO PATENT 0W"NER’S PETITION

TO VACATE THE REEXAMINATION ORDER

MS Ex Parte Re-exam

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

On May 27, 2009, the Patent Owner filed a petition seeking to vacate the order granting the

present reexamination. Under MPEP 2246(II), when a petition is filed to vacate a reexamination

order, the Requester “may file a single submission in opposition to the petition.” The Requester

accordingly submits this opposition in response to the petition.

As discussed below, the petition should be denied. First, the petition is untimely and should

be immediately denied on that basis alone. Moreover, it rnischaracterizes the request for

reexamination, ignores Examiner Ferris‘s clear order and fails to cite or discuss relevant case law.

In short, the petition should be seen for what it is: an attempt to delay a proper reexamination and

thwart the statutory mandate of “special dispatch.”

la-1032i 1 1
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Serial No.: 90/009,329

A. The Patent Owner Miseharacterizes The Reexamination Request.

The Request

The Requester filed its reexamination request eight months ago on November 10, 2008. The

Request was directed to only two claims — 31 and 61 e of US. Patent No. 6,233,389 (the '389

patent). It was based on a combination of two references. The primary reference was U.S. Patent

No. 6,018,612 to Thornason et a1. (“Thomason” , and the secondary reference was US. Patent No.

5,949,948 to Krause ct al. (“Krause”).

In the Request, the Requester explained that both Thornason and Krause had been

individually considered in an earlier reexamination. (Request, at 5-6.) Krause had been submitted

with the request for the earlier reexamination, and Thomason had been subsequently submitted by

the Patent Owner in an information disclosure statement submitting more than 200 references. The

statement did not explain the content or relevance of any of the listed references, including

Thomason. Nor was there any further discussion of Thomason at all for the remainder of the

reexamination. Thus, when the earlier reexamination concluded, the record was clear that

Thomason in combination with Krause had not been considered at all.

The Request explained that this previously unconsidered combination raised a substantial

new question of patentability for claims 31 and 61. The '3 89 patent is directed to a system for

simultaneously storing and playing back multimedia data, and it describes the use of object—oriented

programming to implement its program logic. Claims 31 and 61 are directed to the program logic

and recite various “objects.” The Request showed that Tliomason describes an object-based method

and system that, in combination with Krause, met every element of claims 31 and 61. (Request, at

16—29.) Thus, the Requester concluded that the question raised by the combination was both

substantial and new, given that the combination of Thomason and Krause had never been

considered. (Request, at 30.)

la—1032lll
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Serial No.: 901009329

2. The Patent Owner’s Miseharaeterizations

The Patent Owner repeatedly argues that the Requester failed to show a substantial new

question of patentability in the Request. For example, at page 10, the Patent Owner asserts:

Echo Star presented no evidence (or even attorney argument) as to how Thomason

or Krause is now being applied in a new light as compared to their application in
the first reexamination.

This is not an accurate description of the Request. The Request explained in detail that Thomason

disclosed an obj ect-based method and system. This application was certainly different than how

Thomason was applied in the earlier examination, given that Thomason was not even discussed in

that reexamination at all, by either the Patent Owner or the Examiners. Moreover, Thomason was

applied in combination with Krause. The combination presented the two references in a new light

that was different than their individual consideration in the earlier reexamination. Indeed, when

Thornason was considered in combination with Krause, it disclosed every element of claims 31 and

61 as the Request showed. The Request thus provided ample evidence of a substantial new question

ofpatentability, notwithstanding the Patent Owner’s contrary characterizations in the petition.

B. The Patent Owner Ignores The Order Granting Reexamination.

Nowhere in the lengthy petition does the Patent Owner address Examiner Fe1'ris’s reasoning

for granting the reexamination. This silence is telling. Examiner Ferris diligently followed the

statutory and PTO requirements that the Patent Owner lists in its petition, but he reached the exact

opposite conclusion and ordered reexamination. His Order, as discussed below, was well-reasoned

and proper.

The Examiner first analyzed the previous reexamination in his Order. He found that

Thomason and Krause had been considered and that claims 31 and 61 were confinned “based on the

belief that ‘The prior art of record does not show or suggest an obj ect-based methodfapparatus that

is recited in claims 31 and 61 . . . .”’ (Order, at 4.)

la-1032111
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The Examiner then noted that the scope of reexamination had been expanded by the 2002

amendment to § 303(a). (Id, at 5.) That amendment provided that “[t]he existence of a substantial

new question of patentability is not precluded by the fact that a patent or printed publication was

previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office." The Examiner explained that

“reliance on previously citedfconsidered art, i.e., ‘old art,’ does not necessarily preclude the

existence of a substantial new question ofpatentability (SNQ) that is based exclusively on that old

art." (Id) Examiner Ferr-is’s summary of the reexamination standard was thus accurate.

Examiner Ferris lastly considered the facts and applied them to the reexamination standard.

Thomason was found to teach “a system and method that is object based” by the Examiner. (Id., at

7 (emphasis in original).) He then analyzed Krause and concluded:

[T]he combination of Thomason and Krause appears to render obvious the very

features that were believed to be lacking in prior art during the previous

reexamination proceeding. Namely, an object-based method and apparatus for

simultaneous playback and storage of media as required by claims 31 and 61.

Hence, an SNQ is raised when taking into account the features that were believed

missing during the previous reexamination, and ultimately lead to the
confirmation of claims 31 and 61.

(Id., at 8.) This analysis shows that the combination of Thomason and Krause raised a substantial

new question of patentability that had not been considered in the earlier reexamination. Indeed, the

question raised in the Request went to the heart of whether those claims were patentable. Moreover,

the question was new even though it was based on the considered Thomason and Krause references,

because they were “now being viewed in a new light by being in combination.” (Id. at S.)

It is not surprising that the Patent Owner ignored the reasoning in Examiner Ferris’s Order.

It completely undermines its claim that the Order was ultra vires. Examiner Ferris properly

recognized the standard for reexamination and found that the Request’s presentation of Thomason

and Krause, in combination, showed the two previously considered references in a new light. The

new light exposed what was believed missing when claims 31 and 61 were confirmed in the earlier

reexamination. The Office should accordingly use the Order as a road-map to deny the petition,

la-1032111
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thereby making clear that Examiner Ferris’s judgment has been questioned without justification by

the Patent Owner.

C. The Patent Owner Fails To Cite Relevant Case Law‘.

Perhaps recognizing that the combination of Thomason and Krause was appropriate for

granting reexamination, the Patent Owner makes a fall-back argument. it contends that a

reexamination request based on old art must provide evidence that the earlier Examiner did not

properly understand the old art. (Petition, at 12.) The Patent Owner lectures for pages on the

history of the reexamination laws to support its position. Astonishingly, the Patent Owner fails to

discuss the most relevant Federal Circuit case on this issue: In re Swanson, 540 F.3d 1368 (Fed.

Cir. 2008).

In Swanson, the Federal Circuit considered whether a previously considered reference raised

a substantial new question of patentability. The reference had been used during the original

examination as a secondary reference under § 103 to reject certain dependent claims. In the

reexamination, the reference was used as an anticipatory reference for a different set of claims. The

Court held that the reference raised a substantial new question of patentability, even though it had

been applied in a rejection in the original examination. Id., at 1381.

In reaching this holding, the Court emphasized that the amendment to § 303(a) requires “a

more context-specific approach that is based on the analysis of what the PTO actually did.” Id, at

1380. Part of the analysis requires evaluating the “scope of the prior consideration” which “will

generally require an analysis of the record proceeding to determine if and how the examiner used

the reference in making his initial decision.” Id., at 1330-31. The reference in Swanson was

considered in the original examination only as a secondary reference in an obviousness rejection

and, thus, its use an anticipatory reference was a substantial new question of patentability. Id. at

l38l.

Swanson confirms that Examiner Ferris properly considered the combination of Thornason

and Krause as raising a substantial new question of patentability, even though both references were

la-103211!
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of record in the earlier reexamination. The record indicates that Thornason was never discussed at

all: not in a rejection, not in a response and not even in passing. The lack of any discussion with

respect to Thcmason makes the “scope of the prior consideration” of Thomason in combination

with Krause nonexistent. This is decidedly less than the situation in Swanson, where a substantial

new question of patentability was found based on a reference that was used to reject claims. Thus,

Examiner Ferris properly found that Thomason and Krause raised a substantial new question of

patentability, because the context of the earlier reexamination made clear that their combination was

never considered.

Swanson also undermines the Patent Owner’s reliance on information disclosure statements

initialed by the Examiners. The Patent Owner argues that the Examiners’ consideration and their

statements of ccnfirmability should be taken at face value. However, Swanson made clear that the

analysis is not whether the reference was considered, but the context:

The bright-line rule in In re Porroia Packaging was based on a presumption that

the examiner had properly discharged his duties and thus considered all question

of patentability raised by any reference before him. 110 F.3d 790. Congress,

however, has now rejected this presumption of full consideration. Section 303(a)

as amended instead requires a more context-specific approach that is based on an

analysis of what the PTO actually did.

Id., at 1380. What the PTO actually did in the earlier reexamination was perform a limited review

of Thomason. The initials next to Thomason do not constitute proof of a detailed consideration of

Thomason in combination with Krause absent further consideration on the record. (See MPEP

2256.) This is especially so in view of the fact that Thomason was submitted along with more than

200 references. Thus, the Examinefs statement as to the confirmability of claims 31 and 61 must

he considered with this perspective: that the claims were confirmed based on limited review of the

references individually. Any other approach would lead the PTO toward the presumption of full

consideration that Swanson clearly rejected.

la-I032l I I
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D. The Petition Is Untimely.

Not only is the petition without merit. it is untimely. MPEP 2246(II) provides that a petition

to vacate a reexamination order must be raised under 37 C.F.R. 1.181. Section (t) of Rule 181

requires that “[a]ny petition under this part not filed within two months of the mailing date of the

action or notice from which relief is requested may be dismissed as untimely, except as otherwise

provided.” The Order in the present reexamination was mailed on January 7*‘, 2009 which

established a deadline of March 7*‘, 2009 to challenge the Order.

The Patent Owner waited until May 27, 2009 to file this petition. This is almostfive months

after the Order and more than two months‘ past the deadline. Moreover, the Patent Owner does not

provide any reason whatsoever for filing so late. The lack of any explanation is particularly striking

in view of the Patent Owner’s repeated statements in the present petition on the impropriety of the

second reexamination. (See, e.g., Petition, at 11 (“The combined duration of the reexaminations

amounts to placing a cloud over TiVo‘s property right for almost half of its period of enforceability.

This legal strategy designed to waste the life of TiVo’s property right is the exact situation that

Congress sought to prevent . . . .”).) If the second reexamination placed such a cloud over the

Patent Owner’s “property right," one would have expected that the Patent Owner would have filed

its petition immediately after the Order and within the time limit provided.

Without any explanation from the Patent Owner for its untimely petition, the Office should

see the petition for what it is: a delay tactic. The Patent Owner waited two months after the Order,

it waited until the file was forward to the Examiner on March 25 and it waited more than two

months after that. Moreover, it has also petitioned to suspend the reexamination until the Ofiice

makes its decision on the petition to vacate, to ensure as much delay as possible while the

reexamination is transferred between the Central Reexamination Unit and the Office of Patent Legal

Administration. Such delay is unacceptable. The Office is statutorily mandated to perform the

reexamination with “special dispatch." 35 U.S.C. § 305. Bynot denying the petitions as untimely,

the Ofiiee will thwart this statutory mandate and reward the Patent Owner for its gamesmanship.

The petition should therefore be immediately denied as being untimely.

la-1032111
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E. Conclusion

The Office should deny the petition to vacate the Order and the accompanying petition to

suspend the reexamination proceeding until the petition to vacate is decided. A review of the

Request, reexamination Order and Swanson makes clear that the request properly found a

substantial new question of patentability. It was based on a combination that was never considered

in the original examination and earlier reexamination. In View of the clarity of the record, the Patent

Owner‘s petition should be seen as gamesmanship to impede the statutory mandate of "special

dispatch” for the reexamination of the 389 patent.

In the unlikely event that the transmittal letter is separated from this document and the Patent

Office determines that an extension andfor other relief is required, the Requester petitions for any

required relief, including extensions of time, and authorizes the Commissioner to charge the. cost of

such petitions andfor other fees due in connection with the filing of this document to fire

Account No. 03-1952.

Dated: June 10, 2009 Rcspectfillly submitted,

By
David L. Fehrman

Registration No: 28,600
Morrison & Foerster LLP

555 W. Fifth Street

Los Angeles, CA 90013

la-1032lll
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.550, the undersigned, on behalfof the Requester, hereby certifies that

a copy of the each of the following documents:

Transmittal dated June 10, 2009 (1 page); and

Opposition to Patent Owner's Petition to Vacate the Reexamination Order dated June

10, 2009 (9 pages, including this certificate of service);

was served on the Patent Owner via first class mail on June 10, 2009. The name and address of the

party served is as follows: Edward Kessler, Sterne Kessler Goldstein Fox, 1100 New York Ave.

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Dau<95‘e.~.9_/~
David Fehrman

la-I032|lI
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexamination of:

James M. BARTON et a1. Examiner: Fred 0. Ferris, III

Application No.: 90/009,329 Art Unit: 3992

Filed: November 10, 2008

For: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

NOTICE UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.565 AND MPEP 2282

MS Ex Parte Reexam

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The above—identified reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 is co—pending with an

action styled TWO. Inc. v. EchoSrar Corp, et at’. in the United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Texas.

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.565 and MPEP 2282, the Requester hereby notifies the Patent

Office that the Court found the defendants (collectively, “E',choStar”) in contempt of its permanent

injunction based, in part, on finding that the parsing limitation of claims 31 and 61 is met by PID

filtering. Attached is a copy of the District Cou1't’s Order dated June 2, 2009.

On July 1, the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ordered that the

District Court’s June 2 Order be stayed pending appeal, as it found that EchoStar met its burden of

demonstrating the requisites for a stay including, at minimum, a substantial case on the merits. The

Federal Circuit ordered an expedited briefing schedule with EchoStar’s opening brief due on July

17, TiVo’s brief due on August 25 and EchoStar’s reply brief due on September 4 in anticipation of

a November hearing. Attached is a copy of the Federal Circuit’s Order dated July 1, 2009.

la-1035646
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Application No: enxoas-.329 2

In the unlikely event that the ttansmittal letter is separated from this document and the Patent

Ofiice determines that an extension andfor other relief is required, the Requester petitions for any

required relief and authorizes the Commissioner to charge the cost of such petitions andfor other

fees due in connection with the filing of this document to Deposit Account No. 03-1952.

Dated: July 7, 2009 Respectfully submitted,

By fMehranArjomancL’

Mehran Arjornand

Registration No.: 43,231
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP

555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, California 90013

(213) 892-5630
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Application No.: 90/009,329 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned, on behalf of the Requester, hereby certifies that a copy of each of the

following documents:

Transmittal Letter (1 page);

Notice Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.565 and MPEP 2282 (3 pages, including this certificate);

Copy of District Court’s Order dated June 2, 2009 (35 pages); and

Copy of Federal Circuit's Order dated July 1, 2009 (3 pages)

was served on the Patent Owner via first class mail on July 7, 2009. The name and address of the

party served is as follows: Edward Kessler, Sterne Kessler Golclstein Fox, 1100 New York Ave,

N.W., Washington, DC. 20005.

/MehranArjomand/

Mehran Arjomand

la-1035646
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

MARSHALL DIVISION

vs. CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:04-CV-01 (DF)

DISH NETWORK CORPORATION,

et al., w'3\'.o0-\0mGG'3E4®€b'éEfl:€0?fiO5:fl
Defendants.

NIEMORANDUM OPINION

Before the Court are TiVo's Motion to Hold Ec:hoStar In Contempt For Violation Of This

Court’s Permanent Injunction and the parties’ Post—Hearing Proposed Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law. Dkt. Nos. 832, 919, and 920. Also before the Court are the transcripts and

evidence from hearings regarding EehoStar’s alleged contempt; those hearings were held on

September 4, 2008 (Dkt. Nos. 859-860) and on February 17-19, 2009 (Dkt. Nos. 907-915). Having

considered the papers in light of the testimony, evidence, and relevant case law, the Court now

addresses all issues raised by TiVo’s motion to hold EchoStar in contempt.

This opinion will begin by discussing the background and procedural history of this case,

which is both lengthy and complex. What follows is a brief discussion of the basic legal principles

for contempt proceedings in patent cases. Specifically, this Court will outline the Federal Circuit’s

seminal case, KSM Fastening Systems, Inc. v. H.A. Jones Company, Inc, 776 F.2d 1522 (Fed. Cir.

1 985), and also address the relevance ofparticular evidence and the n1ovant's burden ofproof. Next,

the opinion will analyze the modifications made to BchoStar’s DVRS, that is whether the modified
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DVRsoftware is more than colorably different from the adjudged software and whether the modified

software continues to infringe TiVo's patent. Finally, the opinion will analyze EchoStar’s alleged

facial violation ofthis Court's injunction, that is whether EchoStar failed to comply with the specific

directives of this Court’s orders.

I.

In this patent infringement action, tried to a jury in March of 2006, Plaintiff TiVo, Inc.

erea er 1 o accuse e en ants c o tar ommunications o oration, c o tar(h ft“T'V”) dDfd EhS C '" Crp “EELS DBS

Corporation, Echostar Technologies Corporation, EchoStar Satellite LLC, and Echosphere LLC of

infringing certain claims of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 (“the ’389 Patent”). Dkt. No. 3 (Amended

Complaint). Defendants (collectively referred to as “Echo Star”) are a group of inter—related

companies who together operate or support the satellite television service marketed as “Dish

Network.” EehoStar designs digital video recorders (“DVRS”), which are provided to customers

as part of its satellite service. Such DVR technology is central to the "389 Patent, which is entitled

“Multimedia Time Warping System” and generally describes a DVR system that allows for

simultaneous storage and playback of television signals from sources such as cable and satellite

providers.

At trial, TiVo accused EchoStar DVR receivers of infringing nine claims ofthe ’389 Patent.

Specifically, TiVo asserted claims 1, 5, 21, 23, 32, 36, and 52 (the “Hardware Claims"), as well as

claims 31 and 61 (the “Software Claims”). The accused receivers fell into two categories depending

on what processing chip controlled the DVR. The first eategory—contait1ing model numbers

' DISH Network Corporation has been substituted for Echostsr Communications Corporation and Echostar
Corporation has been joined as a defendant in this action. Dkt. No. 863.

-2-
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DP—50l, DP—508, and DP—510—operate using a chip from ST Microelectronics and are referred to

as the “SOX Products.“ The second category—containing model numbers DP—522, DP—625, DP—72 1 ,

DP-921, and DP-942—operate using a Broadcom chip and are appropriately referred to as the

“Broadcom Products.”

In its verdict, the jury found that all asserted claims of the ’389 Patent were valid and that

EchoStar’s accused DVRS infringed each of those claims. See Dlct. No. 690 (verdict form).

Specifically, the jury found that the 50X Products literally infringed all claims, while the Broadcom

Products literally infringed the Hardware Claims and infringed the Software Claims under the

doctrine of equivalents. Finally, the jury awarded TiVo $73,991,964 in damages and found by clear

and convincing evidence that EchoStar's infringement was willful.

Following the jury’s verdict, EchoStar immediately assigned some of its best engineers the

task ofdesigning around the ’389 Patent. Dkt. No. 919 at 71-74. Although this Court, as more fiilly

explained below, enjoined EchoStar from further infringement and ordered it to disable the DVR

capability in the infringing products, that order was stayed pending an appeal to the Federal Circuit.

By the time that stay was lifted and this Court‘s injunction was once again in effect, Echo Star had

long since downloaded its design—around effort—modified DVR software—into its DVR products.

It is T1'Vo’s position, however, that Echo Star never complied with this Court’s order andto this date

provides infringing DVR service to its customers on the veryproducts that the jury found to infringe.

As a result, TiVo requests that Echostar be found in contempt. Dkt. No. 832. In response, EchoStar

contends that it has successfully designed around the '389 Patent. Dkt. No. 839. As a result,

Echostar believes that this Court’s injunction, meant to enjoin only infringing activities, cannot

cover EchoStar’s modified products, Id.
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A.

Following the jury verdict in its favor, TiVo asked this, Court to issue an injunction

prohibiting Echostar from fiirther infringement ofthe ‘389 Patent and requiring EchoStar to disable

the DVR functionality in its infringing products. Dkt. No. 733. I-3choStar opposed TiVo’s request

and asked the Court to stay any injunction that might issue pending appeal. Dkt. Nos. 737 and 754.

After considering both parties‘ positions, this Court entered its Final Judgment and Pennanent

Injunction on August 17, 2006. Dkt. No. 776. This Court also denied Echostai-’s request to stay the

injunction pending appeal. Dkt. No. 773. The Court’s injunction, as later amended byjoint motion

(Dkt. No. 800), reads:

Each Defendant, its officers, agents, servants, employees and

attorneys, and those persons in active concert or participation with

them who receive actual notice hereof, are hereby restrained and

enjoined, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §283 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(d), from

making, using, offering to sell, selling or importing in the United

States, the Infringing Products, either alone or in combination with

any other product and all other products that are only colorably

different therefrom in the context of the Infringed Claims, whether

individually or in combination with other products or as part of

another product, and from otherwise infringing or inducing others to

infringe the Infringed Claims of the ’389 patent.

Defendants are hereby further ordered to, within thirty (30) days of

the issuance of this order, disable the DVR functionality (i.e. disable

all storage to and playback from a hard disk drive of television data)

in all but 192,708 units of the Infringing Products that have been

placed with an end user or subscriber. The DVR functionality, (Le.

disable all storage to and playback fi‘om a hard disk drive of

television data) shall not be enabled in any new placement of the

Infringing Products.

Dkt. No. 806 at 2.
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As can be seen, the injunction contained two major provisions. First, it contained an

“Infringement Provision,” which prohibited further infringement ofthe ’389 Patent by the infringing

DVRS. Second, it contained a “Disablement Provision,” which required EchoStar to disable the

DVR functionality, as specifically defined by the Court, in the infringing DVRs. The Disablement

Provision did provide an exception for 192,708 DVR units, the number of units for which TiVo

received lost profit damages and against which TiVo did not pursue an injunction. See Dkt. No. 747

at 16.

EchoStar took issue with the exact language of the Disablement Provision. Specifically,

EchoStar argued that the provision was overbroad and EchoStar contended that the “appropriate

scope of the injunction, if one were to issue, would enjoin only the provision of infringing DVR

software to these boxes upon activation." Id. (emphasis added). TiVo opposed EchoSta.r’s proposal

and warned that it would be “an invitation for EchoStar to engage in mischief . . . [and] would only

result in EchoStar providing what it deemed as ‘non—infringing‘ DVR software to its a11'eady—found-

to-be-infringing DVRS, creating the opportunity for interminable disputes to determine what exactly

is ‘infringing DVR software.” Dkt. No. 747 at 15. Such a dispute is presently before this Court.

While the parties were disputing the form that the injunction should take, EchoStar was

already well on its way to implementing its desigmaround effort. Before this Court entered its

Amended Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction on September 8 , 2006, EchoStar’s development

efforts were so far advanced that it had obtained three written opinions of counsel. Iii; see also

PX3028, PX3029, and PX3 030. At that time, however, EchoStar had not informed this Court ofany

design-around efforts.
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After this Court entered its permanent injunction, Echostar asked the Federal Circuit to stay

the injunction during EchoStar’s pending appeal. In that request, EchoStar represented that without

the stay it would be unable to provide DVR. service and wouldrisk losing a significant portion of its

cxisting or potential customers, which could cost the company $90 million per month. See Dlct. No.

920 at 20 (citing EchoStar’s Reply Brief In Support of Its Emergency Motion to Stay the District

Court’s Injunction, at 9). Echostar never mentioned its design-around efforts to the Federal Circuit.

As a result of EchoStar's representations, however, the Federal Circuit granted EchoStar‘s request

for a stay of the injunction on October 3, 2006. Dkt. No. 812. Later that month, EchoSta1' began

downloading modified software into its customers’ DVRS (Dkt. No. 839 at 8); this fact did not

become known to any court until May 2008, after the appellate process had concluded.

TiVo contests whether Echostar actually downloaded the modified soitware into all of its

infringing products. Indeed, Echostar has admitted that it “do[es] not have a way to check if every

unit actually received the new software.” Dlzt. No. 912 at 30:11-15. For the purposes of this

opinion, however, the Court will assume that the new software was downloaded to all infringing

DVRS.

B.

On appeal, EchoStar challenged this Court’s claim construction on a number of grounds. See

Til/0, Inc. v. Echo.S'tar Comma ‘us Corp, 516 F.3d 1290, 1295-1307 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 129 S.

Ct. 306 (2008). While most of those challenges concerned the Hardware Claims, Echostar did

challenge this Court’s interpretation of one ter1n—“object"—within the Software Claims. Id. at

1306-07. Although the Federal Circuit reversed this Court’s construction ofcertain terms within the

Hardware claims (id. at 1304-05), it affirmed this Court‘s construction of “object" in the Software

-5-
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claims. Id. at 1306-07. EchoStar did not challenge the construction of any other term within the

Software Claims. Id In addition, the Circuit found that there was sufficient evidence to support the

jury‘s finding of infringement regarding the Sofiware Claims. Id.

At no point during the appellate process did Echostar challenge the language or scope ofthis

Court’s injunction. As a result, the Federal Circuit’s stay dissolved once EchoStar’s appeal become

final. See id. at 1312. Thus, when the mandate in this case issued on April 18, 2008, this Court’s

injunction was reinstated without alteration.

Shortly after the mandate issued, this Court requested letter briefs from the parties on how

best to proceed in light of the Circuit's decision. Dkt. No. 8222. Those letters were provided to the

Court in May 2008. Dkt. Nos. 825 and 826. The substance ofthose letters raised, for the first time,

the issue of Ec|.1oSta1"s design—around efforts and TiVo’s belief that EchoStar was in contempt of

this Court’s injunction. Id. At that time, it became apparent that TiVo believes there are at least two

theories under which EchoStar could be found in contempt. See Dkt. No. 825. First, TiVo believes

that EchoSta.r violated the “face ofthe injunction,” particularly the Disablement Provision, by never

disabling DVR functionality in the infringing products. Ia’. Second, TiVo believes that EchoStar’s

modifications are not a sufficient design-around—that is, the new software downloaded into

EchoStar’s DVRS still infringes the '389 Patent. Id. Echostar responds by arguing that its software

modifications no longer infringe the '389 Patent and that Echostar has fiilly complied with both the

letter and the spirit of the injunction. Dkt. No. 825.

On May 30, 2008, this Court held a briefstatus conference related to these issues. Dlct. No.

830 (transcript). At that conference, this Court gave the parties a timeline under which TiVo could

bring a motion requesting that Echostar be found in contempt, Id. The Court, however, denied

.7-
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TWO ’s request for limited discovery on EchoStar's design-around. Dkt. No. 829. This Court

deemed it necessary to determine first whether EchoStar should be held in contempt for violating

the Disablement Provision on its face. Id. Presented with the prospect ofcontempt proceedings in

this Court, Echostar filed, less-than an hour after the status conference had concluded, a declaratory

judgment action in Delaware seeking a declaration that its modified software no longer infringes the

’389 Patent} See Dkt. No. 832 at 9.

This Court held a hearing on September 4, 2008 to determine whether EchoStar had facially

violated the Disablement Provision. Dkt. No. 860 (transcript). After that hearing, however, this

Court concluded that an additional hearing was necessaryto determine whether EchoStar’s modified

DVRs are more than colorably different from the adjudged devices and whether the modified DVRS

continue to infringe the 3559 Patent.’ Dkt. No. 864. The Court set the additional hearing for

February 2009 and ordered the parties to engage in related discovery. Id. Believing this to be an

improper course ofaction under Federal Circuit precedent, Echostar immediately filed a petition for

writ of mandamus with the Circuit and requested that this Court stay the additional proceedings

2 The Delaware Court recently denied TiVo‘s motion to dismiss the declaratory judgment action. Dish
Network Corp. v. Til/o, Inc, Civil Action No. D3-327-JJF (March 31, 2009). The Delaware court found that it had
jurisdiction to decide the action under Medfmmtme, Inc. v. Genenrech, Irtc.. 549 U.S. 118 (200?) and that Echostar
was not engaged in improper forum shopping because Tivo is a Delaware corporation. The Delaware court,
however, found that it was “unable to make a concrete determination as to whether the redesigned products present
more than a ‘colorable difference’ over the infringing products." That determination, in the opinion of the Delaware
court, is one best made by this Court given its experience with the case. Accordingly, the parties have been ordered
by the Delaware Court to briefwhether transfer ofthe deelaratoryjudgment action to this Court would be
appropriate.

31:: its original formulation, the February hearing would have considered the continued infringement of
both the Software Claims and the Hardware Claims. Dkt. No. 864. Although the _iury’s finding ofliteral
infringement of the Hardware Claims had been overturned, the Federal Circuit did not render an opinion regarding
EehoStar’s infirngement of those claims under the doctrine of equivalents. Til/0. 516 F.3d at 1304-05. The Circuit
remanded that issue for further proceedings should TiVo wish to pursue such, Id. TiVo, however, indicated that it
did not wish to do so in these contempt proceedings, so the Hardware Claims have been dropped from consideration
at this time.
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pending the appellate court‘s decision. Dkt. No. 365. This Court denied EchoStar’s request for stay;

due to the agreement of the parties, however, the Court limited the scope of the February hearing.

Dkt. No. 869 and 870. The Court limited the hearing to two discrete issues:

(1) whether the software downloaded to EchoStar’s DP-501, DP-5 08,

DP-510, DP-522, DP-625, DP—'?2 1, DP-921, and DP-942 is no more

than eolorably different from the adjudged software; and (2) whether

those receivers continue to infringe claims 31 and 61 of U.S. Patent

No. 6,23 3,38 9, either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.

Dkt. No. 370. With these changes in hand, Echostar voluntarily moved to dismiss its rnandarnus

petition. Dkt. No. 873.

After the parties had conducted discovery, the Court held a hearing to address these issues

on February 17-19, 2009. Dkt. Nos. 910-914 (transcripts). Now that the parties have submitted

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law for this Court's consideration (Dkt. Nos. 919 and

920), this Court addresses all issues raised by TiVo’s motion to hold Echostar in contempt.

II.

A contempt proceeding for violation ofan injunction issued in a patent case, “while primarily

for the benefit of the patent owner, nevertheless, involves also the concept of an affront to the court

for failure to obey its order." KSMFasrentng Syn, Inc. v. H./1. Jones Ca, 776 F.2d 1522, 1524 (Fed.

Cir. 1985). The process of contempt, however, is a “severe remedy, and should not be resorted to

where there isfair ground ofdoubr as to the wrongfulness of the defendant’s conduct." Id. at 1525

(quoting Cal. Artificial‘ Stone Paving Co. v. Molitor, l 13 U.S. 609, 618 (1885)). Such restraint is

even more warranted when an enjoined party has taken steps to reform its conduct. See

(“[W]here the patent owner seeks to enforce an injunction against an enjoined infringer by reason
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of a manufacture which was not the subject of the original litigation, the courts have been uniform

in exercising restraint. .. .”).

In determining whether such restraint should be set aside and contempt found in a patent

case, a court must address two separate questions. First, the court must decide whether contempt

proceedings are the appropriate forum to determine whether the modified device infringes. Id. at

1530-32; see oiso Additive Controls & Measurement Sys., Inc. v. Fiowdoro, Inc, 154 F.3d 1345,

1349 (Fed. Cir. 1993). In making this threshold determination, the court must compare the adjudged

and modified products; if the products are “more than colorably different" such that “substantial

open issues” of infringement exist, then contempt proceedings are inappropriate. KSM, 776 F.2d at

1528-32; Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1349. In the event that contempt proceedings are

inappropriate, the patent owner must enforce its rights in a separate infringement action. KSM, 776

F.2d at 1530-32; Additive Controis, 154 F.3d at 1349.

[fthe court, however, finds that contempt proceedings are appropriate, then it must resolve

a second que-stion——whethe1' the modified products continue to infringe the claims of the patent at

issue. KSM, 776 F.2d at 1532; Additive Controis, 154 F.3d at 1349. in addressing this second

question, “the court cannot avoid looking at the claims ofthe patent." KSM, TF6 F.2d at 1528. The

scope of those claims must be interpreted using the court’s previous rulings and may not be

broadened so as to catch the modified product. Id. at 1529. In some cases, however, it may “only

be necessary to determine that the modified device has not been changed from the adjudged device

in a way which affects an element of a claim." Id. at 1528-29. In such a case, the modified and

adjudged devices may be treated as the same. Id. at 1529.
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Within the general constraints of this two-step test, “the district court has broad discretion

to determine how best to enforce its injunctive decrees.” Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1349. To

this end, a court may request the benefit of expert testimony to determine whether more than

colorable differences and continued infringement exist. See id. (“Although [Federal Circuit] case

law suggests that the need for expert testimony counsels against the use of contempt

proceedings . . . the district court satisfied the procedural requirements of KSM by separately

analyzing the questions whether contempt proceedings were appropriate and whether the redesigned

device infringed the patent”); Abbot Labs. v. Torpharm, Inc., 503 F.3d 1372, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

(court did not abuse discretion in electing to try issues in contempt proceedings even though expert

testimony was needed)‘

A.

As mentioned above, the Federal Circuit has cautioned that contempt is a “severe relnecly,"

which should not be resorted to lightly. KSM, 776 F-.2d at 1525; see also Arbek Mfg, Inc. v.

Moazzam, 55 F.3d 1567, 1569 (Fed. Cir. 1995). As a result. the Federal Circuit has stated that “the

movant bears the heavy burden of proving violation by clear and convincing evidence.” KSM, 776

F.2d at 1524 (citing 11 CHARLES ALAN WRlGH’F & ARTHUR R. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND

PROCEDURE: CIVIL § 2960 at 591).

There is some question, however, as to whether a clear and convincing burden applies to both

steps ofthe KSM test. Echostar argues that it does (Dkt. No. 919 at 17-19), while TiVo argues that

it Given the complex technology in this suit. this Court believes that expert testimony was helpful in
resolving both steps ofthe KSM test. as both steps required this Court to analyze the source code in EohoSrar‘s
modified software. Although expert testimony may not be necessary with regard to more tangible technology, the
Court found it helpful under the circumstances of this case.

-11-
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the heightened burden applies only to step two, infringement by the modified device (Dkt. No. 920

at 27-29). After reviewing both KSM and its progeny, this Court agrees with TiVo.

The Federal Circuit’s only mention ofthe “clear and convincing” burden in theKSMdecision

comes at the very beginning of the opinion. KSM, 776 F.2d at 1525. At that point in the opinion,

Judge Nies is discussing contempt proceedings in their broadest sense. See id. (“Contempt

proceedings are generally summary in nature and may be decided by the court . . . without the

formalities of trial, although the movant bears the heavy burden of proving violation by clear and

convincing evidence"). Once the opinion turns to its two—step test, however, the Circuit is silent

regarding this heightened burden.

In later iterations, however, the Circuit has suggested that the clear and convincing burden

only applies to the second step of the KSM test. Specifically, the Circuit has stated that to “show

contempt, the patent owner must prove by clear and convincing evidence that ‘the modified device

falls within the admitted or adjudicated Scope of the claims and is, therefore, an infringement ."

Ar-bek, 55 F.3d at 1569 (quoting KS]-.4’, 776 F.2d at 1530). This comparison of modified device to

the claims and the connected conclusion that the modified device is or is not an infringement is what

the second KSM step is designed to accomplish. Compare Arbek, 55 F.3d at 1569, with KSM, 776

F.2d at 1529-30, and Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1349 (discussing second step).

While a heightened burden clearly applies to step two of the KSM test, it is less clear what,

if any, burden applies to the first step. Recall that under the KSM two—step test, the first and

threshold question determines whether contempt proceedings are even appropriate given the facts

of a case. KSIIJ, 776 F.2d at 1530-32; Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1349. Although some district

courts have applied a heightened burden to this threshold determination (see e.g. Brine, Inc. V. STX

-12-
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L.L.C., 367 F. Supp. 2d 61, 67 (D. Mass. 2005)), this Court does not believe that such is proper.

Instead, this Court finds that no burden attaches to the first KSM step as it is a purely “procedural

standard" entrusted to the discretion of the trial court. See KSM, 776 F.2d at 1532.

To clarify this Court‘s finding, it is helpful to quote KSM at length. After determining that

the “colorable differences" test should be used over a competing doctrine-of-equivalents-based test.

the Circuit concluded as follows:

With respect to the issue of when contempt proceedings will be

allowed, we conclude that the procedural’ anaiysis used by the

majority of courts should be adopted as the general rule. A standard

based on procedural considerations is more likely to meet due

process requirements, considering the usual summary nature of

contempt proceedings. Under a procedural standard, the district

court is able to utilize principles of claim and issue preclusion (res

jiidicata) to determine what issues were settled by the original suit

and what issues would have to be tried. Such a determination may

vary depending upon whether the original suit was settled by consent

or fully litigated. Ifthere are substantial open issues with respect to

infringement to be tried, contempt proceedings are inappropriate.

The presence of such disputed issues creates a fair ground for doubt

that the decree has been violated. So long as the district court

exercises its discretion to proceed or not to proceed by way of

contempt proceedings within these general constraints, this court

must defer to its judgment on this issue.

In sum, the initial question to be answered in ruling on a motion for

contempt is whether contempt proceedings are appropriate. That

question is answered by the trial coartsfiidging whether substantial

disputed issues must be litigated. The second question, whether an

injunction against infringement has been violated, requires, at a

minimum, a finding that the accused device is an infringement.

Id. (emphasis added, internal citations omitted).

Thus, the threshold question ofwhether contemptproceedings are appropriate is left entirely

to the discretion ofthe trial court. It is not for one party to prove that such proceedings are or are not

appropriate. If, and onlyif, the trial court determines that contempt proceedings are appropriate does

-13-
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the rnovant hear a burden ofproving the second question—infringement by the modified device-—-b_v

clear and convincing evidence.

B.

Answering the steps of the KSM test requires comparisons between the original product, the

modified product, and the claims. The first step determines whether there are more tha.n merely

colorable differences between the products. KSM, 776 F.2d at 1530-32. As such, the first step

“turns on a comparison between the original infringing product and the redesigned device.” Aa'dt'ti've

Controls, 1 54 F.3d at 1549. The actual claims of the patent are not truly at issue in KSM‘s first step,

though to be certain, any difference between the products must relate to some claim element. See

id. at 1350 (finding no more than colorable differences or substantial questions of infringement

because the differences related to “no elements of the pertinent patent claim").

If no more than colorable differences are found such that there areno substantial open issues

of infringement, then the second step of the KSM test compares the redesigned product to the patent

claims as previously adjudged. KSM, 7'76 F.2d at 1529-30. In making this comparison, the Court

is bound by its previous rulings on the scope of the claims and may not broaden the scope of the

claims to catch the modified device. Id. at 1530. This Court also finds, however, that the scope of

the patent claims is not, as Echostar contends (Dkt. No. 919 at 19-45), limited by a jury’s verdict

or a patentee’s theories at trial. As the second step of the KSM analysis is nothing more than a

normal patent infringement analysis involving the modified product, the proper scope of the patent

claims is governed by the trial court's prior decisions on claim construction as upheld by the Federal

Circuit. See Markman. v. Westview Insmtments. Irie, 52 F.3d 967, 976 (Fed. Cir. 1995), afl""a', 517

U.S. 370 (1996) (“An infringement analysis entails two steps. The first step is determining the

-14-
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meaning and scope of the patent claims asserted to be infiinged. The second step is comparing the

properly construed claims to the device accused of infringing.” (citation omitted)).

Finally, the comparisons in either step of the KSM test do not, as EchoStar also contends (see

Dkt. No. 919 at 70-77), involve the infringer‘s intent or good faith. The general rule in civil

contempt proceedings is that “a party need not intend to violate an injunction to be found in

contempt.” Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1353 (citing McC'omb v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 336

US. 187, 191 (1947)). Moreover, “good faith is irrelevant as a defense to a civil contempt order.”

Id. (quoting Waflenschmidt 1.-_ MacKay, 763 F.2d 711, 723-26 (5th Cir. 1935)).

As a result, this Court will focus its analysis on EchoStar’s DVR software (both old and new)

and the Software Claims ofTiVo’s ’ 3 89 Patent as construed by this Court and upheld by the Federal

Circuit.

III.

EchoStar concedes that its DVRs—both its 50X Products and Broadcom Hoduct%condnue

to satisfy most ofthe limitations in claims 3 1 and 61 as they did at trial. Echostar believes, however,

that it has changed its 50X Products in one significant way and has changed its Broadcom Products

in two significant ways. Dkt. No. 920 at 10-15.

With respect to EchoStar’s SOX Products, EchoStar contends that it has modified its DVR

software to implement a “indexless" system. Dkt. No. 339 at 4-5; Dkt. No. 919 at 53-55. Echostar‘ s

receivers at trial detected start codes in the incoming broadcast data and created an index of those

start codes for use in “trick play” operations. Id. After trial, Echostar modified the software in its

50X Products to remove this start—code detection capability. Dkt. No. 910 at 164122-165:3; DX5160.

At present, EchoStar’s receivers perform trick play operations bytransferring incoming data directly
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to a hard drive and using average frame rate statistics collected during playback to estimate the

location of stored video data. Dkt. No. 910 at 201 : 19-205 : 1 5. This method of playback requires

greater processing power by the DVR hardware and Echostar refers to the method as a “brute—force”

search. Id; PX3277, PX3278.

EchoStar contends that the move to an “indexless” or “brute-force” system means that its

DVR software no longer satisfies the “parses” limitation of the ’389 Parent's Software Claims. Dkt.

No. 910 at 197225-198215; Dkt. No. 912 at 168:6-169.18; Dkt. No. 919 at 53-55, 92-119. Claim 31

ofthe ’389 Patent claims a “process for the simultaneous storage and play back ofmultimedia data,"

which is further comprised ofnumerous steps.’ ’389 Patent at 14:52-53. The first such step requires

“providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast data from

an input device, parses video and audio dotoflrom said broadcast data, and temporarily stores said

Video and audio data[.]” Id. at 14:54-57 (emphasis added).

TiVo argues that this limitation is still satisfied by EehoStar°s modified SOX Products

because those products still analyze the broadcast signal. During claim construction, this Court

construed the term “parses” in all claims to mean “analyzes,” and therefore defined “parses video

and audio data from said broadcast data” in claims 31 and 61 as “analyzes video and audio data from

the broadcast data.” Dkt. No. 185 at 22. On appeal, Echostar did not challenge this Court‘s

construction of the term “parses." See T1'Vo, 516 F.3d at 1295-1307. Since parsing is defined as

analyzing rather than indexing, TiVo contends that EchoStar’s modified receivers still satisfy the

limitation even though they may no longer index the incoming signal. Dkt. No. 920 at 36-41; Dkt.

5 Claim 61 is similar to claim 31, except that it recites an apparatus rather than a process. '3 89 Patent at
18:3-30. For all intents and purposes, however, the parties have treated the two claims alike For these proceedings.

-15-
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No. 910 at 66:9-67: 19. Specifically, TiVo contends that the limitation is still met by PID filtering,

which involves analyzing the incoming data stream and selecting the appropriate packets of data

associated with a program or channel selected by the viewer. Id. In support of this position, TiVo

cites to testimony at the 2006 trial in which experts, including EchoStar’s own experts, testified that

PID filtering satisfied the parsing limitation in the Software Claims. Dkt. No. 716 at 1 10:10-1 1 1 :14;

Dkt. No. 722 at 99:17-100123.

In response, EchoStar argues that judicial estoppel bars TiVo florn arguing that PID filtering

satisfies the parsing limitation. Dkt. No. 919 at 21-3 8, 92-98. EchoStar contends that TiVo argued

at trial that the parsing limitation was satisfied by start-code detection and indexing. Id. Because

the jury agreed with this position, in that it returned a verdict favorable to TiVo, EchoStar believes

that TiVo cannot now assert that parsing is met by something other than start-code detection and

indexing. Id. In addition, EchoStar argues that PID filtering does not involve the analyzing of data;

instead, it involves merely looking at the header of an incoming packet of data rather than its

payload. Dkt. No. 912 at l71:14-172:2; Dkt. No. 919 at 99-103. Moreover, EchoStar contends that

the ’3 89 Patent’s specification makes it clear that PID filtering is not parsing and that PID filtering,

common to digital receivers without DVR capability, is not central to the invention embodied in the

‘.389 Patent. Dlct. No. 919 at 29-33, 103-107

With respect to EchoStar’ s Broadcorn Products, EchoStar contends that itrnade two changes.

First, EchoStar implemented the same “indexless” system found in the 50X Products. Dkt. No. 919

at 53-55. Thus, EchoStar argues that its Broadcom Products also do not satisfy the “parses”

limitation of the Software Claims. Dkt. No. 919 at 92-119. Second, EchoStar modified the
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bufifering structure used to record data to the Broadcorn Product’s hard drive. See Dkt No. 919 at

38-42, 55-53.

At the time oftrial, EehoStar’s infringing Broadcorn receivers utilized a pool of ten buffers

(collectively the “transport buffer") and an intermediate "record buffer.” Dkt. No. 910 at 219:24-

?.23:20. When one of the ten buffers in the transport buffer was full, EchoStar’s software would

copy the data from that single buffer into the record buffer. That data would then be written to the

hard drive from the record buffer. Additional data would not be transferred from any of the nine

remaining buffers to the record buffer until the record buffer’s data had been transferred to the hard

drive. In other words, EchoStar’s infringing product would never extract data from the transport

buffer until the record buffer was empty and available. This “blocking of access to the record buffer"

prevented data already in the record buffer from being overwritten. Id; Dkt. No. 919 at 55-5 8.

Echostar modified its software by removing the record buffer such that data is now

transferred directly from the transport buffer to the hard drive. Dkt. No. 910 at 110:7-112:8, 21?:6-

21 3: 19. Thus, Echostar contends that the “blocking" function performed by the record buffer is no

longer present in its modified receivers. Because it removed this blocking function, EchoStar

believes that its DVR software no longer satisfies the “automatic flow control“ limitation of the

Software Claims. Dkt. No. 910 at 226:1-231:l4; Dkt. No. 912 at 222: 15-235:l9; Dkt. No. 919 at

l 19- l 39. The fifth step of clairn 31 ’s storage and playback process requires a “source object [that]

is automaticallyflow controlled by said transform object." '3 89 Patent at 15: 1-2 (emphasis added).

TiVo argues that this limitation is still satisfied by EchoStar's modified Broadcorn Products

because data transfer is still self-regulated in those products. During claim construction, this Court

construed the term “automatically flow controlled" in claims 31 and 61 to mean “self-regulated."

-13-
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Dkt. No. 185 at 24. On appeal, Echostar did not challenge this Court’s construction of that term.

See Tt'Vo, 516 F.3d at 1295-1307. TiVo argues that self-regulation is not limited to the “blocking"

of data flow. Dkt. No. 910 at 87:9-25; Dkt. No. 920 at 41-44, 53-56. As EchoStar’s modified

products still operate using ten buffers in a “circular" formation, in which data is written into one

buffer at a time, Two argues that self-regulation is still present. Dkt. No. 910 at 86:9-117:19.

In response, EchoStar once again argues thatjudicial estoppel bars TiVo's arguments. Dkt-

No. 919 at 3 8-42, 1 19-25. Echostar contends that TiVo argued at trial that the record buffer provided

automatic flow control. Id. Because the jury agreed with this position, in that it returned a Verdict

favorable to TiVo, Echostar believes that TiVo cannot now argue that the redesigned Broadcom

receivers infringe notwithstanding the removal ofthe record buffer. Id. In addition, EchoStar argues

that a circular buffer cannot by itselfprovide for flow control because overflow is still a possibility

in such a system. Dkt. No. 910 at 22 1 : 15-222:9; Dkt. No. 912 at 22';':24-2.28:5; Dkt. No. 919 at 130-

32. Finally, Echostar contends that the redesigned circular buffer system lacks the required source

object and transfontn object. Dlct. No. 919 at 129-130.

To summarize, Echostar contends that it made one change to its 50X Products—it removed

start—code detection and implemented a indexless system. Under this system, Echostar believes that

its products no longer parse incoming data as required by the ‘389 Patent. EchoStar also

implemented this indexless system in its Broadcorn Products. Moreover, Bchostar changed the

buffering structure in its Broadcorn Products—it removed an intermediate buffer dubbed the “record

buffer." Echostar believes that its Broadcom Products, in the absence of this record buffer, are no

longer automatically flow controlled as required by the ’389 Patent.
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Having now outlined the parties‘ basic positions with respect to the actual changes made to

the infringing products, the Court will address EchoStar’ s judicial estoppel arguments before

analyzing EchoStar’s modifications under the two-step KSM test.

A.

The doctrine ofjudicial estoppel “prohibits a party from taking inconsistent positions in the

same or related litigation.” Transclean Corp. v. 4% Lube Int! '1', Inc, 474 F.3d 1298, 1307 (Fed.

Cir. 2007) (citation omitted). The doctrine is designed to protect the integrity ofthejudicial process

and may be invoked by the court at its discretion. New Hampshire V. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 749-50

(2001). In dctermining whether to invoke judicial estoppel courts typically look to several factors:

(1) whether a party’s later position is “clearly inconsistent" with its earlier position; (2) whether the

party has succeeded in persuading the court to accept that party‘s earlier position, so that acceptance

ofthe later position would create “the perception that either the first or second court was misled”;

and (3) whether the party seeking to assert an inconsistent position would cause unfair prejudice if

not estopped. Id.

Here, EchoStar argues that TiVo should be estopped from taking positions that EchoStar

believes are inconsistent with positions taken at trial. Dkt. No. 919 at 19-45. Specifically, Echostar

argues that TiVo should be prevented from arguing that start-code detection is not necessary to

claims 31 and 61 when it argued at trial that start—code detection satisfied the parsing limitation. In

addition, TiVo should be prevented from arguing that those claims do not require the blocking of

access to buffers to prevent the overflow of data when it argued at trial that automatic flow control

was satisfied by such blocking.
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This Court is unpersuaded by EchoStar ’s arguments. The Court finds that the positions taken

by TiVo during these contemptproceedings and previously at trial are not “clearly inconsistent" with

one another. There is nothing inconsistent with TiVo's position that EchoStar’s past and present

products fall within the scope of the '389 Patent as construed by this Court. If this action involved

real property, past and present trespasses to TiVo ’s land may occur in dissimilar ways (i.e. entry from

the west versus entry from the south). As long as the trespasser is crossing the metes and bounds

of TiVo’s property, TiVo may argue that both are trespasses. There is nothing inconsistent in those

positions.

Here, the rnetes and bounds of TiVo’s property are the patent claims as construed by this

Court and affirmed by the Federal Circuit. TiVo’s position that those boundaries have been crossed

and continue to be crossed by EchoStar's products is not inconsistent. Thus, TiVo may argue that

automatic flow control is satisfied by EchoStar’s modified products even though the exact manner

of infringement may be slightly different. Likewise, TiVo may argue that EchoStar's modified

products continue to parse incoming data though the manner in which that is accomplished might

have changed slightly. If this Court disallowed such arguments, then future inf:-ingers could easily

side-step this and other courts’ orders by making insignificant changes to their products. It would

be tantamount to allowing an enjoined trespasser re-entry onto the land in dispute because he is now

using a different road and compounding the injustice by silencing the property owner when he asked

the court to enforce its decree.

This Court is also cognizant of the fact that TiVo made certain arguments at trial due to the

fact that both Hardware and Software Claims were being asserted at that time. This Court finds that

arguments made by TiVo regarding Hardware Claims should not limit the Software Claims. It is
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undisputed that the Hardware Clairns—no longer an issue in the present proceedings~cor1tain

limitations not found in the Software Claims. In particular, the Hardware Claims require a “Media

Switch" that both parses and separates the incoming data stream. ’389 Patent at 12:48-50 (claim 1).

TiVo argued at trial that EchoStar‘s products contained such a Media Switch, which satisfied the

parsing and separating requirement of the Hardware Claims through start-code detection and

indexing. Moreover, TiVo argued that the Media Switch could also be the “physical data source"

that “parses video and audio data" as required by the Software Claims.

The fact that TiVo argued that a Media Switch satisfied the “physical data source"

requirement of the Software Claims, however, does not limit those claims. This Court has never

held that the “physical data source” in the Software Claims is limited to a Media Switch. The Media

Switch must parse and separate the incoming data, whereas the physical data source ofthe Software

Claims need only parse. As a result, the physical data source of the Software Claims is less

specifie——in that it performs less functions—than the Media Switch of the Hardware Claims.

Although the Media Switch could satisfy the Software Claims, there are potentially other, more

generic physical data sources that could be sufficient.

By arguing that parsing in the Software Claims must be limited to start-code detection andfor

indexing, this Court believes that Echostar is trying to import the Media Switch or an equivalent into

the Soitware Claims. This Court declines to do so. 'I'iVo’s positions at trial regarding a Media

Switch must not be read onto the physical data source limitation of the Software Claims. Because

the Software Claims require less ofthe physical data source than the Hardware Claims require of the

Media Switch, it is possible for the physical data source to operate differently than the Media Switch

and still meet the required limitation. Thus, whereas the Media Switch considered at trial carried
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out start-code detection and indexing, it is possible for the physical data source to do less. In other

words, the physical data source could carry out a much simpler task than start-code detection and

indexing while still satisfying the parsing limitation of the Software Claims. TiVo may take this

position without being inconsistent, without creating the perception that the Court was misled, and

without the danger ofunfair prejudice to Echostar.

Finally, EchoStar’s argument that this Court must accept “the scope of the claims as

adjudicated by the jury" (Dkt. No. 910 at 33:5-6) is unpersuasive. Echostar would have this Court

introduce start-code detection, indexing, or blocking requirements into claims 31 and 61. EchoStar

believes such is proper because thejury seemingly accepted TiVo’s arguments at trial. Dkt No. 910

at 32: 15-25. As a result, EchoStar argues that the adjudicated scope of the claims was determined

by jury deliberations rather than this Court‘s claim construction. Dkt. No. 910 at 23 :23-24:2

(modifications attempted to “design-around the scope of the claims as adjudicated by the jury”),

33:5-6 (“We have to be looking at contempt in the scope ofthe claims as adjudicated by thejury").

EchoStar’s position is erroneous in a number of ways. First, this Court instructed the jury

as to the meaning of the claims. The jury was told that it had to apply this Court’s interpretations

of the claims. Dkt. No. 691 at 6. The Court must assume that the jury complied with its instruction

and did not apply its own interpretation to the claims. Second, even if this Court accepted

. EchoStar’s position, there is no way to determine the thought process of the jury. Some or even all

members ofthejury may have believed from the testimony that parsing was satisfied by PED filtering

rather than start—code detection. Finally, EchoStar’s position would allow experts to once again

argue about the scope of claim terms. Indeed, at the February hearing Ecl10Star's expert, Dr. Rhyne,

testified that he considered ‘What had been successful in the eyes of the jury” to determine his
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opinion of claim scope. Dkt. No. 912 at 168:6-169:9. Such postulation by experts as to the scope

of patent claims has been repeatedly deemed improper by the Federal Circuit. Markman, 52 F.3d

at 970-721 (“the interpretation and construction of patent claims, which define the scope of the

patentee‘s rights under the patent, is a matter of law exclusively for the court”); 02 Micro Int ’J Ltd.

v. Beyond Innovation Tech. Co., 521 F.3d 1351, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

In the end, this Court finds EchoStar’s judicial estoppel argument to be a thinly veiled

attempt to reargue claim construction and limit the scope of the ’389 Patent. Such is not proper.

This Court's constructions, which were affiimed by the Federal Circuit, are the settled law of the

case and must be applied without further broadening or limitation. PI/.L. Gore &Assocs. v. Garlocic

Inc, , 842 F.2d 1275, 1279 (Fed. Cir. 1988). As such, “parses,” in the context ofthe Software Claims,

means “analyzes“ and is not limited to start—code detection or indexing. Likewise, “automatic flow

control” means “self-regulated" and is not limited to the blocking of access to buffers to prevent

overflow.

B.

The Court now turns to the first step of the KSM test. Recall that this first step—tl1e

threshold question of whether contempt proceedings are appropriate—requires a comparison

between the infringing and modified products. This comparison must be made in light ofthe claims;

any difierence will be deemed more than colorable if, and only ifl it touches on some claim

limitation. EchoStar argues that the changes made to its DVR software were significant. To that

end, EchoStar points to the amount of source code that it changed—5,000 of the 10,000 lines of

DVR code. Dkt. No. 912 at 26:8-14. TiVo argues that this change is insignificant when compared
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to the millions of lines of code found in the Echostar boxes, of which hundreds of thousands could

be characterized as DVR code. Dkt. No. 920 at 32; Dkt. No. 708 at 44:l—22.

In addition, EchoStar contends that it invested 8,000 man—hours of work and over $700,000

in its redesign efforts. Dkt. No. 912 at 19:1-16. TiVo points out, however, that these amounts are

minimal when compared to the more than $120 million that Echostar spent on advertising during

the same time period, including $50 million on a campaign utilizing the slogan “Better than TiVo.”

Dkt. No. 291 at 140-12-141-13; PX3101, PX3l02. The price-tag of EchoStar’s alleged design-

around effort is also Well below its CEO’s previous estimates that such a design-around could cost

tens of millions of dollars. Dkt. No. 793 at 43:8-44:2 (noting that litigation would have cost less

than pursuing a viable design—around). Although the Court notes the amount of money spent by

EchoStar in its design-around effort and the amount ofsource code that was modified, this evidence

has no effect on the KSM analysis. In the end, such evidence is just as insignificant as the amount

of money EchoStar spent on advertising.

Echostar also points to opinion ofcounsel letters received during the development of its new

software and relies on the testimony of the letters’ authors. Dkt. No. 912 at 59:17-61: 10, 67:2-13,

97:18-98:2; DX5073, DX5074, DX5076. The Court, however, chooses to give this evidence little

weight. For the most part, the letters and testimony are evidence of EchoStar’s alleged good faith,

which is irrelevant in these proceedings. See Additive Crmtrois, 154 F.3d at 1353. To the extent that

the letters and testimony analyze EchoStar’s modifications, their conclusions are cumulative of the

testimony provided by EchoStar’s expert, Dr. Rhyne. Furthermore, as the letters were drafted early

in the modification process, their authors did not have benefit of the actual source code that

implemented the modifications. Dkt. No. 912 at 61:11-19, 97:2-7.
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Instead of considering evidence ofthe amount of money the EchoStar spent on advertising,

the amount of man-hours spent designing the modifications, or the fact that EchoStar obtained

opinions of counsel, the Court limits itself to a comparison between the infringing and modified

products in light of the claim language and the Court’s construction thereof.

The only limitations at issue are those noted above. Echostar has presented no evidence that

its modifications affect any limitation other than the “parses video and audio data from said

broadcast data” and the “wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform obj ect" limitations found in claims 31 and 61. On their face, EchoStar’s modifications

do not read onto the language of the claims as construed. EchoStar’s own characterizations of its

modifications (“start—code detection," “indexing,” and “blocking”) appear nowhere in the claim

language as written or construed. Because these modifications do not relate to elements of the

pertinent patent claims, this Court finds that any differences between the infringing and modified

products are no more than colorable. See Additive Controls, 154 F.3d at 1350 (affirming district

court’s decision to hold contempt proceedings where modifications did not affect “elements of the

pertinent patent claim”). Although this Court could end the threshold analysis here and find that

contempt proceedings are appropriate, further analysis is prudent.

With regard to EchoStar‘s “indexless” or “brute—force" modification, which allegedly affects

the parsing limitation, this Court notes that EchoStar’s own experts at trial testified that PID filtering

satisfied that limitation Dkt. No. 716 at 110: 10-20. Moreover, Echostar’s own engineers refer to

PID filtering as “parsing." Dkt. No. 912 at 41 1 19-42: 1. Because both the adjudicated and modified

products utilize PID filtering and thus may infringe the Sofiware Claims in the same manner, this

Court finds that the two products are not more than colorably different. This conclusion is bolstered

-26-
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by EehoStar’s own internal documents, which originally referred to its modified software by the

moniker “Indexless DVR and TS Parsing.“ PX3277 (emphasis added). Only in a later drafts did

EchoStar remove the word “parsing” from its product characterization and begin referring to its

modified DVR as an “lndcxless / Brute Force DVR.” PX3 278; Dkt. No. 910 at 81 :3-82:3. Although

Echo Star now refers to its product as operating with brute-force, its own internal correspondence

suggests that “pure brute force won’t work.” PX3l70; Dkt. No. 910 at 83:8-24.

With regard to Echo-star's buffeiing change, which allegedly affects the automatic flow

control limitation, this Court notes that when EchoSta.r's modified DVRS were tested, 99% ofthem

never exhibited any data loss. Dkt. No. 910 at 1 17:20-1 18:14. In the small percent that did exhibit

data loss, that loss was extremely small, in the range of 0.0002%. Dkt. No. 910 at 120: 12-21. This

amount data loss is minimal. Moreover, EchoStar admits that such data loss would occur in both

the infringing products and the modified products; the only difference is the manner in which the

software deals with that data loss. Dkt. No. 912 at 244120-245: 1. Thus, the modified software is not

more than colorahly different from the infringing software. In addition, there is substantial evidence

suggesting that both the modified and original products operate using the same circular buffer

structure—each of the ten buffers (or “descriptors”) within the structure having a 140,000 byte

capacity. Dkt. No. 910 at 91:14-93:16, 122:3-25. EchoStar’s efforts to re—brand its modified buffer

as a linear buffer are misplaced. Compare PX3298, and Dkt. No. 912 at 32:13-16, with PX3l6l,

and Dlct. No. 910 at 89:3-17', and Did; No. 43:24-44:2. The actual change, the removal of the

“record buffer,” which in essence is a change from eleven buffers to ten, is not more than colorably

different from the original product.
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For these reasons, this Court finds that any differences between the infringing and modified

products are no more than colorable and that no substantial open issues of infringement exist. As

a result, contempt proceedings in this case are appropriate.‘

C.

The Court now turns to second step of the KSM test. Recall that this step requires a

comparison between the modified products and the patent claims as construed by the court to

determine if those products continue to infringe. The movant must demonstrate continued

infringement by clear and convincing evidence.

The Federal Circuit has allowed, however, that in some cases it may “only be necessary to

determine that the modified device has not been changed from the adjudged device in a way which

affects an element of a claim." KSM, T76 F.2d at 1528-29. In such a case, the modified and

adjudged devices may be treated as the same. In’. at 1529. As discussed above, EchoStar's

modifications do not affect express elements of the disputed claims. The disputed claims do not

require “start-code detection," “indexing," andfor “blocking." The disputed claims also do not

require a specific buffering structure, much less a specific number of buffers. Instead, the claims

require that the incoming data be “parsed,” which this Court has construed to mean “analyzed," and

also require “automatic flow control," which this Court has construed to mean “self-regulated."

If this Court was to adopt EchoStar’s View of the claim requirements, then it would

effectively be re-construing the claims. The time for this has long passed. Even if this Court

believed that its constructions were overly broad, it is bound by its earlier constructions as affnned

6 This Court finds that no burden of procfis attached to step one ofthe KSM test (as it is ultimately a
“procedural" determination). Ifi however, Echcstar is correct and TiVo must prove no colcrable differences by clear
and convincing evidence. then this Court finds that 'l"iVo has also met this heightened burden.

-23-
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by the Federal Circuit. See Del Mar Avionics, Inc. v. Quinton Instrument C'o., 836 F.2d 1320, 1324

(Fed. (flit. 1987) (“The prior determination of certain issues, including the issues of claim

construction . . ., bars judicial redetennination of those issues . . . . [Tlhe relitigation of issues

previously decided is barred on principles of finality and repose"). This Court’s constructions as

affirmed are the law of the case. See WL. Gore & AS.s'oc.s'., 824 F.2d at 1279. If Echostar wished

to argue for a more limited interpretation of “parsing” or “automatic flow control," then it should

have done so on appeal. Because EchoStar did not, it has waived any argument that this Court’s

constructions are incorrect.

Because Echostafs modifications do not affect elements ofthe disputed claims as construed,

this Court finds that the infringing and modified devices may be treated as the same. As such, this

Court finds that EchoStar’s modified software continues to infringe the Soitware Claims of the ’3 89

Patent.

Furthermore, even if this Court were to assume that EchoStar‘s modifications affected

elements ofthe Software Claims, this Court still finds that the modifications continue to infiinge the

"389 Patent and that TiVo has proven such by clear and convincing evidence.

With regard to EchoStar’s “indexless” or “brute-force” modification, this Court finds by clear

and convincing evidence that the modified products—both the 50X and Broadcom Products—still

“parse[] video and audio data from said broadcast data." It is undisputed that Ech0Star's products

filter incoming data using a PID filter. Internally, Echostar engineers refer to PID filtering as

parsing. D1-zt. No. 912 at 4l:I9—42:1. Furthermore, an Echostar technical document on the

modification uses the term “TS Parsing” to describe the design—around. PX3277. Numerous experts,

some of them EchoSta:r's own, have testified that PID filtering is a form of parsing. Dkt. No. 716

-39-
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at 110: 1 0-20; Dkt. No. 1'19 at 38:2-8; Dltt. No. 910 at 66:9-67: 19. A PlD filter can be classified as

a “physical data source" as required by the claims. A PII) filter is transport demultiplexor, which

is a type of physical data source envisioned by the ’389 Patent. Dkt. No. 900 at 103; 3559 Patent at

6:30-32. Finally, the claims do not require that parsing be completed on the payloads of the

incoming data rather than their headers. EchoStar’s arguments to this effect are thus inapposite.

Therefore, this Court finds that PID filtering satisfies the parsing limitation ofthe Software Claims,

the PID filter is a physical data source that parses incoming data.

With regard to Echostar‘s buffering change, this Court finds by clear and convincing

evidence that the Broadcom Products still operate using a “source object [that] is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object." The patent does not require the blocking ofdata flow, nor does

it require that there never be data loss within the DVR. The patent only requires that data flow he

self-regulated. Dkt. No. I85 at 24 (citing ’389 Patent at 8:48-49). As explained above, EchoStar’s

system utilizes ten buffers in a circular arrangement. EchoStar’s software manages the flow of data

into and out of those buffers. Dkt. No. 910 at 91:14-98:16. Read and write “pointers" and

“descriptors” manage the process by which data is deposited into and extracted fiom the circular

buffer. Id. Furthermore, there is evidence that certain data structures, including a “no sync"

structure, provide communication between the read and write processes within the modified

receivers. Dlct. N0. 910 at l28:18-l30:l1, 225210-25; Dkt. No. 914 at 46:5-14. In addition,

EchoStar‘s software contains a timed “semaphore,” which paces the extraction process. Dkt. No.

912 at 5: 1-4. Also, in the event that the read process falls behind in its extraction ofdata from the

circular buffer, EchoStar’s modified software catches up by extracting data from multiple buffers

at once and writing that data to the hard drive. Dkt. No. 912 at 184:1 1-195:6. Thus, this Court finds

-30-
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that EchoStar‘s software retains a collection ofdata and operations—-a transform object—that is self-

regulating with respect to the source object. Lastly, in the rare instance of overflow (0.0002% of the

time in 1% of receivers), EchoStar’s sofiware handles the situation by flushing all ten buffers and

correcting the error condition. Dkt. No. 910 at 1 14123-1 15:8. Based on all this evidence, the Court

finds that the flow ofdata in EchoStar's Broadcom products is se1f—regu1ated. Therefore, this Court

finds that EchoStar’s buffering system satisfies the automatic flow control limitation ofthe Software

Claims.

Finally, EchoStar’s modifications do not affect any other limitations in the Software Claims.

Dkt. No. 910 at 57:5-58:5; Dkt. No. 912 at 15.8: 10-22. Thus, all remaining limitations are met by

the modified products in the exact same manner as they were met in the infringing products.

Because all limitations in claims 31 and 61 ofthe ’389 Patent are practiced by EchoStar‘s modified

SOX and Broadcom Products, those products continue to infringe TiVo’s patent. TNo has proven

such by clear and convincing evidence.

Accordingly, this Court finds EchoStar in contempt of this Court’s permanent injunction.

Specifically, EchoStar is in contempt of the Infringement Provision of this Court’s order, which

enjoined Echostar from “making, using, offering to sell, selling or importing in the United States,

the Infringing Products, either alone or in combination with any other product and all other products

that are only colorably different therefrom in the context of the lnfringed Claims.”

IV.

Even if EchoStar had achieved a non—infringing desig1:1—around, this Court would still find

that EchoStar is in contempt of this Court's permanent injunction. EchoStar never complied with

the ‘Disablement Provision of this Court’s order, which ordered EchoStar to “disable the DVR

.3].
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functionality (i.e. disable all storage to and playback from a hard disk drive of television data) in all

but 192,708 units of the Infringing Products that have been placed with an end user or subscriber.”

Whether Echo Star did or did not comply with the Disablement Provision ofthis Court’s order

does not raise any issue unique to patent law. As a result, the regional circuit law of the Fifih Circuit

applies to this issue. See Eagie Comtronics, Inc. v. Arrow Commc’n Labs, Inc, 305 F.3d 1303,

1313 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (applying regional circuit law to civil contempt proceedings). In civil

contempt proceedings, “the party seeking an order of contempt need only establish (1) that a court

order was in effect, and (2) that the order required certain conduct by the respondent, and (3) that the

respondent failed to comply with the court’s order.” FDIC v. LeGrcznd, 43 F.3d 163, 170 (5th Cir.

1995) (citation omitted). The movant must prove such by clear and convincing evidence. Id. ;

Martin v. Triniiy1ndus., Inc., 959 F.2d 45, 47 (5th Cir. l992).

This Court’s permanent injunction, which was issued on September 8, 2006, was stayed by

the Federal Circuit pending EchoStar’s appeal. On appeal, EchoStar did not challenge the language

or validity of this Court’s injunction. -Thus, the Federal Circuit upheld the injunction and dissolved

its stay once EchoStar’s appeal became final, which occurred on April 18, 2008. TIT/0, 516 F.3d at

13 12..

This Court, aware ofthe Federal Circuit’s general disdain for broad or vague prohibitions of

future infiingement, drafted its permanent injunction in narrow terms that captured particular

infringing devices and required Eel-ioStar to take certain action regarding those devices. See KSM,

776 F.2d at 1526 (“those against whom an injunction is issued should receive fair and precisely

drawn notice of what the injunction actually prohibits”). In particular, EchoStar was ordered to

disable DVR fimctionality in the infringing products that had been placed with an end—user. For the

-32-
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sake ofclarity, this Court provided EchoStar with a definition ofDVR functionality: “storage to and

playback from a hard disk drive of television data.”

Although Echostar did not challenge the scope ofthis Court’ s order on appeal, Echostarnow

argues that the injunction only covers “Infringing Products,” which in terms of the Software Claims

would be infiinging software. See Dkt. No. 839 at 10- 12. Echostar argues that it complied with this

Court’s order when it downloaded new software into the infringing receivers, thus disabling their

infringing DVR functionality. This Court’s order, however, was not limited to infringing software;

rather the infringing receivers in their entirety were subject to the order. Indeed, although claims 31

and 61 have been referred to as the “Software Claims” they actually cover a process and apparatus

that may also contain hardware elements. See T1'Vo, 516 F.3d at 1309 (“[T]he hardware/software

distinction made by EchoStar is unhelpful. What matters is whether the operations performed by

the interaction of software and hardware in the accused DVRs, taken as a whole, are covered by the

claim term"). By not disabling DVR functionality in adjudged receivers that had been placed with

end-users, Echostar failed to comply with the plain language of this Court's order.

If EchoStar believed that this Court's order was overly broad or that it improperly covered

non-infringing practices, then Echo Star should have requested that this Court modify its order or

should have challenged the scope of this Court’s order on appeal. Because EchoStar failed to do

either, it has waived any argument that this Court’s order is overbroad. See W Water Mg-mt, Inc.

12. Brown, 40 F.3d 105, 108 (5th Cir. 1994) (“[C]ollateral attack on an injunction during contempt

proceedings is prohibited if earlier review ofthe injunction was available”). Instead ofrequesting

review of this Court’s order by itself or another court, EchoStar merely ignored this Court's order

because it subjectively believed it to be improper or overly broad. This cannotbe allowed. See GTE
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Sylvania. Inc. v. Consumers Union, 445 U.S. 375, 336-87 (1980) (“[P]ersons subject to an inj unctive

order issued by a court with jurisdiction are expected to obey that decree until it is modified or

reversed, even if they have proper grounds to object to the order”); Carborundum Co. v. Molten

Meta! Equip. Innovations, Inc, 72 F.3d 8?2, 833 (Fed. Cir. 1995). A party may not unilaterally

decide whether it will or will not comply with a court order.

Accordingly, this Court finds by clear and convincing evidence that a court order, which

required certain conduct by EchoStar, was in effect as of April 18, 2008, and that EchoStar failed

to comply with that order. Therefore, this Court finds Echostar in contempt of this Court's

permanent injunction. Specifically, Echostar is in contempt of the Disablement Provision. which

ordered Echostar to “disable the DVR functionality (i.e. disable all storage to and playback from a

hard disk drive oftelevision data) in all but 192,708 units of the Infringing Products that have been

placed with an end user or subscriber.”

V.

For the reasons set forth above, this Court finds Echostar in contempt of its permanent

injunction EchoStar‘s modified software is not more than colorably different from the products

adjudged to infringe; furthermore, EehoStar’s products continue to infringe TiVo’s patent. Finally,

Echostar failed to comply this Court's order that it disable the DVR functionality in the infringing

products.

The harm caused to TiVo by EchoStar‘s contempt is substantial. EchoStar has gained

millions of customers since this Court’s injunction issued, customers that are now potentially

unreachable by TiVo. See Dkt. No. 773 at 10. As this Court has noted in the past, “loss of market

share and of customer base as a result of infi'ingerne11t cause severe injury," and “every day of
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Defendant’s infringement affects Plaintiffs business." Id. at 10-11. Although EchoStar requests

that this Court stay its injunction fiirther, this Court declines to do so. Echostar has escaped this

Coutt’s injunction for over two years and further delay will be manifestly unjust to TiVo and cause

TiVo substantial harm.

Although EchoStar is required to bring itself into compliance with this Court’s permanent

injunction, the Court will defer any ruling on the issue of monetary sanctions at this time.

Additionally, EchoStar is required to inform this Court of any future attempts to desigrkaround the

’3 89 Patent and obtain Court approval before any such design-around is implemented.

An Order and an Amended Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction will soon be entered

in accordance with this opinion.

SIGNED this 2nd day of June, 2009.

DAVlD FOLSOM

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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NOTE: This order is nonprecedential.

United States Court of Appeals for the Federal circuit

2009-1 374

TIVO, INC...

Plaintiff-Appellee,

V.

ECHOSTAR CORPORATION.

ECHOSTAR DBS CORPORATION.

ECHOSTAR TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION.

ECHOSPHERE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.

ECHOSTAR SATELLITE LLC.

and DISH NETWORK CORPORATION,

Defendants-Appellants.

Appeal from the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas

in case no. 2:04—CV-O1. Judge David Folsom.

ON MOTION

Before MICHEL. Chief Judge. LOURIE and BRYSON. Circuit Judges.

BRYSON, Circuit Judge.

0 R D E R

Eohoslar Corporation et el. (Echostar) move for a stay. pending appeal. of the

order of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas (1) holding

EchoStar in contempt of its previous injunction. (2) enjoining Echostar, and (3) requiring

that Echostar take certain steps in light of its contempt holdings. TIVO, Inc. opposes.

Echostar replies. The Association for Competitive Technology. Inc. moves for leave to

file a brief amicus curiae in support of We regarding the motion. Echostar opposes.

The Association replies.
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In deciding whether to stay an injunction. pending appeal, this court "assesses

the movant's chances of success on the merits and weighs the equities as they affect

the parties and the public.” E.l. Dupont de Nemours 8: Co. v. Phillips Petroleum Co.,

B35 F.2d 277. 278 (Fed. Gir..‘i987); see also Standard Havens Prods- V. Genoor

|ndus., 897 F.2d 511 (Fed. Cir. 1990). To prevail, a movant must establish a strong

likelihood of success on the merits or, failing that, must demonstrate that it has a

substantial case on the merits andthat the harms factors militate in its favor. _I;l_i_lt_o_n_y_._

Braunskill, 431 vs. 770. 773 (1987).

Vlfithout prejudicing the ultimate disposition of this case by the merits panel, we

determine based upon the arguments raised in the motions papers that Echostar has

met its burden of demonstrating the requisites for a stay of the order, pending appeal.

Accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED THAT:

(1) The motion for a stay of the order is granted.

(2) The motion for leave to file an amicus brief is granted.

(3) The briefing schedule is expedited. EchoStar's opening brief is due no

later than July 17, 2009. TNo's brief is due no later than August 25, 2009. EchoStar's

reply brief and the joint appendix are due no later than September 4. 2009. The case

will be placed on the November calendar, if practicable.

2009-1374 .
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexam: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON, et at Art Unit: 3992

Control No. 90r’0O9,329 Examiner: FERRIS, Fred

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 25 1 3.002REXD

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Ex Pane Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 223134450

Sir:

Listed on accompanying EDS Forms are documents that may be considered

material to the patentability of this reexamination as defined in 37 CPR. §§ 1.56 and

1.555. Copies of documents FP1-FPl9 and NPL24-NPL42 are submitted. However, in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.9B(a)(2), no copies of the U.S. patents cited on the

attached IDS Forms are submitted.

Patent owner has attached as Exhibit A a diagram illustrating the current family

tree for U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 (Barton '389). Patent Owner wishes to bring to the

Examiner's attention the members of the '3 89 family, including those members sharing 3

common specification with the Barton '339 patent — U.S. Patent Application Nos.

09:’827,029, l0f081_,776, 11!051,347_. 11!'?26,054_. i1f725,909, and 12l430,024.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R.. § 1.97, the filing of this IDS should not be

construed to be an admission that the information cited in the statement is, or is

considered to be, material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.560)). Further, the

Patent Owner has listed publication dates on the attached IDS Form based on
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Control No. 90/009,329

information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed publication dates

should not be construed as an admission that the information was actually published on

the date indicated.

A concise explanation of the relevance of the non-English language documents

appears below in accordance with 37 CPR. § 1.98(a)(3):

Document FPI2 (CN 1189045 A) appears to describe a double—image

display device and method. An English language abstract of document

FP12 is enclosed as document NPL37.

Document FP14 (JP 7-44907 A) appears to describe an information

recording and reproducing device. An English language abstract of

document FP14 is enclosed as document N?L38.

Document FPIS (JP 8-279273 A) appears to describe a recording and

reproducing device for data, and method thereof. An English language

abstract of document FP15 is enclosed as document NPL39.

Document FP16 (JP 10-56620 A) appears to describe a television

receiver, recording and reproducing device, data recording method and

data reproducing method. An English language abstract of document

FP16 is enclosed as document NPL40.

Document FP17 (JP 1 l-203135 A) appears to describe a RISC Type Data

Processor and Method. A partial English language translation of

document FPI 7 is enclosed as document NPL4l.

Document FP1S (JP 2000-295560 A) appears to describe a multiple

information storage/reproduction device. A partial English language

translation ofdocument FF 1 8 is enclosed as document NPL42.

Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the claimed

invention over any of the information provided herewith, andfor to prove that this

Atty. Dkt. No. 25 l 3.002R.EXO
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information may not be prior art, andfor to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered. This IDS submission should not be

construed as a representation that a search has been made, or that information more

material to the examination of the present reexamination does not exist. The Examiner is

specifically requested not to rely soiely on the material submitted herewith.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this reexamination that

the documents have been considered.

It is not believed that any fees are required with submission of this IDS. (See

MPEP § 2202.) However, if necessary, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby

authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit

Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

STEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

wa i J. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25.633

Date: 29!’;
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

Atty. Dkt. No. 2513.002REXO
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(54) METHODE ET SYSTEME POUR LA CREATION DYNAIVIIQUE DE CONNEXIONS
(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY GENERATING OBJECT CONNECTIONS

(57)
A method and system for dynamically

generating object connections is provided. In a
preferred embodiment. a connection can be generated I
between a source object and a sink object using a
connection point object. A source object has
connection point objects where each connection point
object corres nds to a rticular interface. A sink . W‘
object impleniignts one orpamcre notification interfaces r. mfl“W’*:ri'f"“““
for connecting to a source object. A connection point ('3...,......
object of a source object can connect to multiple
notification interfaces, which belong to one or more
sink objects. A connection point object keeps track of
pointers to the notification interfaces to which it has
been connected. In order to generate a connection. a
sink object requests from a source object a connection
point object corresponding to a particular interface.
The source object determines whether it supports such
a connection point object, and if so returns a pointer
to the connection point interface of the determined
connection point object. The sink object then requests
to be connected to the connection point object using
the returned connection point interface pointer and
passes a reference to a notification interface of the
sink object corresponding to the particular interface.
The connection point object then stores the reference
tothe notification interface of the sink object,
creating a connection between the sink object and the
source object. At some later time. the source object
can utilize the connection to notify the sink object
through the connected notification interfaces.
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(57) Abrég-é[suite)i'.Abstract(continLied}.
objects where each connection point object corresponds to a particular interface. A sink object implements one or more
notiflcation interfaces for connecting to a source object. A connection point object of a source object can connect to multiple
notification interfaces, which beiong to one or more sink objects A connection point object keeps track of pointers to the
notification interfaces to which it has been connected. In order to generate a connection. a sink object requests from a source
objecta connection point object corresponding to a particular interface. The source object determines whether it supports such
a connection ooint object, and if so returns a pointer to the connection point interface ofthe determined connection ooint object
The sink object then requests to be connected to the connection point object using the returned connection point interface
pointer and passes a reference to a notification interface of the sink object corresponding to the particular interface. The
connection point Object then stores the reference to the notification interface of the sink object, creating a connection between
the sink object and the source object. At some later time, the source object can utilize the connection to notify the sink object
through the connected notification interfaces.
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A method and system for dynamically generating object connections is

provided. In a preferred embodiment, a connection can be generated between a source object

and a sink object using a connection point object. A source object has connection point

objects where each connection point object corresponds to a particular interface. A sink

object implements one or more notification interfaces for connecting to a source object. A

connection point object of a source object can connect to multiple notification interfaces,

which belong to one or more sink objects. A connection point object keeps track of pointers

to the notification interfaces to which it has been connected. In order to generate a

connection, a sink object requests from a source object a connection point object

corresponding to a particular interface. The source object cletertnines whether it supports

such a connection point object, and if so returns a pointer to the connection point interface of

the determined connection point object. The sink olj ect then requests to be connected to the

connection point object using the returned connection point interface pointer and passes a

reference to a notification interface of the sink object corresponding to the particular

interface. The connection point object then stores the reference to the notification interface

of the sink object, creating a connection between the sink object and the source object. At

some later time, the source object can utilize the connection to notifir the sink object through

the connected notification interfaces.
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%_cripIion

NIETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY

GENERATING OBJECT CONNECTIONS

Icshnisaljield

The present invention relates generally to a computer system for

connecting objects and, more specifically, to a method and system for generating object

connections for notification purposes.

 

Often times software is created that needs to communicate with other

sofiware when certain events occur. For example, in a computer windowing system,

when a user selects a window on the display, the window system needs to notify the

soflware that is drawing information in the window that the window has been selected.

In prior systems, the software needing notification of certain events registers the events

for which it wants to be notified with the software that raises the events. In some prior

systems, as part of the registration mechanism, the software needing notification

registers a notification function by which it can be notified. Then, when the software

raises an event that was previously registered, the registered notification function is

called. This is known in the prior art as a callback mechanism.

An overview of wcll-known object-oriented prograrnrning techniques is

provided, since the present invention is described below using object-oriented concepts.
Two common characteristics ofobject-oriented programrnirlg languages are support for

data encapsulation and data type inheritance. Data encapsulation refers to the binding

of functions and data. Inheritance refers to the ability to declare a data type in terms of

other data types.

In the C-H- language, object-oriented techniques are supported through

the use ofclasscs. A class is a user-defined type. A class decimation describes the data

members and function members of the class. For example, the following declaration
defines data members and a function member of a class named CIRCLE.
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class CIRCLE

{ public:

int x, y;

in! radius;

void dIaW0;

};

Variables x and y specify the center location ofa circle and variable radios specifies the

radius of the circle. These variables are referred to as data members of the class

CIRCLE. The fimction draw is a user-defined fimction that draws the circle of the

specified radius at the specified location. The funcfion draw is refimed to as a function
member of class CIRCLE. A function member is also referred to as a method of a

class. The data members and function members of a class are bound together in that the

function operates on an instance of the class. An instance of a class is also called an

object of the class.

In the syntax of C++, the following statement declares the objects a and

b to be oftype class CIRCLE.

CIRCLE a, b;

This declaration causes the allocation of memory for the objects a and b. The following

statements assign data to the data members of objects a and b.

3.): = 2;

a.y = 2;

a.radius = 1;

ox = 4;

b.y = 5;

b.raclius = 2;

The following statements are used to draw the circles defined by objects a and b.

a.draw();

b.draw0;
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A derived class is a class that inherits the characteristics--data members

and function mernbersuof its base classes. For example, the following derived class

CIRCLE_FILL inherits the characteristics of the base class CIRCLE.

class ClRCLE_FlLL : CIRCLE

{ public:

int pattern;

void. F1110;

};

This declaration specifies that class CIRCLE_FlLL includes all the data and function

members that are in class CIRCLE in addition to those data and finrction members

introduced in the declaration of class CIRCLE_FILL, that is, data member pattern and

function member fill. In this example, class CIRCLE_FILL has data members 3:, y,

radius, and pattern and function members draw and fill. Class ClRCLE_FILL is said to
"inherit" the characteristics of class CIRCLE. A class that inherits the characteristics of

another class is a derived class (e.g., CIRCLE_FILL}. A class that does not inherit the

characteristics of another class is a primary (root) class (e-.g., CIRCLE). A class whose

characteristics are inherited by another class is a base class (e.g., CIRCLE is a base

class of ClRCLE_FlLL). A derived class may inherit the characteristics of several

classes, that is, a derived class may have several base classes. This is referred to as

multiple inheritance.

A derived class may Specify that a base class is to he inherited virtually.

Virtual inheritance of a base class means that only one instance of the virtual base class

exists in the derived class. For example, the following is an example of a derived class

with two nonvirtual base classes.

class ClRCLE_l :ClRCLE {...};

class CIRCLE_2 : CIRCLE {...};

class PATTERN : C[RCLE_l, CIRCLE_2{...};

In this declaration class PATTERN inherits class CIRCLE twice nonvirtually through

classes ClRCLE__l and CIRCLI-I_2. There are two instances of class CIRCLE in class
PATTERN.

The following is an example of a derived class with two virtual base

classes.
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class CIRCLE_1 : virtual CIRCLE {...};

class CIRCLE_2 : virtual CIRCLE {...};

class PATTERN: CIRCI.E_1, ClRCLE_2 { } ;

The derived class PATTERN inherits class CIRCLE twice virtually through classes

CIRCLE_1 and CIRCLE}. Since the class CIRCLE is Virtually inherited twice, there

is only one object of class CIRCLE in the derived class PAITERN. One skilled in the

art would appreciate virtual inheritance can be very useful when the class derivation is

more complex.

A class may also specify whether its function members are virtual.

Declaring that a function member is virtual means that the function can be overridden

by a function of the same name and type in a derived class. In the following example,

the funcfion draw is declared to be virtual in classes CIRCLE and CIRCLE_FII..L.

class CIRCLE

{ public:

int it, 3';

int radius;

virtual void draw0;

}:

class CIRCI.E__FILL : CIRCLE

{ public:

int pattern;

virtual void drawfl;

}:

If a virtual filnction is declared without providing an implementation, then it is referred

to as a pure virtual function. A pure virtual function is a virtual function declared with

the pure specifier, "= 9". If a class specifies a pure virtual fimction, then any derived

class needs to specify an implementation for that fiinction member before that function

member may be invoked.

In order to access objects, the C++ language provides a pointer data

type. A pointer holds values that are addresses of objects in memory. Through a

pointer, an object can be referenced. The Following statement declares variable c_p1:r to

he a pointer on an object of type class CIRCLE and sets variable c_ptr to hold the

address ofobject c.
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CIRCLE *c__ptr;

c_ptr = &c;

Continuincr with the example, the following statment declares object a to be of type

class CIRCLE and object b to be of ‘ogpe class CIRCI..E__FlLL.

CIRCLE a;

CIRC‘LE_FII..L ‘n;

The following sftatement refers to the function draw as defined in class CIRCLE.

3~draW();

‘Whereas, the following statement refers to the function draw defined in class

f.‘.ERCLE_FI[.L.

h. drawfi);

Moreover, the following statements type cast object '0 to an object of type class

CTRCLE and invoke the function draw that is defined in class CIRCLE _FILI_.

CIRCLE *e_ptr;

c__plI:&lJ;

c__ptr-‘>draw0; :7 CTRCL-E__FILL::drawO

Thus, the virtual function that is called is function CIRC.IrE_FlLL::draw.

Figure 1 is a block diagrarn illustrating typical dale strucnires used to

represent an object. An object is composed of instance data (data members) and

member fiinctions, which implement the behavior of the object. The data. structures

used to represent an object comprise instance data structure 101, virtual function table

102, and the function members 103, 101, 105. The instance data structum I01 contains

a pointer to the virtual funotiozi table 102 and conta1'.-':.s' data members. The virtual
function table 102 contains an entry for each virnial function rnoniber defined for the

object. Each entry contains a reference to the code that implements the corresponding

function rneznber. The layout of this sample object ccnifo r»_-s to the model defined in

US. Patent Application Serial No. 07-682,53? (now U.S. Patent No. S,397,234,e1ii.itied
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“Method and System for Irnplementiiig Virtual Functions and Virtual Base Classes and

Setting a This Pointer for an Object-oriented Programming, Language”). In the following,

an object vrillbe described as an instance of a class as defined by the C++ program-nning

language. One skilled in the art would appreciate that objects can be defined using other

programming 1-an guages

An advantage of using objecr—orienIed techniques is that these.

techniques can be used to facilitate the sharing of objects. In particular, object-oriented

techniques facilitate the creation of compound documents. A compound document is a

document that contains objects generated by various computer programs. (Typically,

only the data members of the object and the class type are stored in a compound

document.) For example, a word processing document that contains a spreadsheet

object generated by a spreadsheet program is a compound document. A word

processing program allows a user to embed a spreadsheet object (e.g., a cell) within a

word processing document. To allow this embedding, the word processing program is

compiled using the class definition of the object to be embedded 10 access fiinction

members of the embedded object Thus, the word processing program would need to

be compiled using the class definition of each class of objects that can be embedded in

3. word processing document. To embed an object of a new class into a word

processing document the word processing program would need to be rec-ornpiled with

the new class definition. Thus, only objects of classes selected by the developer of the

word processing program can be embedded. Furthermore, new classes can only be

supported with a new release of the word processing program. V

To allow objects of an arbitrary class to be embedded into compoimd

documents, interfaces are defined through which an object can be accessed without the

need for the word processing program to have access to the class definitions at compile

time. An abstract class is a class in which there is at lcast one virtual function member

with no implementation (a pure virtual function member). An interface is an abstract

class with no data members and whose virtual functions are all pure. Thus, an interface

provides a protocol for two programs to communicate. Interfaces are typically used for

derivation: a program implements classes that provide implementations for the

interfaces the classes are derived From. Thereafter, objects are created as instances of

daese derived classes.

- The following class definition is an example defniiiion of an interface.

ln this example, for siiaiplicity of explanation, rather than a_llowiI1g any class of object

to be embedded in its documents, a word processing program allows spreadsheet

objects to be embedded. Any spreadsheet object thal provides this interface can be

embedded, regardless of how the object is irnple-menied. Moreover, any spreadsheet
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object, whether implemented before or after the word processing program is compiled,
can be embedded.

class lSpreadSheet

{ virtual void Fi1c0 = 0;

virtual void Edito = 0;

virtual void Formulao = 0;

virtual void Format() = 0;

virtual void GctCell (string RC, cell "pCell} = 0;

virtual void Data{) = 0;

The developer of a spreadsheet program would need to provide an implementation of

the interface to allow the spreadsheet objects to be embedded in a word processing

document.

When the word processing program embeds a spreadsheet object, the

program needs access to the code that implements the interface for the spreadsheet

object. To access the class code, each implementation is given a unique class identifier.

For example, code implementing a spreadsheet object developed by Microsoft

Corporation may have a class identifier of "MSSpreadsheet," while code implementing

a spreadsheet object developed by another corporation may have a class identifier of

"LTSSpreadsheet." A persistent registry in each computer system is maintained that

maps each class identifier to the code that implements the class. Typically, when a

spreadsheet program is installed on a computer system, the persistent registry is

updated to reflect the availability of that class of spreadsheet objects. So long as a

spreadsheet developer implements each function member defined by the interface and

the persistent registry is maintained, the word processing program can embed instances

of the developer's spreadsheet objects into a word processing document. The word

processing program accesses the function members of the embedded spreadsheet

objects without regard to who has implemented them or how they have been

implemented.

Various spreadsheet developers may wish, however, to implement only

certain function members. For example, a spreadsheet developer may not want to

implement database support, but may want to support all other function members. To

allow a spreadsheet developer to support only some of the function members, while still

allowing the objects to be embedded, multiple interfaces for spreadsheet objects are
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defined. For example, the interfaces iflatabase and [Basic may be defined for a

spreadsheet object as follows.

class IP-asic

{ Virtual void Filefl = 0;

virtual void Edit() = 0;

virtual void Fonnulao = 0;

virtual void Forrnato = 0;

virtual void GetCe1l (string RC, cell “'pCell) = 0;

Iflatabase

virtual void Data.0 = 0;

Each spreadsheet developer would implement the [Basic interface and, optionally, the
[Database interface.

At run time, the word processing program would need to determine

whether a spreadsheet object to be embedded supports the IDatabase interface. To

make this determination, another interface is defined (that every spreadsheet object

implements) with a function member that indicates which interfaces are implemented

for the object. This interface is named IUnlcnown (and referred to as the unknown

interface or the object management interface) and is defined as follows.

class IUn1cnown

{ virtual HRESULT Queryinterface (REFIID iid, void “‘ppv) = 0;

virtual ULONG AddRet[) = 0',

virtual ULONG Release 0 = 0;

l

The [Unlcnown interface defines the function member (method) Querylnterface. The

method Querylnterface is passed an interface identifier (e,g., "lDatabase"} in parameter

iid (of type REFIID) and returns a pointer to the implementation of the identified

interface for the object for which the method is invoked in parameter ppv. If the object

does not support the interface, then the method returns a false. The type HRESULT

indicates a predefined status, and the type ULONG indicates an unsigned long integer.
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HRESULT XX::QueryInterface(REFlID iid, void ““‘ppv)
[ ret = TRUE;

switch (iid) {
case IID_lBcsic:

‘ppv = *pl."Basic;
break;

case lTD__[DcIabasc:
‘ppv = “pIDatal:Iase;
break;

case IID_IUnJo:1own:
‘cw = this;
break;

default:

not = FALSE;
}
if (ret = TRUE) {AddRefi);};
return ret;

Code Table 1 contains pseudocode for C++ source code for a typical

implementation of the method Querylnterface for class XX, which inherits the class

IUnknowu. If the spreadsheet object supports the Iflatnbase interface, then the method

Querylnterfaoe includes the appropriate case label within the switch statement. The

variables pIBasic and pIDatabase point to a pointer to the virtual function tables of the

[Basic and [Database interfaces, respectively. The method Querylnterface invokes to

method AddR.ef (described below} to increment a reference count for the object of class

XX when a pointer to an interface is returned.

 2

void XX::Ad.dRefl] {rcfconnt-H-;}
void XX::Re1ease() {if (—refcoun%lII) delete this;}

The interface [Unknown also defines the methods AdcIRef and Release,

which are used to implement reference counting. Whenever a new reference to an

interface is created, the method AddRef is invoked to increment a reference count of the

object. Whenever a reference is no longer needed, the method Release is invoked to

decrement the reference count of the object and, when the reference count goes to zero,

to deallocate the object. Code Table 2 contains pseudocode for C++ source code for a
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typical implementation of the methods AddRef and Release for class XX, which

inherit3tl1eclassIUn.lo1own.

The [Database interface and Basic interface inherit the IUnknow11

interface. The following definitions illustrate the use of the IUnknown interface.

class IData1:Ia5e :public IUnknown

{ public:

virtual void Data() = 0;

class lBasic : public IUn.lu1cwn

{ public:

virtual void FileO = 0;

virtual void Edit() = 0;

virtual void Formulao = 0;

virtual void Forn1a.t{) = 0;

virtual void GetCell (string RC, cell ‘pCeIl) = 0;

The following pseudocode illustrates how a word processing program

uses an [Unknown interface to determine whether a spreadsheet object supports the
lDatabase interface.

if (pSpreadsheet->Qucrylnterface("IDatabase", &pIDataba5e))

ff [Database supported

else

If IDatabase not supported

The pointer pspreadsheet is a pointer to an instance of a spreadsheet class. As

discussed above. the spreadsheet object may include some interfaces and not others. If

the object supports the lDatabase interface, the mellwd Querylnterface sets the pointer

pIDatabase to point to a lDatabase data. structure and returns true as its value.

Figure 2 is a symbolic representation of a spreadsheet object. In the

following, an object data structure is represented by the shape 20] labeled with the

interfaces through which the object may be accessed.
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It is an object of the present invention to provide a method and system

for dynamically generating object connections.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a method and

system for connecting an arbitrary interface for subsequent notification purposes.

It is another object of the present invention to provide multiple points of

connection connecting with multiple notification routines.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a mechanism for

determining whether an object has a particular interface forconnecting.

Is another object of the present invention to provide a method and

system for invoking previously connected notification routines without any knowledge

of‘ what tasks they perforrn.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a method and

system for event handling using application independent object interfaces.

These and other objects, which will become apparent as the invention is

more Fully described below, are obtained by an improved method and system for

dynamically generating object connections. In a preferred embodiment, the present

invention comprises a source object and a sink object. The source object contains one

or more connection point objects, each of which contains a connection point interface

for connecting to sink objects. Each sink object has a notification interface for

communicating to the sink object. To establish a connection, the source object

determines which connection point object to use for a particular connection request.

Using this determined connection point object, the sink object requests to be connected

to the source object passing an indication of a notification interface to he used for

firrther cornrnunication. The source object then stores the indicated notification

interface in a data structure managed by the connection point object. Later, the source

object determines what notification interfaces have been stored in a particular

connection point object and invokes a particular method of each stored notification

interface to notify each sink object that has connected 3. notification interface. Such

notification typically occurs in response to an event, for example, movement from a

user input device.

E . E . ti E e E .

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating typical data structures used to

represent an object.

Figure 2 is a symbolic representation of a spreadsheet object.
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Figure 3 is a block diagram of a preferred connection mechanism
architecture.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a connection between a source object, a

delegate object and a sink object.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a visual programming environment

display used to create an open file dialog box for an application program.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of object connections and data structures

after connecting the objects shown in Figure 5 using the present invention.

Figure 7 is a flow diagram of a function SetUpConnection for

connecting a specified sink object to a specified source object for a specified

notification interface.

Figure 8 is a flow diagram for the method FindConnectior1Point of the

IConnectionPointContainer interface.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram of a method that uses an established

connection between a source object and a sink object.

Figure 10 is a flow diagram of a function defined by a sink object to

disconnect a specified notification interface.

I .1 I]: . . E I I V .

The present invention provides a method and system for generating

object connections between source-objects and sink objects. These connections can be

used to support multiple types ofevent handling mechanisms for objects; the invention

provides an underlying connection mechanism architecture for object communication.

A source object refers to an object that raises or recognizes an event, and a sink object

refers to an object that handles the event. A connection between a source and sink

object may be directly initiated by either object or by a third object, referred to as an

initiator object. In a typical event handling environment, the source object raises or

recognizes an event and notifies the sink object or initiator object by invoking a

notification method. If the notification method belongs to the initiator object, then the

initiator object is responsible for invoking an appropriate method of the sink object to

handle the event.

In a preferred embodiment, the methods and systems of the present

invention are implemented on a computer system comprising a central processing unit,

memory, and inputfoutput devices. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

a source object comprises connection point objects and a connection point container

object. for managing the connection point objects. Preferably, the connection point

container object is implemented as part of the source object and the connection point
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objects are implemented as subobjects of the source object. The subobjects isolate the

application independent behavior of the present invention. The connection point

container object provides an interface comprising it method that can enumerate the

contained connection point objects and a method that can find a connection point object

corresponding to a particular interface identifier ("ID"). A connection point object is

associated with a certain type of interface (identified by an interface ID) through which

it notifies sink objects to which it is connected. A connection point object preferably

provides an interface that cornprises methods for connecting a notification interface, for

disconnecting a previously connected notification interface, and for enumerating the

connected notification interfaces. A connection point object preferably can optionally

store references to multiple notification interfaces (belonging to one or more sink

objects), A connected notification interface acts as an event set. That is, by virtue of

the definition of an interface, each object supporting a documented interface must

provide a certain set of methods. Thus, when a sink object connects a notification

interface, the source object automatically knows what methods are supported by the

notification interface. From this perspective, the methods supported loosely correspond

to events, and the entire notification interface loosely corresponds to a set ofevents.

Once connected, the source object can use the connection point objects

in a variety ofmanners. In typical operation, the source object. upon receiving an event

notification, consults the connection point object(s] that is (are) associated with the

interface ID corresponding to the received event to obtain the connected notification

interfaces. The source object then forwards the event notification to each connected

notification interface by invoking a predetermined method of the notification interface.

In this manner, several sink objects can be notified upon the occurrence of a single
event.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a preferred connection mechanism

architecture. This figure shows a source object 301 connected to two sink objects 302

and 303 through two connection point objects 305 and 306. The source object 301

implements a connection point container object 304 for rnanaging the connection point

objects 305 and 306. The connection point container object 304 implements an

lConnectionPointContainer interface 307 for enumerating and finding connection point

objects. The connection point objects 305 and 306 are accessed by the connection point

container object 304 through their respective IConnectionPoint interfaces, 308 and 309.

The connection point objects 305 and 306 are connected to the sink objects 302 and 303

through their respective notification interfaces 310 and 311- The source object 301

notifies the sink objects 302 and 303 of the occurrence of an event by locating the
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IConnectionPoint interface corresponding to the event and invoking a method of the

notification interface ofdie sink object.

As mentioned above, a connection between a source and sink object can

be initiated by an initiator object. The initiator object can either connect a notification

interface ofthe sink object to the source object or can connect a notification interface of

its own "delegate" object. A delegate object is simply an object that resides between

the sink object and the source object. The delegate object is transparent to both the

source and sink object because it provides an implementation for the interface

corresponding to the connection point object, just as the sink object provides. The

delegate object is responsible for forwarding any event notifications to the sink object.

In this manner, the delegate object can be used as a security mechanisrn, deciding

whether or not to forward an event notification based upon the comparative

authorization privileges of the source and sink objects.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a connection between a source object, a

delegate object, and a sink object. The connection illustrated in Figure-4 comprises

three objects: a connection point object 401, a delegate object 402, and a sink object

403. The delegate object 402 is connected to the connection point object 401 through a

particular notification interface 404. This same notification interface is used to connect

the sink object 403 to the delegate object 402. Thus, the two notification interfaces 404

and 405 are different implementations of the same interface definition and thus have the
same interface ID.

A typical application of the present invention involves connecting

objects in a visual programming environment. Visual programming is a computer

programming technique that allows for rapid development of visually oriented

programs (visual programs). A visual programming environment typically includes a

list of predefined components (objects) that can be interconnected to create a visual

program. Each component may include input and output ports and a visual interface.

When creating a visual program, a visual programmer specifies the visual components

and their location on the display. The visual programmer also specifies the

interconnection between various ports. The visual components then use these
connections to communicate with each other.

For example, a dialog box for an application program can he created

using a visual programming environment. Figure 5 is a block diagram of a visual

programming environment display used to create an open file dialog box for an

application program. An open file dialog box is used for scrolling through a list of file

names to select files to open. The visual programming environment display comprises

two parts: a workspace display area 501 and a command area 502. The workspace
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display area 501 shows multiple objects being created and connected to program a

dialog box visually. The objects currently shown in the workspace display area 50}

include an open file dialog box object 503 and four code objects 504-507. Each object

in turn comprises several subobjects. For example, the open file dialog box object 503

comprises a title bar object 508, a multiple selection list box object 509, and a button

object 510. In the state shown. the multiple selection list box object 509 is currently

selected by the user for creating connections with other objects. An input port 511 and

an output port 512 corresponding to the selected object 509 are shown as highlighted

objects. Using the various commands provided by the buttons in the command area

502, a visual programmer has connected the output port 516 of the open file dialog box

object 503, the input and output ports 511 and 512 of the multiple selection list box

object 509, and the input and output ports 513 and S14 ofthe button object 510 to code

objects 504-506. Specifically, the output port 516 of the open file dialog box object

503 has been connected to the input port 517 of the code object 504, which contains

code for updating the list of files shown in the multiple selection list box object 509.

Also, the input port 511 of the multiple selection list box object 509 has been connected

to the output port 518 of the code object 504. Therefore, when a user selects the open

file dialog box object 503. the list of files shown in multiple selection list box object

509 is updated to reflect additions or deletions of files since the dialog box was last

selected. The output port 5l2 of the multiple selection list box object 509 has been

connected to the input port 519 of the code object 505 which contains code for tracking

the files selected in the multiple selection list box object 509. This output port has also

been connected to the input port 517 of the code object 504 so that the file list displayed

in the multiple selection list box is updated each time the user selects a file. The input

port 513 of the button object 510 has been connected to the output port 520 of the code

object 505 so that the list of selected files is passed to the button object 510 each time a

file is selected. The output port 514 ofthe button object 510 has been connected to the

input port 521 of the code object 506, which contains code that opens each tile in the

list of selected files once the user has pressed the OK. button implemented by button

object 510.

Once created using this visual programming environment, the open file

dialog box operates by responding to particular system events, for example, events

raised from user input devices. For example, when the user selects the open file dialog

box 503, a MouseLefiButtonDown selection event is sent to the open file dialog box

object 503. Upon receiving this selection event, the open file dialog box object 503

forwards the notification to the code object 504, because the input port 51 '1' of the code

object 504 has been previously connected to the output port 516 of the open file dialog
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box object 503. The code object 504, which impiements code for updating the list of

displayed files, then sends an updated file list to the multiple selection list box object

509, because the output port 518 of the code object 504 has been previously connected

to the input port 511 of the multiple selection list box object 509. Also, when a user

selects a file in the list box implemented by the multiple selection list box object 509

using a mouse input device, a MouseLeflButtonDown selection event is sent to the

multiple selection list box object 509. This event is then forwarded to the code object

505 to keep track of the user selection because the input port 519 of the code object 505

has been previously connected to the output port 512 of the multiple selection list box

object 509. The code object 505 then sends a list of selected files to the button object

510, because the output port 520 of the code object 505 has been previously connected

to the input port 513 of the button object 510. In addition, when a user selects the OK

button implemented by the button object 510, a system selection event (for example, a

MoI.1seLefiButtonDown selection event) is sent to the button object 510. The button

object 510 then forwards its output (which in this case is the list of selected files) to the

code object 506, because the output port 514 of the button object 510 has been

previously connected to the input port 521 of the code object 506. Upon receiving this

button selection event, the code object 506 opens the files selected by the user.

In one example application, the present invention can be used to

dynamically generate the object connections needed by the visual programming

example illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 6 is a block diagram of object connections and

data structures after connecting the objects shown in Figure 5 using the present

invention. Figure 6 shows four objects: a source object 601, which corresponds to the

open file dialog box object 503 in Figure 5 and three sink objects 602-604, which

correspond to the code objects 504-506 in Figure 5. The source object 601,

corresponding to the open file dialog box object 503, contains subobjects corresponding

to the title bar object 508, the -multiple selection list box object 509, and the button

object 510. (None of the subobjects are shown.) Alternatively, using the present

invention. one could create a solute object for each of the subobjects contained in the

open file dialog box object 503 and then connect each of the source objects with the

appropriate code object (sink object).

Because the open file dialog box object 503 deals with system events

corresponding to the selection of the open file dialog box object 503, the selection of

tiles within the multiple selection list box object 509, and user selection of the OK

button implemented by the button object 510, the source object 601 supports

connection point objects associated with different event sets. Specifically, the source

object 601 contains a connection point container object 605 and three connection point
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objects 608, 612, and 615. Connection point object 608 is associated with the

IMu1tipleList interface used to support the multiple selection list box object 509.

Connection point object 612 is associated with the IButton interface used to support the

button object 510. Connection point object 615 is associated with the lDialog interface

used to support the open file dialog box object 503. The connection point container

object 605 provides the [ConnectionPointContainer interface and maintains a list of

pointers to connection point objects. In Figure 6, the list of pointers to connection point

objects currently has three elements 606, 607, and 618. Each element contains an

indicator of the interface ID associated with the connection point object, a pointer to the

IConnectionPoint interface of the connection point object, and a pointer to the next
element of the list. One skilled in the art would realize that other data structures could

be used to manage the set of created connection point objects. Also, more or less

information could be associated with each list element for efficiency reasons. For

example, each element need not store the interface ID, as the interface ID is readily

accessible from the connection point object.

Each connection point object provides the IConnectionPoint interface

and maintains a list of references to notification interfaces belonging to sink objects. A

reference to a notification interface of a sink object is added to this list whenever the

sink object requests a connection from a connection point object using the

IConnectionPoint interface. The connection point object 608, which is referenced by

the list element 606 in the connection point container object 605, currently shows a list

of references to notification interfaces containing two elements 610 and 61 l. A header

for the list of references to notification interfaces 609 is provided for quick access to the

associated interface identifier and to the first list element. Each list element contains a

token uniquely identifying the connection, a pointer to the [Unknown interface of the

connected sink object, and a pointer to the next element in the list. For example, list

element 610 contains a token uniquely identifying the connection with sink object 602,

which corresponds to the code object 504 for updating the list of files displayed by the

multiple selection list box object 509. List element 610 also contains a pointer to the

IUnlcnown interface of sink object 602 in order to access the IMultipleList interface

(the notification interface) of sink object 602. List element 610 also provides a pointer

to list element 611. List element 611 analogously connects to sink object 603, which

corresponds to code obj ect 505 for keeping track of the selected files.

Connection point object 612 implements the connection between the

button -object 510 and the sink object 604, which corresponds to the code object 506 for

opening files Selected by the user. In an analogous manner to connection point object

608, connection point object 612 contains a list with one element 614. Element 614
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contains a pointer to the IUnknown interface of sink object 604, which corresponds to

code object 506. In addition, connection point object 615 is analogously connected to a

notification interface of sick object 602. Note that the notification interface of sink

object 602 that is connected to the connection point object 615 (IDia.log) is difierent

from the notification interface of the same sink object (IMultipleList) that is connected

to connection point object 608. However, in this embodiment, both connection point

objects 608 and 615 contain a pointer to the [Unknown interface of sink object 602. As

shown in Figure 6, a connection point object can be connected to more than one

notification interface (of one or more sink objects) and a sink object can be connected

to one or more connection point objects.

Referring to Figure 6, when the source object 601 receives the event

associated with selecting the open file dialog box 503, the source object 601 will find

the connection point object corresponding to the IDialog interface (615). The source

object 601 will then notify the sink object 602, which updates the list of files using the

IDialog interface of sink object 602. When the source object 601 receives a selection

event associated with selecting the multiple selection list box object 509, the source

object 601 will find the connection point object corresponding to the IMultipleList

interface (603), and then will notify sink objects 602 and 603 using their connected

notification interfaces (lMultipleList). Likewise, when the source object 601 receives a

selection event associated with the user pressing the button object 510, the source

object 601 will find the connection point object corresponding to the IButton interface

(612). and then will notify sink object 604 using the connected notification interface

(lButton). An example of the event notification corresponding to selecting the button

object 510 is discussed with reference to Figure 9.

 3

interface 1ConnectionPoint: public [Unknown {
virtual HRESULT Getconnectionlnterface (REFITD piid) = 0;
virtual HRBSULT GetConnectionPolntC0ntainer (lConnectionPointContainer

“PPCPCJ ' 0:
virtual HRESULT Advise (IUnknown ‘punk, DWORD “‘pdwToken) = 0;
virtual HLRESULT Un-advise (DWORD dwToken') = 0;
virtual I-IRESULT EnLLmConncctions (IEnumCont1ections ""‘ppEnum) = D;
i
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interface Efinumconnections: public IUnkncwn {
virtual HRESULT Next (ULDNG cconncctions, CDNNECTDATA ‘Wgpunk.

ULONG "lpcFetci1ed] = :1;
virtual I-{RESULT Skip (ULONG ctonnecticns) = 0;
virtual HR]-ZSULT Reset ( ) = 0;
virtual HRESULT Clone (lEI1utI!tConnecl:ion “p]JEnum) = 0;
}

s1:n.1ct ta.gCONNECTDATA {
IUulcnown *ptu:I.It;
DWORD dwTo|ten;
} CONNECTDATA;

Code Table 3 contains C++ pseudocode for a preferred definition ofthe

interfaces ICo1:u1ectionPoint and IEnumConnections and the data structure returned by

the entunerator interface IEnumConncctions. The lConnectionPoint interface contains

methods for connecting and disconnecting to the connection point object and for

enumerating the notification interfaces connected to the connection point object. The

method GetConnectionInterface returns a pointer to the interface ID associated with the

connection point object. The method GetConnectionPointContajner returns a pointer to

the lConneetionPointContainer interface of the connection point container object

containing the connection point object (its parent container object). When the

connection point object is instantiated, the creation method of the connection point

object is passed a pointer to the connection point container object for future use. The

method Advise connects the notification interface specified by the parameter punk to

the connection point object and, if successful, returns a unique token identifying the

connection in parameter pdwToken. The unique token may be stored persistently. The

method Unadvise disconnects the notification interface specified by the input parameter

dwToken. The method EnumCon.ncct.ion5 returns an enumerate: interface, an instance

of the interface IEnLunConnections, for iteration through the connected notification
interfaces.

The interface IEnuInConnections implernents the enumerator used by

the IConncctionPoLnt interface. This enurnerator contains a set of methods for

enumerating the notification interface connections for a particular connection point

object. The two methods of interest include the method Reset, which reinitializes the

cnumerator to point to the first connected notification interface, and the method Next,

which returns a pointer to the next connected notification interface. Code Table 3

shows a typical structtlre definition for the connection information returned by the

cnumemtor method Next referred to as CONNECTDATA.
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Qitdelahlrdt

intierihce ICoonectioI1PointContai.r|en public IUl1Il:now1| {
virtual HRESULT EnumConnectio1'1Points ('IEnumConnectioi1Poii1ts i'*ppEnu.m) = 0;
virtual HRESULT FindConnectionPoint (REFIED iid, lConnectionPoint "‘ppPuint) = 0;

}

interface IEnumConnect:iooPoints: public 1Unlo1ow11 {
virtual HRESULT Neurt (ULDNG cconnectiens, IConnectionPoint *rgpcr1,

ULONG “‘|pcFetched) = I};
virtual I-[RESULT Skip (ULONG cconnections) = 0;
virtual HIRESULT Reset ( J 5 0;

virtual HRESULT Clone (IEnuJnErnl:eddedConnection ""ppecn) = G;
1

Code Table 4 contains C-I+ pseudocode for preferred definitions of the

interfaces IConnectionPointContainer and IEnumConnectionPoints_ The

]Co11nectionPointContainer interface implements methods for finding a particular

connection point object and for enumerating the set of contained connection point

objects. The IEnumConnectionPoints interface implements the enurnerator method

used by the IConnectionPointContainer interface. The IConJ1ectioo.PointContainer

interface contains a method FindConnectionPoint which returns :1 pointer to an

IConncctionPoint interface given a specified interface ID. The method

lEnurnConnect1'or1PoirIts returns a pointer to the interface IEnurnCor1.nectionPoints for

iteration through the contained set of connection point objects. The interface

IEnurnConnectionPoints contains a method Reset for the enumerator to

point to the first connection object and a. method Next for retrieving a pointer to the

IConnectionPoint interface associated with the next connection point object stored in

the connection point container object.

Corresponding to the example discussed with reference to Figures 5 and

6, an object comprising the visual programming environment depicted in Figure 5 acts

as an initiator object to set up connection between the open file dialog box object 503

(the source object) and the code objects (sink objects) 504, 505, and 506. Figure 7 is a

How diagram ofa function SetUpCor1r1ection for connecting a specified sink object to a

specified source object for a specified notification interface. The initiator object (the

code irnplernentirlg the visual programrning environment) could use this function to set

up all of the connections shown in Figures 5 and 6. The function SetUpConnecl:io11

provides one example ofusing the interfaces shown in Code Tables 3 and 4 to set up an

event handling scheme. One skilled in the an would recognize that many uses of these

interfaces and different functions than SetUpConnection are possible.
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The function SetUpC'.onnection determines the connection point object

on the source object for connecting and connects the appropriate notification interface

of the sink object to the connection point object. The function takes three input

parameters; psrc, which is a pointer to some interface of the source object to connect;

pSink, which is a pointer to some interface of the sink object to connect; and iid, which

is the interface identifier associated with the connection point object to which the sink

object desires to connect. In step 701, the function calls the method Querylnterface of

the specified source object to locate the 1Connection.PointContainer interface of the

specified source object. In step 702, the function uses the returned

IConnectionPointContai.ner interface pointer to invoke the method

FindConnectionPoint to retrieve a pointer to the connection point object for the

specified iid. (This function is discussed further with reference to Figure 8.) In step

703, the tiinction saves the returned pointer to the connection point object for use at

some fixture time, for example, for disconnecting the sink object. In step 704, the

fimction calls the method Queryinterface ofthe specified sink object to obtain a pointer

to the [Unknown interface of the sink object. In step 705, the function calls the method

Advise of the connection point object (returned in step 702) to connect the IUoknown

interface of the sink object to the connection point object. The function passes the

pointer to the IUn]cnown interface of the sink object in the call to Advise, and if

successfirl. the method Advise returns the token uniquely identifying the connected

notification interface. In step 706, if the connection was successfully performed by the

method Advise, the function continues in step 707, else returns an error. In step 707,

the fiinction saves the token returned by the method Advise for later use in

disconnecting the notification interface ofthe sink object, and then returns.

The fimction SetUpConnection incorporates one way of setting up

connections between connection point objects and sink objects. One skilled in the art

would realize that there are many alternatives. For example, an alternative to step 702

uses the enurnemtor method Enun1ConnectionPoint5 of the ConnectionPointContainer

interface to determine the connection point object. Also, if a sink or initiator object

already has a pointer to any connection point object in the source object, then the sink

or initiator object can use the method Get.ConJ1ectionPointContainer of the

[ConnectionPoint interface to retrieve apointer to the connection point container object

to search for a different connection point object. Also, if a sink or initiator object

already has obtained the desired connection point object, then the sink or initiator

object can call the method Advise directly, circumventing the preliminary steps. In

addition, a preferred embodiment assumes that a pointer to the IUn]<:nown interface of

the specified sink object is the interface pointer stored in the specified connection point
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object. The l"Unlcnown interface is used to Suppofr the persistent storage of connection

point objects and enable delayed binding to a connected sink or delegate object.

Alternatively, one could store at pointer to the notification interface itself, without

concern for delayed binding. Also. note that, in this function and those discussed

below, reference counting has been omitted to simplify explanation. One skilled in the

an would recognize that as object connections are created and destroyed, reference

counts are preferably updated and that cyclical references are preferably avoided.

Figure 8 is a flow diagram for the method FindConnectionPoint of the

IConnectionPointContainer interface. This method returns a pointer to an

ICnnnecIionPoint interface of a connection point object corresponding to 3 specified

interface identifier. The specified interface identifier is passed as an input parameter to

the method, and the method returns a pointer to the interface pointer in an output

parameter. In steps 801-806, the method loops through the list of instantiated

connection point objects looking for the connection point object corresponding to the

specified interface identifier. In steps 807-810, if 5. corresponding connection point

object has not been found, then the method instantiate: a new connection point object if

the requested interface identifier is supported by the source object; otherwise. the

method returns an error. In step 801, a temporary variable is set to point to the

IConnectionPoint interface pointer contained in the first list element. In step 802, the

method GetConnectionJnterface of the interface pointed to by the temporary variable is

invoked to determirie whether the interface ID associated with the connection point

object referenced by the temporary variable (the current connection point object)

matches the specified interface ID. In step 803, if the returned interface ID matches the

specified interface ID, then the method continues at step 804, else continues at step 805.

In step 804-, the method sets the output parameter to point to the address of the

IConnectionPoint interface pointer referenced by the temporary variable, and returns.

In step 805, the temporary variable (which points to the current connection point object)

is set to point to the [ConnectionPoint interface of the next element in the list of

instantiated connection point objects. In step 806, if the method has reached the end of

the list, then the method continues at step 807. else the method returns to the beginning

of the loop in step 801. In step 807, the method determines whether the specified

interface ID corresponds to a connection interface that the source object supports, and if

so, the method continues at step 808, else returns in error. In step 808. the method

instantiates a new connection point object. In step 809, the method inserts the newly

instantiated connection point object into the connection point container object's list of

connection point objects. In step 810, the method sets the output parameter to point to

the address of the newly instantiated connection point object, and returns.
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The steps comprising the method FindConnec1:ionPoint in Figure 8

assume that connection point objects are instantiated dynamically as needed. One

skilled in the art would recognize that connection point objects can be established

dynamically or statically at the discretion of the source object implementation. For

example, upon instantiation of the source object, a connection point object

corresponding to each connection interface identifier supported by the source object

could be instantiated with empty lists of references to notification interfaces. Also,

certain steps could be eliminated for efficiency reasons from the method

FindConnectionPoint if the connection point container object is implemented with

knowledge of the connection point object implementation structure. Such knowledge

might typically occur if the source object implementation provides its own

implementations for the connection point container object and the connection point

objects. In addition, the method FindConnectionPoint assumes that the data. structure

used to store references to the connection point objects is a list structure as shown in

Figure 6. This method could be alternatively written to handle various storage data
structures.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram of a method that uses an established

connection between a source object and a sink object. Specifically, Figure 9 illustrates

a set of steps that could be performed by the source object corresponding to the open

file dialog box object 503 in Figure 5 when the source object receives a system

selection event indicating that a user has depressed the OK button object 510. This

example assumes the connections have been appropriately established as discussed with

reference to Figure 6. One skilled in the art would recognize that many other uses of

and semantics for the object connection mechanism are possible.

When a user depresses the OK button object 510 in Figure 5, the system

sends a selection event to the source object. The source object then invokes some

internal routine to respond to the externally raised event. Figure 5 depicts an example

of such a routine, which is the method 0K_ButtonDown for the lDialogBox interface.

The OK_Butto11Down method determines which connection point object corresponds to

the interface identifier associated with the raised event and invokes a predetemfined

method of the notification interfaces connected to the determined connection point

object. As described earlier, because the set of events that includes the raised event is

represented by an interface, the source object has knowledge of what methods are

supported by a connected sink object. Furthermore, in the source olzgiect routine

handling the raised event (in this case, the OK__ButtonDown method), the source object

can detennine which particular method of the sink object it prefers to invoke to handle

the raised event. In this particular example, the method determines that the method
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MouseLefiButtonDown of the notification interface corresponding to the interface

identifier IID_l]?-utton is preferably invoked to respond to the raised selection event.

In step 901, the method obtains its own IConnectionPointContaincr

interface using the method Queiylnterface. In step 902, the method uses the

IConnection.PointContainer interface pointer to invoke the method

FindConnectionPoint requesting the connection point object that corresponds to the

interface identifier IID_lButton. In step 903, the method invokes the method

Enurnconnections of the connection point object returned in the previous step to obtain

an enumerator for enumerating the contents of the connection point object. In step 904,

the method resets the enurnerator to start at the beginning of the list of references to

notification interfaces. In step 905. the method invokes the method Next of the

cnurnerator to obtain the connection data for the next referenced notification interface.

In step 906, if the enumerator indicates no more references to notification interfaces are

present, then the method returns, else the method continues in step 907. In step 907,

the method calls the memod Querylnterface of the IU11known interface indicated in the

connection point data structure requesting the notification interface corresponding to

the interface identifier l'ID_IButtor1, using a remote procedure call if necessary. A

remote procedure call is necessary if the connected notification interface belongs to an

object contained within another process address space. In step 908, the method invokes

the method MouseLel’l.ButtonDown of the retrieved IButton interface (using a remote

procedure call if necessary). and continues back to the beginning of the loop in step

905. One skilled. in the art would recognize that multiple steps of this method could be

eliminated for efficiency reasons if the implementations of the connection point

container object and the connection point objects are known by the source object

implementation.

Figure 10 is a ‘How diagram of a function defined by a sink object to

disconnect a specified notification interface. The function has one input parameter,

which is the interface ID of the notification interface the sink object desires to

disconnect. in step 1001, the fimction retrieves the pointer to the IConneetionPoint

interface of the connection point object for the specified interface ED, which was

previously stored. during the function SetUpConnection (see step 703 of Figure 7). The

fimctior: also retrieves the token uniquely identifying the connection previously

established for the specified interface ID {sec step 707 of Figure 7). In step 1002, the

function calls the method Unadvise of the retrieved ICon.nectionPoint interface, passing

it the retrieved token, and returns. The method Unadvise of the lConnectionPoin1

interface uses the specified token to search through its list of references to notification

interfaces to find the corresponding notification interface reference. The method
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Unadvise then removes the references to the corresponding notification interface from

‘the list of connected notification interfaces, thus disconnecting the corresponding
notification interface.

Code Table 5

interface ]“P:ovideC1a.5s]_nfo: public II_Tn}r.nown {

virtual I-[RESULT Ge:Cla5sl'1ifo (ITypeTnfo ""'ppr'i, CLID lcid) = O;

}

Code Table 5 contains C4-+ pscudocode for a preferred definition of the

interface IProvideC1assIrifo, which can used by a sink object to obtain information

about an unknown source object. The method Cretclcssinfo of the IProvideC1ass1nfo

interface can be used by a sink or initiator object to obtain class and type information

fionl an unknown source object in order to connect to it. The IT3»'peIr1_t‘o interface

describes the interfaces inipiementcd by the source object, what events its raises, and

what properties it supports. A sink or initiator object can then use this infomiation to

set up compatible connections. The 1'T}rpcIm°o interface is described in detail in U. S Patent

Application Serial No. O7f959,(J56 (how US. Patent No. 6;2U‘9,040, entitled “Method and

System for Interfacing to :1 Type Library").
Aitiioughthe present invention has been described in terms of a

preferred ernbodimcnt, it is not intended that the invention be limited to this

embodiment. Modifications within ‘die spirit of the invention will be apparent to those

skilled in the art. The scope of the present invention is defined by the ciairiis which

follow.
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CLAIMS

1. A method .in a computer S}"SliCIl1 for generating an object connection

between a source object and a sink object, the sink object having an instance of an

interface that serves as a notification interface for receiving cornmunictttions fiinn the

source object, the notification interface having an associated hitcrface identifier, the

source object havirig instances of a connection point interface. the method comprising

the steps of:

receiving a request having an indication of the interface identifier associated

with the notification interface of the sink object;

selecting an instance of the connection point interface from among the

instances of the connection point interface of the source object, wlietein the selection

ofthe instance is based upon the interface identifier indicated in the receive request’.

sending a reference to the selected connection point interface instance;

receiving, through the selected connection point interface instance, a request to

connect the source object and the sink object. the request having a reference to the

notification interface instance of the sink object‘, and

storing the reference to the notification interface instance. wherein the source

object conimunicates with the sink object using the stored reference to the notification

interface instance.

2. A method in at computer system for notifying a sink object from a source

object, the sink object connected to the source object in accordance with the

method of claim ! , including the step of. under control ofthe source object,

invoking a member function of the notification interface instance referred to

by the stored reference.

3. The method of claim 1, the selected connection point interface instance for

connecting to a plurality of sink objects, wherein the steps ofrecciving the

request to connect and storing the reference to the notification interface

instance are perfo1‘n'ied for each sink object, and fiirthcr including the step of
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for each sink object, invoking a member function of the notification interface

instance referred to by the stored reference.

4. The method ofclaim 1, the source object having a connection point

container object for managing interaction with the instances of the connection

point interface and wherein the step of selecting the instance of the connection

point interface includes the substep of requesting the instance ol'the

connection point interface from the connection point container object.

5. The method ofclaim 1, the connection point interface having an advise

member function for requesting a connection to the source object, wherein the

step of receiving the request to connect is performed by invoking the advise

member function of the selected connection point iitterfiicc instance.

6. The method of claim I wherein the step ofselecting the instance of the

connection point interface is performed under the control of code of the source

object.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the step ofrcceiving the request to connect

is performed under the control of code ofthe source object.

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of, under the control of

code of the sink object. requesting a. connection.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the step ofstoring the reference to the

notification interface instance is performed under the control of code of the

so urce object.

10. The method ofclaim 9, further comprising the step of, under the control of

code of the sink object, requesting a connection.

1 I. The method of claim I, Further comprising the step of. under control of

code ofthe sink object, requesting a connection.
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12.. The method of claim l_. the computer system having an initiator object for

setting up connections between the source object and the sink object, further

comprising the step of, under control of the initiator object, requesting a

conncction.

13. A method in a computer system for registering with 2-1 source object an

instance ofan interface that serves as a notification interface of at sink object,

the source obj cct having a registration fimction member for registering the

notification interface of the sink object, the notification interface instance for

communicating with the sink object from the source object, the sink object

having El plurality of notification interfaces. each notification interface having

at least one instance, the method including the steps of

receiving a reference to the registration function mernber of the source object;

selecting the instance of the notification interface to be registered from the

plurality of instances of notification interfaces; and

requesting registration ofthe selected notification interface instance using the

received reference to the registration function member of the source object,

wherein the source olzgject registers the selected notification interface instance

and communicate with the sink object using the registered interface instance.

14. The method ofclaim 13. the source object having an advise member

function for requesting registration of a notification inter face, and wherein the

step of requesting registration invokes the advise member function of the

source object to make the request.

15. The method ofclaim 13, the sink object having an instance of an

[Unknown interface for accessing other interfaces ofthe sink object, and

wherein the step of selecting the instance of the notification interface selects

the instance of the fllnknown interface of the sink object.

16. The method ofclaim 13 wherein the step of requesting registration is

performed under the control of the sink object.
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17. The method ofclaim 16 wherein the step ofselecting the instance of the

notification interface is perlbrrned under the control of the sink ol:ject.

13. The method ofclaim 13, the computer system having an initiator object for

registering a notification interface of a sink object, wherein all steps are

performed by the initiator object.

19, A method in a computer system for notifying a sink object from a source

object using a delegate object; the sink object having a sink notification

interface for notifying the sink object, the delegate object having a delegate

notification interface for notifying the delegate object. the delegate notification

interface having an associated iiitei-face identifier, the source object having

instances of a connection point interface for connecting the delegate object, the

method comprising the steps of:

storing, in the delegate object, a reference to an instance of the sink

notification interface;

selecting an instance of the connection point interface from among the

instances ofthe connection point interface of the source object, wherein the

selection of the instance is based upon the interface identifier associated with

the delegate notification interface‘,

sending, to the delegate object, a reference to the selected connection point

interface instance;

receiving, through the selected connection point interface instance, a request to

connect the source object and the delegate object, the request having a

reference to an instance of the delegate notification interface;

storing the re lerencc lo the delegate notification interface instance;

invoking a method of the delegate notification interface instance that is

referred to by the stored reference; and

invoking a method ofthe sink notification interface instance referred to by the

stored reference in the delegate object to effect the notification of the sink

object
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20. The method ofclaim 19, the computer system having an initiator object for

setting up connections between the source object and the delegate object, and

fiuther comprising the step of, under control ofthe initiator object, rcq nesting

a connection.

21. A method in a computer system for generating an object connection

between :1 source object and :1 sink object, the sink object having a notification

interface for cornmunicating with the sink object. the notification interface

having an associated interface idcnttficzr, the source object having a plurality of

connection point objects for connecting the sink object, each connect ion point

object having an instance of the same connection point interface, the method

compfisirtg the Steps of:

sending, to the source object, an indication of the interface identifier

associated with the notification interface ofthe sink object;

selecting a connection point object fi'om among the plurality of connection

point objects based upon the indication of the interface identifier;

requcsting a connection, From the instance ofthe connection point interface of

the selected connection point object, to connect the source object and the sink

object;

indicating an instance of the notification interface of the sink object in the

connection request;

receiving the connection request; and

storing a reference to the indicated instance of the noti [ication interface of the

sink Object.

22, The method ofclaim 21, further including the step of, under control of

code of the source object, invoking a method of the indicated notification

interface instance referred to by the stored reference.

23. The method ofclaim 21. the source object having connection point

container object for managing interaction with the plurality ofconncction

point objects and wherein the step of selecting the connection point object
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includes the substep of requesting the connection point object from the

eonnecnion point container object.

24. The method ofciaim 2 I _, the connection point interface having an advise

member fiiuction, wherein the step ofrequesting the connection from the

instance of the connection point interiiace of the selected connection point

otject invokes the advise member function of the instance of the connection

point interface to make the request.

25. The method of claim 21, the selected connection point object for

connecting to a plurality of sink objects, wherein the steps oi’ requesting the

connection. indicating the notification interface instance of the sink object,

receiving the connection request, and storing the reference to the indicated

notification interface instance are performed for each sink object, and further

including the step of:

invoking a method of the indicated notification interface instance referred to

by the stored reference for each sink object.

26, A method in a computer system for generating an object connection

between a source object and at sink object, the sink object having an instance

of a notification interface for receiving cornmunications from the source

object. the notification interface having an associated interface identifier. the

source object having instances of a connection point intert"ace, the method

comprising the steps of:

under control of the sink object, sending to the source object a request having

an indication of the interface identifier associated with the notification

ittterfnce of the sink object:

under control of the source object,

selecting an instance of the connection point interface firom among the

instances ofthe connection point interface of the source object, wherein the

selection of the instance is based upon the interface identifier associated with

notification interface ofthe sink object; and
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sending, to the sink object: a reference to the selected connection point

interface instance:

under control of the sink object, requesting a connection from the selected

connection point instance to connect the source object and the sink object, the

request having a reference to the notification interface instance ofthc sink

object; and

under control of the source object, storing the reference to the notification

interface instance

27. A method in it computer system for generating an object connection

between a source object and a sink object. the sink object implementing a plurality of

notification interfaces for communicating with the sink object, each notification

interface having an associated interface identifier, the source object having instances

oftt connection point interface. each instance ofthc connection point interface having

an associated interface identifier, the method comprising the steps of:

seiecting a notification interface from among the plurality ofnotification

interfaces ofthc sink hject;

selecting an instance of the connection point interface of the source object, the

selected instance having an associated interface identifier that ‘corresponds to the

interface identifier associated with the selected notit'tcat'ior1 interface of the sink

object;

using the selected connection point interface instance to request that the source

object and the sink object be connected wherein the request has a reference to an

instance of the selected notification interface of the sink object; and

storing the reference to the instance ofthe selected notification interface, so

that the sink object can be notified by the SULt1't:c object.

28 The method of claim 27, futther including the step of invoking a method of

the selected notification interface instance referred to by the stored reference.

29. The method of claim 27. the selected connection point interface instance

for connecting to a plurality ofsink objects, wherein the steps ofusing the

selected connection point interface instance to request that the source object
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and the sink object be connected and storing the reference to the selected

notification interface instance are perfonned for each sink object, and fi.1rthe1'

including the step of:

invol-ting a method ofthc selected notification iiltcrface instance refcned to by

the stored reference for each sink object.

30. The method of claim 27, the source object having a connection point

container object for managing interaction with the instances of the connection

point interface and wherein the step ofselecting the instance of the connection

point interface includes the suhstep of requesting the instance of the

connection point interface from the connection point container object.

31. The method of claim 27, the connection point interface having an advise

member fimction for requesting a connection to the source object, wherein the

step of using the selected Connection point interface instance invokes the

advise member function of the selected connection point interface instance.

32. The method of claim 27 wherein the step of selecting the instance of the

connection point interfitcc is performed under the control of code ofthe source

object.

33. The method ofclaim 32. fiirther comprising, the step of, urtdetr the control

of code of the sink object, requestirlg a connection fromthc selected

connection point interface instance.

34. The method of claim 33 wherein the step ofselecting the notification

interface is performed under the control of the sink object.

35. The method of claim 27 wherein the step of storing the reference to the

notification interface instance is petfonned under the control of the so urce

object.
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36. The method of claim 35, further comprising the step of, under the control

of the sink object. requesting at connection from the selected connection point

interface instance,

37. The method of claim 27, fiJIthC1' comprising the step of, under the control

of lhe sink object, requesting at connection from the selected connection point

interface instance.

38. The method of claim 27: the computer system having an initiator object for

sctling up connections between the source object and the sink object, finther

comprising the step of, under control of the initiator object, requesting a

connection; and indicating an instance ofthe notification intciface ofthe sink

object in the connection request.

39. A computer system for dynamically connecting objects, the system

comprising:

a plurality of sink objects, each sink object having a notification function

member For Communicating with the sink object from the source object; and

a plttrality of source objects, each source object having at plurality of

connection point objects, each connection point object storing a plurality of

notification filnction members and t‘etI.t111ing an identification of one of the

notification function mcrnbers from the stored plurality of notification fi.u1ct:ion

iznembers upon request

40. The system of claim 39, further comprising a connection point container

for storing the plurality ofconnection point objects within each source object,

the connection point container determining which connection point object to

use when an object connection is requested

4]. The system ofc1aini39, liirthcr comprising an invocation mechanism used

by each of the connection point objects to invoke one of the stored notification

Function members.
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42. A method in a computer system for generating an object connection

between a source object and a sink object, the sink object having an instance

of a notification interface for lecciring communications from the source

object, the notification interface having an associated interface identifier. the

source otject having instances of a connection point interface, each instance of

the connection point interface having an associated intcrfiace identifier, the

method comprising the steps ofi

receiving a request to enumerate the instances of the connection point

interface;

sending it ret'etcnce to each instance of the connection point interface, wherein

from each reference the sink object obtains an indication ofthe interface

identifier associated with the instance;

receiving, through one oflhe instances of the connection point interface, a

request to connect the source object and the sink object, the request having a

reference to the notification interface instance of the sink object, wherein the

interface identifier associated with the receiving connection point interface

corresponds to the interface identifier associated with the notification interface

of the sink object; and

storing the reference to the notification interface instance, wherein the source

object communicates with the sink object using the stored reference to the

notification interface instance.

43. A method in a computer system for generating an object connection

between at source object and a sink object, the sink object implementing a

plurality ofnotification interfaces for receiving corrununications from the

source object, each notification interface having an associated interface

identifier, the source object having instances of a connection point interface,

each instance of the connection point interface having an associated interface

identifier, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving a request to enurnerate the instances of the connection point

interface;

sending to the sink object a refe1'ence to each instance of the connection point

interface;
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obtaining, from each referenced instance of the connection point interface, an

indication of the interface identifier associated with each instance of the

connection point interface;

selecting an instance of the connection point interface of the source object, the

selected instance having an associated interface identifier that corresponds to it

selected one of'the obtained indications of interface identifiers;

selecting, from among the plurality of notification interfaces, a notification

interface, the interface identifier associated with the selected notification

interface corresponding to the interface identifier associated with the selected

connection point interface instance;

using the selected connection point interface instance t.o request that the source

object and the sink object be connected, whe1'ei.n the request has a reference to

an instance of the selected notification interface ofthe sink object; and

storing the reference to the instance of the selected notification interface, so

that the sink object can be notified by the some: object.

44. A computer system for notifiring a sink object from a source object, the

computer sysierrl having a plurality of sink objects and source objects, each

sink object having a plurality of notification function members: each source

object having a plurality of connection points for storing one or more

notification function members. the system comprising:

means for selecting a notification function rnembcr from among the plurality

of function members of the sink object;

means for selecting 3. corresponding connection point from among the plurality

of connection points of the source object. the selection based upon the

notification function member that is selected by the notification function

member selection means;

means for connecting the connection point selected by the connection point

selection means and the notification Function member selected by the

notification member selection means, wherein a1'efc1'cnce to the selected

notification function member is Stored within the selected connection point;

and
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means for invoking the selected notification fttnction rnernber referred to by

the stored reference to etfcct notification of the sink object.

45. The system ofclaim-14 wherein the plurality of connection points of each

source object is stored within E1 connection point container, and wherein the means for

selecting a connection point uses the connection point container to cletc.rr.nine which

connection point to select.

46. A computer-readable medium having cornpnter—exccntable instructions

For pci'i'orming steps to generate an object connection between a source object and a

sink object, the sink object irnplerncnting a plurality of notification interfaces for

communicating with the source object. each notification interface having an

associated interface identifier, and the source object having instances of at connection

point interface identifier, each instance of the connection point interthcc having an

associated interface identifier, the steps comprising:

selecting a notification interface from among the plurality ofnotificaliori

interfaces of the sink object,

sciecting an instance of the connection point inteifacc of the source object, the

selected instance having an associated interface identifier that corresponds to the

interface identifier associated with the selected notification interface of the sink

object;

using the selected connection point interface instance to request that the source

object and the sink object be connected, wherein the request has 3. reference to an

instance ofthe selected notification interface of the sink object; and

storing the reference to the instance of the selected notification interface, so

that the sink object can be notified by the source object.

47. A computer-Icadablc medium having stored thereon computc1'—executab]e

code for creating an object connection architecture, the eomputencxccntable code

comprising:

cornputer—executabie code for instantiating a plurality ofsink objects, each

sink object having a notification fi.ll"ICti0I‘I member for communicating with the sink

object from a source object; and
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computer-executable code for instant iating a plurality of source objects, each

source object having a connection point object, each connection point object storing a

notification function member and returning an identification of the notification

function member upon request.

48. A conlputer-t'ea.dahIe medium having cornputcr-executable instructions

for causing a computer system to dynamically connect source and sink objects by:

communicating with a sink object fiont the source object; via a notification

interface‘,

storing a pluraiity of notification interfaces referenced by :1 piurality of

connection point objects wherein each source object is coupled to a connection point

object; and

retuming an identification of one of the notification interfaces from tlte stored

plurality of notification interfaces upon request

49. A cornputenreadable medium having computer—executabIe i1'Ist.t'uctions

stored thereon for causing a computer system to connect a source object and :1 sin}:

object, the sink object having an instance of a notification interface for receiving

communications from the source object, the notification interface having an

associated interface identifier, the source object having instances of a connection point

interface. each instance ofthe connection point interface having an associated

interface identifier, the computer systcm directed by said instructions to perform the

Stops comprisittgi

receiving a request to identify instances of the connection point interface:

sending a reference to each instance of the connection point interface. wherein

from each reference the sink object obtains an indication ofthe int.erface identifier

associated with the instance.

receiving, through one of the instances of the connection point interface, a

request to connect the source object and the sink object, the request having a reference

to the notification interface instance of the sink object, wherein the interface identifier

associated with the receiving connection point inte1'fa.ce corresponds to the interface

identifier associated with the notification interface of the sink object; and
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storing the reference to the notification interface instance, wherein the source

object communicates with the sink object using the stored reference to the notification

interface instance.

50. A computer—readable medium having computer-executable instructions

for causing a computer systemto dynamically notifij a sink object from :1

source olzgiect, each sink object having a notification interface, each source

object having a connection point for referencing one or more notification

interfaces, the comptttcr system perfonning a method comprising:

selecting a notification interface of the sinl»; object;

selecting a corresponding connection point ofthe source object, the selection

based upon tlte notification interface that is selected;

conrtecting the connection point selected and the notification interface

selected, wherein a reference to the Selected notification interface is stored by the

selected connection point; and

invoking the selected notification irttetface referred to by the stored 1'cfcrcnce

to effect notification of the sink object.

51. A computer system for dynamically connecting objects, the syslein

comprising:

a plurality of sink objects, each sink object having at notification interface For

communicating with Ihe sink object from the source object; and

a plurality ofsource objects, each source object having a connection point

object, each connection point object storing a notification interface and returning an

identification of‘ the notification interface ttpon request.

52, A computer system for notifying a sink object from a source object, the

computer system having a plurality of sink objects and source objects, each sink

object having a notification inteitace. each source object having a connection point for

storing one or more notification interfaces, the system composing:

means for selecting a notification interface;
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means for selecting a corresponding connection point. the selection based

upon the notification interface that is selected by the no Lification interface selection

means;

means for connecting the connection point selected by the connection point

selection means and the notification interface selected by the notification interface

selection means. wherein a reference to the selected notification interface is stored

within the selected connection point; and

means for invoking the selected notification interface referred to by the stored

reference to effect notification of the sink object.

53. A computer-readabie medium having stored thereon computer-exec utable

code for causing a computer system to dynamically connect objects, the computer-

executable code cornprising;

computer—cxcCl.lt21blc code for instantiating a plurality of sink objects, each

sink object having a notification interface for communicating with the sink object

them the source object; and

computei‘-executable code for instantiating a plLn'a.1ity of source objects. each

source object having a connection point object, each connection point object storing a

notification interface and returning an identification o Fthe notification interface upon

request.
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Technical Field

The present invention relates generally to data processing systems and, more particularly. to an event
system for reporting system management events in a data processing system.

Background of the Invention

Many distributed operating systems have difficulty in monitoring events. in particular. these operating
systems have ditficulty determining where events occur and obtaining useful information about the events.
Such systems do not provide a convenient architecture for raising and sending events.

Summary of the Invention

In accordance with an aspect of the present invention. a method is practiced in a data processing
system in which a global name-space of objects is Ptovided and stored in the memory means. Event source
objects are provided for generating event report objects in response to events at the event source objects.
An event sink object is provided ior receiving event report objects and a distributor object is also provided
for distributing event report objects from the event source objects to the event sink objects. The event
source objects. the event sink object, the distributor object and the event report objects are all visible in the
global narnespace. An event is triggered at one of the event source objects and an event report is
generated in response to the event. The event report is generated at the event source object where the
event was triggered. The event report object is forwarded to the distributor obiect. The distributor object
forwards the event report object to the event sink object to inform the event sink object of the triggered
event. The distributor object may be provided with a filter that is examined to detennine where the report
object should be forwarded.

In accordance with an additional aspect of the present invention. a plurality of event source objects are
provided along with a plurality of event sink objects and a distributor object. The event sink objects are
registered with the distributor object to be informed of events at the event source objects. Event report
objects are generated at the event source objects in response to events. The event report objects are
forwarded to the distributor object. and the distributor object determines which event sink object should
receive the event report objects. Once this determination is made. the event report objects are forwarded to
the determined event sink objects.

In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention. a method is practiced in a data processing
system having a storage device. In this method an event source object is stored in the storage device. The
event source object then raises events and generates event reports that report the generated events, Event
sink objects are also stored in the storage device. An event source holder object is stored in the storage
device. The event source holder object maintains a registr of registrations by event source objects that are
registered to receive an event report upon occurrence of an event at the event source object. An event is
triggered at the event source object. and event reports are sent to event sink objects that are registered
with the event source holder object.

In accordance with a still further aspect of the present invention. a method is practiced wherein an event
source object is stored in the storage device. The event source object is capable of raising a set of events.
Type information is stored about the event source object in the storage device. The type information
specifies the set o1 events that the event source object may raise.

In accordance with a further aspect ot the present invention, a method is practiced wherein at least one
event source object is provided in the memory means for generating an event report in response to an
event at the event source object. In addition, a first distributor object and a second distributor object are
provided in the memory means. The first distributor object serves to distribute the event report then

generated by the event source object to the second distributor object. An event is triggered at the event
source object and the event report is generated at the event source object. The event report is Forwarded to
the first distributor object. Filtering information is provided from the second distributor object to the first
distributor object. The filtering information specifies a type of event report that the second distributor object
wishes to receive. Where the filtering information indicates that the second distributor object wishes to
receive the event report. the event report is forwarded from the first distributor object to the second
distributor object.

In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention. a method is practiced wherein an event
source object for generating an event report in response to an event is provided along with an event sink
object for receiving the event report. In this method. the event sink object is registered to receive the event
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report from the event source object. As part of the registration, an instance of a function in an interface to
be called by the event report as received by the event sink object is specified.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a data processing system that is suitable for practicing a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2A is a block diagram illustrating an instance of the preferred embodiment in which a single
event report is sent from a single event source to a single event sink.

Figure 2B is a block diagram illustrating an instance of the preferred embodiment in which a single
event report is sent from a single event source to multiple event sinks.

Figure 2C is a block diagram illustrating an instance of the preferred embodiment in which multiple
event sources send multiple event reports to a single event sink.

Figure 2D is a block diagram illustrating an instance of the preferred embodiment in which a single
event source sends multiple event reports to multiple event sinks.

Figure 3 is a diagram of the run time data structures used for interfaces by the preferred embodiment
to the present invention.

Figure 4 is a diagram of obiects that play a role in the preferred embodiment of the present invention to
register an event sink object with an event source object to receive event reports.

Figure 5 is a flowchart illustrating the steps performed by the preferred embodiment to register an event
sink object with an event source object to receive event reports.

Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating steps performed by the preferred embodiment of the present

invention in generating and processing event reports.
Figure 7 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of the present invention when a distributor

object is employed.
Figure B is a block diagram illustrating propagation of an event re-Port from a first distributor object to a

second distributor object in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the invention

A preferred embodiment of the present invention provides an event system architecture for generating

system management events. The architecture is designed to be easily used and to require minimal
overhead. The system management events notify processes of certain states.

Figure 1 shows an illustrative data processing system 10 for practicing a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that other types of data processing systems may
be used for practicing the prsent invention. The data processing system 10 includes a central processing
unit (CPU) 12 that oversees activities of the system. The CPU 12 communicates with a memory 14. a
keyboard 16. a video display 18. a printer 19 and a mouse 24. The memory 14 holds an obiect-oriented
operating system 20 that includes an event system 22. Although the operating system 20 of the preferred
embodiment is an object-oriented operating system. those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present
invention is not limited to such an obiect-oriented environment. The keyboard 16 and mouse 24 are
conventional input devices, and the video display 18 and printer 19 are conventional output devices.

The event system 22 is responsible for overseeing the generation and transmission of event reports that
report the occurrence of particular events in the system 10. An "event." in this context. is an asyn-
chronously arising condition relative to a destination process that wishes to be informed of the event. The
process in which the condition arises is the "event source.“ whereas the process to which the event is
reported is the "event sink.“ An "event report" reports n event and is transmitted from the event source to
the event sink (as will be described in more detail below). The event source and event sink are objects that
are visible in a distributed namespace of the system 10. The distributed namespace is a logical organization

of the "names of objects" (described in more detail below) that are stored in the system 10.
The preferred embodiment of the present invention allows application programs run on the system 10

(Figure 1) to generate and receive information about external events without possessing knowledge about
the events or the sources of the events. It provides a means for an event sink 2? (Figure 2A) to register with
an event source 23 to receive an event report 25. The event sink 2? may then invoice an event handler to

respond to the occurrence of the event. The design of the preferred embodiment leverages the distributed
namespace of the system to provide places for event sinks to register. The preferred embodiment also
provides a means to send the event report trom the event source to the event sink.
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It should be noted that an event report 25 need not be generated from a single event source 23 for
transmission to a single event sink 2? as shown in Figure 2A. in many instances, a single event report 25
may be sent from a single event source 23 to multiple event sinks 2?, 2?‘ or 27". as shown in Figure 2B.
Moreover, a single event sink 2? may receive different event reports 25 and 25‘ from different event
sources 23 and 23'. respectiveiy, as shown in Figure :20. Still further, a single event source 23 may
generate different event reports 25 and 25' (Figure 2D) that are destined to different event sinks 27 and 27‘.
respectively. in general. an event source may generate multiple or single event reports that are destined to
one or many event sinks.

In order to understand how the preferred embodiment of the present invention operates, it is necessary
to first understand certain programming concepts that are employed therein. One of the concepts employed
by the preferred embodiment of the present invention is the notion of an "object." An "object" is an entity
that may be a combination of two things: data that specifies an internal state of the object and functions that
act upon the data.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention is designed far use in the object-oriented operating
system 20 (Figure 1). The operating system 20 supports an underlying object mode!. As such, many
components in the system are modeled as objects. For example. event sources 23 [l-"Igure 2a) and event
sinks 27 are modeled as objects. Event reports may be objects having properties. Other objects of interest
will be described in more detail below. All of these objects are visible in the distributed namespace and
thus their properties are easily accessible,

A closely related concept is the concept of an "interface." An "interface" is a group of semantically
related functions that are organized into a named unit (the name being the identifier of the interface).
Interfaces. by definition, have no instantiation (i.e.. a definition of an interface does not include code for
implementing the functions that are identified in the interface): rather. interfaces speciiy a set of signatures
for functions. "instantiation" refers to the process of creating in-memory structures that represent an object
so that operations can be invoked on the object. When an object "supports" an interface, the object
provides code for the functions specified by the interface. Thus, the object that supports the interface is
responsible for providing the code for implementing the functions of the interface. The code that is provided
must comply with the signatures of the functions specified by the interface (i.e., the code must have the
same parameters and functionality as are specified in the interface). Accordingiy, an interface may be
viewed as a standard with which objects must comply.

Interfaces support extensiblity by allowing new interfaces to be developed in a fashion that does not

affect existing applications. interfaces are also consistent with the cllentiserver model that is adopted by the
operating system 20. In particular. interfaces are used to provide services to a client object. A server object
is defined to support the interface. and the interface defines the functions that provide the services of the
server object. For instance. the event source 23 {Figure 2a) may be viewed as a server object. and the
event sink 2? may be viewed as a client object.

The run time manifestation of an interface instance is a data structure that provides access to the
functions defined for the interface. Interface instances are referenced by clients using pointers. As shown in
Figure 3. an interface pointer 28 points to an entry in the object data 29 of the object that supports the
instance of the interface. In particular, the interface pointer points to an entry in the object data 29 that
holds a pointer to a virtual table 6.6.. a vtable, such as commonly used in C+ + programming}. The viable
31 holds a series of pointers to instances of functions 33 that are supported by the object. Pointers to the
functions included in the interface are among those provided In the viable 31.

Each object in the distributed narnespace 28. by definition. must support the Iunknown interface (ie. all
objects support interfaces that inherit the lunknown interface}. The lunknown interface is a standardized
interface provided by the operating system that includes a function, Qucrylntcrfacef), for querying whether
an object supports a particular interface. The Querylnterfacen function returns a pointer to an instance of an
interiace that is specified in the parameters oi the function. In general. whenever a function is called that is
part of an instance of an interface. the Querylnterfacefl function must first be called.

An interface pointer, such as returned by the Querylnterfacefl function, may serve as a connection
between an object and a client. It is difficult. however. for external entities to discover interface pointers that
an object has dispensed. and it is difficult for external entities to discover interface pointers to other object
objects that an object holds. To overcome these difficulties. the operating system 20 provides software
connectors. Software connectors are standardized interfaces for connecting objects together and for
advertising the interfaces of an object that are accessible by events. In generai. a connection between
objects in the preferred embodiment of the present invention is realized by passing an interface pointer
from one object directly to another object in order to establish a meaningful connection between the
objects. Both objects must share at least one connecting interface. Software connectors are utilized in the
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preferred embodiment of the present invention to establish connections between an event source and an
event sink. This process will be described below as "registration".

Before discussing how an event sink registers with an event source to receive event reports, it is helpful
to consider how events are defined relative to the objects that may generate them. In general, an object
specifies an event set of events that it is capable of generating. The event set is part of the object's
definition and is described in type information provided for the object. The type information may be stored

in a storage structure that is separate from the ohiect. The type information specifies which evnts are
provided in the obiects of that set. Consider as an example as object that supports an event set known as
the DiskEventSet. This event set is identified as follows:

Di.slr.'SpaceLow(DiskSpac=Event psEvcnt);

DiskFull(Disk.SpacI:Evcnt psfivnnt);

DiskError(DisitErrorEvcn1 psfivent)

DiskSpaceEvent is a property set that may be defined as follows:

propset D1'skSpac=§Event '. public Disklivent

{

LA.RGE_INTEGEF. DiskSpacc'.Ava.1'1abI.c;

I.ARGE_[NTEGER TGta.iDis|tSpact:;

}

propscl; Disk.Evem. : public Isystc-m.Evcnl;

i

ULONG U'fVolumcID;

WCHAR ‘ pwzVol1:in1cNamc;

}

[impact ISysl:i.'.mEvcnt

{

mandatory:

SYSTIME t:in1cE1rcntCreationTmc;

UUID unidC1assId;

ULONG scvseverity‘,

UUED uuidCategoryID;

ULONG u.I.Evi:ntCodc;

ULONG u1HopCounL;

Before discussing the registration process in more detail. it is useful to first introduce the objects which
play a role within this registration process. Figure 4 is a diagram iliustraling an example situation wherein
the obiects that play a role in registration are used. Figure 4 illustrates an instance wherein a printer 46

5
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generates an event report that it is jammed and forwards this event report to a sink pop-up object 44 that
generates a pop-up message on the video display 18 (Figure I) that is viewed by the user. As discussed
above. an event source object 42 is an object which generates event reports. The event source object 42
supports the iconnectioncontainer interface which is a standardized interface having functions for storing a
connector in a container object. An event source holder object 50 is an object that maintains a list of
registered event sinks for an event source object. The event source holder object 50 is responsible for the
multi-casting of event reports to each registered event sink objct. In the example of Figure 4. the event
source holder object 50 includes a list of all event sinks that are registered to receive event reports from the
printer 46. An event source interface holder 54 object is an object that is a connection object {i.e.. it holds
an interface pointer to an event sink object) and holds the state associated with the connection to the event
sink object. In Figure 4, the event source interface holder object 50 holds a single event sink registration
(i.e., it holds one entry from the register of event sink objects).

Figure 5 is a flowchart of the steps performed to obtain a registration of an event sink object so that it
receives event reports from an event source. C+ + code for implementing these steps in a separate
connection ‘tool is as follows:

pconsinlvt-> Qucrylntcrface (IiD__lSystcmEventSinit. iipcsnksiuk);

//Setup dzte source side of the registration

pSou.rc=— :- Qucrfrtntar.face(lID_IConnecr.ionContainer, Srpiocsourco);

picr:Souri:c- > i'~icwCoI1ncction(IID_lCEvr:o.tSot. Jcpcoosource);

/ /Actually perform the connection.

pconSource- 2- Connccti poso.lcSin.k. IID_ISystomEvcntSink. CO1‘-lNEC'I'FLAGS_PERSIST)

Initially, a pointer to the event sink object (is, "psinlr" in Figure 4) is obtained (step 56 in I-‘lgure 5).
Next. a pointer to the event source object is obtained (step 62 in Figure 5). Specifically, the Ouerylntertaceu
function is called in the second instruction in the above code segment to determine whether the event
source object 42 (pointed to by "pSourcr-J" in Figure 4} supports the lConnoc'lionContainer interface and
stores the resulting pointer to the instance of |ConnectionContainer interface in "piccSource“. A connector
to the event source object (Le. a pointer to an interface that facilitates a connection to the object) is then
acquired {step 64- in Figure 5). The call to the NewConnection method provided within the lConnectionCon—
tainer interface of the event source object is used to store the connector in "pconsourcs".

The connect function is then called to create a connection (stop 66 in Figure 5) . in the code segment
given above, the connect function within the |SysternEventSink interface supported by the event sink object
40 is called to connect the event sink object 40 to the event source object 42.

An event report in the preferred embodiment of the present invention is largely represented as an array
of variants. A variant is a data structure that can hold any fundamental data type. inciuding character data.
integer data and floating point data. Property sets that contain context information describing an event are
loaded into the variants. This array of variants is passed as an event report type. Each event report may be
encapsulated into an event report obiect that is persistently stored and visible within the distributed
namespace. One of the properties held within the variant array is a class |.D. The class LD. may be utilized
to manuiacture an event report object.

Figure 6 is a high level flow chart of the steps performed to pass an event report from an event source
object to event sink objects. lnitiaily the event report is created by the event source object (step 70} . The
event source holder filters the output of the event report using the register stored therein and sends the
report to the registered event sinks (step 72). The event sink receives the event report and calls an event
handler to respond to the event report (step 74). The event handler then executes (step 78). The event
handier may generate activity in response to the event report or may simply ignore the event report. A wide
variety of options as to how to respond to an event report are available to an event handler.
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A system may also inciude special objects, known as "distributor objects.“ A distributor object is an
object which exists in the global namespace to route event reports to event sinks. Figure 7 depicts a
distributor object 32 that receives event reports from event sources 80, 80' and SD". The distributor object
82 provides both event source and event sink functionalities. The distributor object 82 routes the event
reports received from the event sources St]. St)‘ and 30" to event sinks B4. B4‘ and 84". Distributor objects
B2 are useful in grouping event sources and sinks as sets. For example, a distributor may be used to
represent all administrators on a given domain.

A distributor object may also be configured to propagate event reports to other distributor objects.
Figure B shows an exampie of a situation in which a distributor object 88 receives an event report 92 from
an event source 36 and propagates the event report to a second distributor object 90. The difference
between this type of propagation and the propagation that occurs with normal registration is that filtering
irrlormation 94 stored on the second distributor object 90 is forwarded to the first distributor object 88. This
filtering information specifies which type of event report the distributor object 90 is interested in obtaining.
The first distributor object 88 filters the incoming event reports 92 to determine whether the second
distributor object 90 wishes to receive the event report. The filtering information 94 is stored on the second
distributor obiect in such a way that it is available to any distributor object that is registered to propagate
event reports to the second distributor object.

The operating system 20 provides a number of dispatch interfaces. A dispatch interface. in this context.
is as defined in the Microsoft Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 2.0 protocol. established by Microsoft
Corporation of Redmond. Washington. Dispatch interfaces allow access to methods. properties and data
members of objects whose interface is not known. Each dispatch interface has functions that allow a caller
to retrieve and send property values. The event distributor obiects have the ability to call any dispatchable
interface. Parameter information is stored with the registration information for the event sink object.
Properties are set on the software connector to the event sink in the event source such that each
registration can have its own Interface to be coiled. As an example. this capability allows a system event to
trigger the printing of a word processing document through the call to the unique interface associated with
the registration of an event sink.

it should be appreciated that registrations may be maintained over a period of time. Registrations are
not strictly a one-time phenomena. The registration need not be deleted after a single event occurs.
Maintaining the registration is beipful in performing functions such as logging Logging Involves recording
event reports in a file to create a log. The log may be later viewed to provide a historical record of activity

of a part of the system.
A preferred embodiment of the present invention enhances the ability of system administration

functions to becom aware of relevant events within the system. This capability stems. in large part. from
segregating the occurrence of an event trom the response to the event. The preferred embodiment also
facilitates segregation by event type so that the system administrator may be aware of the different types of
events and respond accordingly.

Since event reports are objects in the global namespace, both users and system components have
access to the event reports. The event reports include important state information that may be used by
users and system components alike. The user has the ability to discover what events a program is capable
of generating and can register to receive notice of any such events.

While the present invention has been described with reference to a preferred embodiment thereof,
those skilled in the art will appreciate that various changes in form and scope may be made without
departing from the present invention as defined in the appended claims. For instance. the present invention
need not be practiced in a single processor system like that shown in Figure ‘i; rather the present invention
may also be practiced in a distributed system.

Claims

1. In a data processing system having memory means and processing means. a method comprising the
steps of:

storing a global namespace of obiects in the memory means:
providing event source obiects for generating event reports in response to events at the event

source objects. an event sink object for receiving event reports and a distributor object for distributing
event reports from the event source objects to the event sink object;

triggering an event at one of the event source objects;
generating an event report at the event source object where the event was triggered:
forwarding the event report to the distributor object; and

7
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forwarding the event report from the distributor object to the event sink object to inform the event
sink object of the triggered event.

The method as recited in claim 1. further comprising the step of registering the event sink with the
distributor object to receive the event report.

The method as recited in claim 1. further comprising the step of providing at least one additional event
sink object that is visible in the global narnespace.

The method as recited in claim 3, further‘ comprising the step of registering the additional event sink
object with the distributor object to receive the event report.

The method as recited in claim 1. further comprising the step of providing the distributor obiect with a
filter that is examined to determine where the event report should be forwarded.

The method oi claim 1 wherein the event report is an object that is visible in the global namespace.

in a distributed system having processors running an object-oriented operating system. a method
comprising the steps of:

providing a plurality of event source objects;
providing a plurality of event sink objects;
providing a distributor object:
registering the event sink objects with the distributor object to be informed of events at the event

source objects;
generating event reports at the event source objects in response to events at the event source

objects:
forwarding the event reports to the distributor object; and
determining which event sink objects should receive the event reports and forwarding the event

reports to the determined event sink objects.

The method of claim 7 wherein the event report is an object that is visible in the global namespace.

in a data processing system having a storage device, a method comprising the steps or:
storing an event source object in the storage device, said event source object generating events

and event reports that report the events;
storing event sink objects in the storage device:
storing an event source holder object in the storage device. said event source holder object

maintaining a register of registrations by event sink objects that are registered to receive an event
report upon occurrence of an event at the event source object:

triggering an event at the event source object; and
sending event reports to event sink objects that are registered with the event source holder object.

. The method recited in claim 9. further comprising the step 01' registering an event sink object with the
event source holder to receive an event report after an event is triggered at the event source.

The method recited in claim 9 wherein the step of sending event reports further comprises the step of
sending a data structure hoiding property information about the triggered event to event sink objects
that are registered with the event source holder object.

The method recited in claim 9. further comprising the step of storing each registration in an object in
the storage device.

in a data processing system having a storage device. a method comprising the steps of:
storing an event source object in the storage device. said event source object being capable of

raising a set of events; and
storing type information about the event source object in the storage device, said type information

specifying the set of events that the event source object may raise.
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14. In a data processing system having memory means and processing means. a method comprising the
steps of:

providing at least one event source object in the memory means for generating an event report in
response to an event at the event source object:

providing a first distributor object and a second distributor object in the memory means. said first
distributor object serving to distribute the event report when generated by the event source object to
the second distributor object;

triggering the event at the event source obiect;
generating an event report at the event source object;
forwarding the event report to the first distributor object;
providing filtering information from the second distributor object to the first distributor object. said

filtering information specifying 81 type of event report that the second distributor object wishs to
receive; and

where the filtering iniormation indicates that the second distributor obiect wishes to receive the
event report, forwarding the event report from the first distributor object to the second distributor object.

In a data processing system having processing means and memory means. a method comprising the
steps of:

providing an event source object for generating an event report in response to an event and an
event sink object for receiving the event report; and

registering the event sink object to receive the event report from the event source object, wherein
as part of the registration specifying an instance of a function in an interface to be calied when the
event report is received by the event sink object.

. The method of ciaim 15. iuriher comprising the steps of:
triggering the event at the event source obiectz
generating the event report at the event source obiecl and forwarding the event report to the event

sink object; and
in response to receiving the event report at the event sink object, invoking the function oi the

instance of the interface specified in the registration,
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Held 01' the |t'MEf'ltiOl‘lZ

The present invention relates to a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus which can simultaneously
record and reproduce a video by using a disk apparatus.

2. Description of the Heleted Art:

A video tape recorder (VTFI) has heretofore been used as a home-use video recording apparatus. As is well known.
a VTR receives a broadcast program transmitted by a broadcasting station via an antenna, records the program and
then reproduces the program. That is to say. having once finished the recording operation of a predetermined program.
the VTR rewinds the tape on which the program has been recorded and than reproduces the received and recorded
program to be watched.

A currently available VTFI cannot record and reproduce a video simultaneously. For example. assuming that a
broadcast program which starts at 10 o'clock and ends at 12 o'clock is now being received and recorded by a single
VTR. it is irnpossflale to reproduce and watch the broadcast program from the beginning from 11 o'clock on. while con-
tinuing receiving and recording the program. It is much less impossible to perform a trick play reproducing operation
(e.g.. a fast-forward reproducing operation or a backward reproducing operation] of a recorded video oi a program
which is now being received and recorded. On the other hand. a technique which is called ‘following reproducing oper-
ation" is currently utilized for a live broadcast relayed by a broadcasting station. in accordance with this technique. a
video which has been transmitted to a broadcasting station is slightly delayed and then delivered substantially in real
time. However. in such a case. it is necessary to use either a plurality oi VTI-‘ls or an optical disk apparatus of a special
type in which a recording head and a reproducing head are separately provided. for simuttaneously pertcrming the
recording and the reproducing operations. If a plurality oi VTFls are simultaneously used. then it becomes adversely
complicated to operate these apparatuses. On the other hand, the use of such an optical disk apparatus of a special
type disadvantageously increases the costs.

§LjMMAFlY OF THE INVENTIQN

According to the present invention. a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is provided. The video sig-
nal reoording and reproducing apparatus of the invention includes: receiving means for receiving a television signal;
image compression means for compressing an amount of information per unit time of the received continuous video sig-
nal: writing means tor intermittently writing a compressed video signal, obtained as an output ot the image compression
means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head; reading means for intermittently reading out the written com-
pressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head; decoding means for restoring the read com-
pressed video signal into an original video signal; display means for displaying the restored video signal; and control
means for controlling the writing means and the reading means such that writing the video signal onto the hard disk
apparatus and reading an arbitrary video sigtal. which was previously written onto the hard disk apparatus. from the
hard disk apparatus are performed apparently simultaneously and continuously.

In one ernbodiment, a compressed video signal which was recorded at an earliest time is sequentially updated by
a newly received and obtained compressed video signal.

In another embodiment, an audio signal. as well as a compressed video signal, is recorded onto the hard disk
apparatus.

In still another embodiment. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus further includes instruction
means for starting andlor finishing recording a compressed video signal onto the hard disk apparatus.

In still another embodiment. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus further includes instruction
means for starting andior finishing reproducing a compressed video signal trom the hard disk apparatus.

In still another embodiment. the instruction means for starting recording a compressed video signal onto the hard
disk pparatus is instantaneously driven manually.

In still another embodiment. the instruction means for starting recording a compressed video signal onto the hard
disk apparatus is driven by timer means.

In still another embodiment. the instruction means for finishing recording a compressed video signal onto the hard
disk apparatus is driven by timer means.

In still another embodiment. the instruction means for starting reproducing a compressed video signaf from the
hard disk apparatus is instantaneously driven manually.

In still another embodiment. the display means displays at least a time difference between a time at which a video
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signal which is being reproduced was recorded and a current time. in addition to a video.

In stiil another embodiment. the display means displays at least a current time and a time at which a video signal
which is being reproduced was recorded. in addition to a video.

In still another embodiment. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes operation means for
setting a normal reproduction. a last forward reproduction. a backward reproduction or a slow reproduction as a repro-
duction mode.

In still another embodiment, the display means simultaneously displays a received video signal and an output of
the decoding means which was preriously recorded. reproduced and decoded.

In still another embodiment. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus further includes television signal
detection means for detennining whether or not the receiving means has received a normal television signal and writing
onto the hard disk apparatus is enabled only when the television signal detection means has detected a normal televi-
sion signal.

According to another aspect oi the present invention, a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is pro-
video. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes; image compression means for digitizing an input
continuous video signal and audio signal, thereby compressing an amount ct information per unit time; writing means
for intermittently writing a corrpressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image compression means. onto a
hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head; reading means tor intermittently reading out the written compressed video
signal from the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head; decoding means for restoring the read compressed video
signal into an original video signal; and display means for displaying the restored video signal. thereby reading out pre-
determined video and audio signals at a predetermined time.

According to still another aspect of the present invention. a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is
provided. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes: image compression means for digitizing an
irput continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compressing an amount of information per unit time; writing
means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image compression means.
onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head: reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed
video signal lrom the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head: decoding means for restoring the read compressed
video signal into an original video signal; display means for displaying the restored video signal; and sound recognition
means for recognizing an audio signal. In the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus. predetermined video
and audio signals are read out at a point of time when the sound recognition means recognizes a predetermined sound.

According to still another aspect of the present invention. a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is
provided. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes: image compression means tor digitizing an
input continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compressing an amount ct information per unit time: writing
means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image compression means.
onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head; reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed
vido signal Item the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head: decoding means for restoring the reed compressed
video signal into an original video signal; and display means for displaying the restored video signal. in the video signal
recording and reproducing apparatus. a video signal at an arbitrary point of time is retrieved for an arbitrary time period
by an operation of a viewer from video signals which are being received or video signals which were previously
recorded. and information for prohibiting ovenivriting data of the retrieved video signal is added to the retrieved video
signal so as to be stored into the hard disk apparatus.

In one embodiment. when a video signal retrieved by an operation of a viewer is saved. search in‘lorn"ation required
for the viewer to search for a desired video signal later is added to the video signal to be saved. and after the video sig-
nal which was previously retrieved and saved has been searched for and read out based on the search information. the
read compressed video signal is decoded to be displayed on the display means.

In another embodiment. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes at least an output terminal
for outputting digital data which has been recorded onto the hard disk apparatus to the outside of the apparatus. In the
video signal recording and reproducing apparatus. a video signal retrieved by a viewer is transferred to another record-
ing apparatus through the output terminal.

According to still another aspect of the present invention. a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is
provided. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes: image compression means for digitizing an
input continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compressing an amount of information per unit time; writing
means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image compression means.
onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head: reading means for intermittenliy reading out the written compressed
video signal trom the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head: decoding means for restoring the read compressed
video signal into an original video signal: and display means for displaying the restored video signal. In the video signal
recording and reproducing apparatus. while compressing a video signal which is being received and writing the com-
pressed video signal onto the hard disk apparatus. a video signal which was previously recorded is read out and
decoded into an original video signal. and after an amount of data of the decoded video signal has been reduced. the
video signal is subjected to an image compression again and written onto the hard disk apparatus.
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According to still another aspect ot the present invention, a video signal recorcfing and reproducing apparatus is
provided. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes: receiving means for simultaneously receiving
television signals from a plurality of channels; image compression means for compressing an amount of information per
unit time of the received continuous video signals lrom the plurality of channels: writing means for intermittently writing
each compressed video signal. obtained as an output ofthe image compression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via
a magnetic head: reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal from the hard disk
apparatus via the magnetic head; dccding means for restoring the read corrpressed video signal into an original video
signal; and display means for displaying the restored video signal. In the video signal recording and reproducing appa-
ratus, while compressing video signais from the plurality of channels which are being received and writing the com-
pressed video signals onto the hard disk apparatus, a video signal which was previously recorded from a particular
channet is read out.

According to still another aspect oi the present invention. a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus is
provided. The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus includes: receiving means for simultaneously receiving
television signals from a plurality of channels; synthesis means for synthesizing the received television signals from the
plurality of channels into one screen; image cornpression means for compressing an amount of information per unit
time of the continuous video signal which has been synthesized by the synthesis means: writing means for intermit-
tently writing e compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image compression means. onto a hard disk
apparatus via a magnetic head; reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal from
the hard disk apparatus via the magnetic head; decoding means for restoring the read compressed video signal into an
original video signal; and display meensfor displaying the restored video signal. in the video signal recording and repro-
ducing apparatus. a piuralitti '51 video signals are synthesized into one screen. subiected to an image compression and
then written onto the hard disk apparatus.

By utilizing the above-described configurations, it is possible to provide an apparatus which can independently per-
form atrick play reproducing Operation (ed. a fast-forward reproducing operaficn or a backward reproducing operation)
of a recorded part of a broadcast program which is now being received. while compression encoding and recording the
broadcast program. As a result, it is possible to start watching a recorded part of a program without waiting for the pro-
gram to end as is done in the recording and reproducing operations performed by a conventional single VTFi. In addi-
tion. even when a viewer initially starts watching a program at a time much later than the broadcast start time of the
program. the viewer can finish watching the pmgrarfl substantially at the same time as the broadcast and time by addi-
tionally utflizing a fast-forward reproducing function in the middle of the reproducing operation.

According to the present invention, it is possible to provide an apparatus whidi can perform a normal reproducing
operation or a trick play reproducing Operation (e.g.. a fast—forward reproducing operation or a backward reproducing
operation] ol a recorded part of a broadcast program which is now being received. while recording the broadcast pro-
gram by using a universal hard disk apparatus without using a plurality of VTFts or an expensive optical disk apparatus
for which a recording head and a reproducing head are separately provided. As a result. it is possible to start watching
a recorded part of a program without waiting for the program to end, as is necessary in the recording and reproducing
operations performed by a conventional single VTR. in addition, even when a viewer initially starts watching a program
at a time much later than the broadcast start time of the program. the viewer can finish watching the program substan-
tially at the same time as the broadst end time by additionally utilizing a fast-forward reproducing function in the mid
die of the reproducing operation. so that a considerable amoum of time can be saved. Moreover. in the case where a
viewer cannot help stopping watching a program in the middle of the program. even it the program still continues when
the viewer resumes watching the program. the viewer can reproduce and watch the program from the scene which was
broadcast when the viewer left, while continuing recording the program. Furthermore. in the case where a viewer
watches a first program while recording a second program on a different channel. it is posslbie to instantaneously start
watching the second program from the beginning thereof at a time after the first program ends and before the second
program ends.

Thus. the invention described herein makes possible the advantage of providing a video signal recording and repro-
ducing apparatus which can simultaneously record and reproduce a television signal.

This and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading
and understanding thefollowing detailed description with reference to the accompanying figures

BHIEFD RIPTI N FTHED AWIN

Figure 1 is a block diagram iliustrating a configuration for a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus in a
first example of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating an operational concept in the first example.
Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating the contents of a table HAM.
l-"Igure 4 is a detailed timing chart of peripheral hardware for a hard disk apparatus.
Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating a configiaafion for a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus in a
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fourth example ot the present invention.

figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration for a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus in a
sixth example of the present invention.

Figure 1' is a diagram illustrating a screen synthesis in the sixth example of the present invention.
Figure 8 is a diagram illustrating a screen separation in the sixth example ot the present invention.

DESCFIIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Hereinafter. the embodiments of the present Invention will be described with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.

Exgmte 1

I-"igure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration for a video signal recording and reproducing apparatus in a
first example of the present inventiori. In Figure 1, the reference numeral 1 denotes an antenna; 2 denotes a tuner‘, 3
denotes a demodulator; 4 denotes an MPEG1 encoder: 5 and 6 denote recording buffer memories; 7 denotes a first
switch: 8 denotes a hard disk apparatus: 9 and 10 denote reproducing buffer memories; 11 denotes a second switch;
12 denotes an MPEG1 decoder; 13 denotes a TV monitor; 14 denotes a hard disk controller; 15 denotes a table FIAM;
16 denotes a system controller; 1? denotes a timer; and 18 denotes an operator panel.

I-"lrst, before describing the operation ot the apparatus in the first example with reference to l-'igure 1, the opera-
tional concepts will be described with reference to Figure 2. In this example, it is assumed that a viewer wants to watch
a program which is to be broadcastirorn 10 pm. to 12 p.m. (as shown in portion (a) of Figure 2) but that it is oniy after
11 p.m. that the viewer can watch the program because of some inconvenience. In such a case. in accordance with the
method of this example. while recording the program from 10 p.m. to 12 pm (as shown in portion (b) of I-'Igure 2). the
viewer can start reproducing the program from the beginning thereof from 11 pm. (as shown in portion (c) of Figure 2).
When a normal reproducing mode is selected, the reproducing operation ends at 1 am. which is two hours later than
the time when the viewer started watching the program. On the other hand, since a fasbforward reproducing operation
can also be performed on a part of the program which has already been recorded as shown in portion (:1) of Figure 2,
it is also possible to reproduce all of the program at a time slightly later than 12 p.m.. that is the time when the broad-
casting of the program actually ends.

Hereinafter. a detailed operation of the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus of theiirst example will
be described with reference to Figure 1. First. a viewer pre-sets a TV channei. a recording start time and a recording
end time of a program to be watched on the operator panel 18. For example. it is assumed that the viewer sets a pro-
gram on channel # 6 starting at 10 p.m. in such a case, when it is 10 pm., the system controller 16 sets the tuner 2 to
channel # 6 in accordance with the information supplied from the timer 1? such that the electric waves for the channel
it E are selected from the electric waves received by the antenna 1, and the demodulator 3 demodulates the received
waves into signals.

The received signals can be monitored on the TV monitor 13. The received signals are converted by the MPEG1
encoder 4 into compressed video signals so as to be bit streams having a bit rate ol 1 .5 Mbps. These signals are trans-
mitted via thefirst and the second recording buffer memories 5 and 6 having a capacity of 200 Kbytes. for example. and
the first switch 7 so as to be written onto the hard disk apparatus 3.

This operation will be described in detail later with reference to I-Trgure 3. The sector information indicating the phys-
ical positions of the compressed video signals written on the hard disk and the time information oi the written signals
are stored In the table RAM 15 so as to correspond to each other. Such a stat is maintained until 11 p.m.. when the
viewer starts watching the program. When it is 11 p.m.. the viewer starts watching the program on the TV monitor 13.
In this case, if the viewer wants to watch the program starting at 10 pm. (i.o., reserved recording start time) from the
beginning thereof. then the viewer has only to push the reproducing button (not shown) on the operator panel 13.

In this case. the program starting at 10 p.m. is reproduced from the beginnin thereof from 11 pm. at a normal
reproducing speed as shown in portion to} of Figure 2. The hard disk controller 14 controls the hard disk apparatus 3
in accordance with the intormation supplied from the table RAM 15, so that the compressed video slgnais recorded on
the hard disk apparatus 8 are reproduced via the reproducing buffer memories 9 and 10 and the second switch 1 1 . This
operation will be described in detail later with reference to Figure 3. The reproduced compressed video signals are
decoded by the MPEG1 decoder 1 2 so as to be video signals which are displayed on the TV monitor 13.

It is noted that, in this example. the video signals compressed by the MPEG1 encoder -I are being transmitted via
the recording buffer memories 5 and 6 and the first switch 7 so as to be continuously written onto the hard disk appa-
ratus 8 until 12 p.m. during the reproduction of the video signals. When it is 12 p.m.. the system controller 16 finishes
recording the compressed video signals onto the hard disk apparatus 8 in accordance with the information supplied
from the timer 1?. In this case, it is possible to monitor on the TV monitor 13. the video signals which are being written
in peraliel with the video signals which are being reproduced by using a technique such as a screen division.
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On the other hand. in performing the reproducing operation, the viewer can reproduce a part of a program to be
watched in detail at a slower speed and can reproduce an unnecessary part of the program at a higher speed in accord-
ance with the instructions supplied from the system controller 16 by operating the operator panel 18. The correspond-
ence between the sector information of the compressed video signals recorded on the hard disk. and the time
information of the signals. has been stored in the table RAM 15 for performing these operations.

The format of this table is shown in Figure 3. in Figure 3. the reference numeral 19 denotes the time information
represented as a time code and 20 denotes a sector number on the hard disk In this example. since each of a plurality
of successive sectors corresponds to one second. sector addresses are indicated every other second in l-‘lgure 3. In
accordance with the operation of the viewer. the hard disk controller 14 reproduces required video signals based on this
time information.

In the case of the MPEG1 standard. an image is generally compressed based on a unit consisting of a plurality of
frames. A concept "GOP {group of pictures)" is used as the unit. For example. in the case where 1 GDP =. 15 frames.
1 GDP covers a video corresponding to 0.5 second. Thus, in the case of performing a fast forward reproducing opera-
tion or a slow reproducing operation. if a decimation or en interpolation is performed on a GOP basis with respect to a
video which has been decoded on a GOP basis. the resulting motion of the image is no longer srnooth. In order to make
the motion smooth. the decimation or the interpolation is required to be perlormed on a frame basis.

‘that is to say. a 10x fast-forward reproducing operation {or a fast-forward reproducing operation performed at a
speed ten times as high as a normal reproducing speed} is realized by reproducing one frame but of ten frames. On the
other hand. a 1110): slow reproducing operation is realized by displaying one and the same frame 10 times in succes-SIDI1.

A time difference between the time when the video which is now being reproduced was recorded (hereinafter. such
a time will be referred to as a “video recording time") and the current time. can be calculated by subtracting the video
recording time. obtained by using the time lrrlormation supplied from the table RAM 15. from the current time. lfthe time
difference is displayed on the TV monitor 1 3. the time difference can be monitored. Before this time difference becomes
zero. any arbitrary part of the video which has already been recorded can be reproduced. In addition. it is also possible
to simultaneously display on the TV monitor 13 both the time corresponding to the output of the demodulator 3 and the
time corresponding to the output of the MPEG1 decoder 12 by dividing the screen into two parts. Then, a video which
is now being broadcast (and corresponds to the output of the demodulator 3) and a video which is now being repro-
duced (and corresponds to the output of the MPEG1 decoder 12) can be simultaneously watched on the same screen.

Assuming that the hard disk apparatus has a capacity large enough to record compressed video signals corre-
sponding to two hours. it the viewer does not start watching a program within two hours after the recording start time.
the recorded signals are updated from the Point of it me two hours later than the recording start time. whereby a program
corresponding to two hours preceding the time when the viewer starts watching the recorded program can always be
covered. On the other hand, an update halt mode may also be selected. In such a case. a video 11 only be recorded
for two hours in the same way as a commonly used VTFt.

Hereinafter, detailed timings of peripheral hardware of the hard disk apparatus 8 will be described with reference
to Figure 4.

The detailed configuration of the hard disk apparatus 3 is omitted in Figure 1. A hard disk apparatus which is uni-
versally used as a peripheral device for a computer system can be used as the hard disk apparatus 8. The hard disk
apparatus 8 may include either one disk medium or a plurality of disk media and includes a recording and reproducing
head. not a head exclusively used for a recording operation or a reproducing operation.

Portion (a} of FlQUl'E 4 represents an output of the MPEG1 encoder 4 and A1. A2. A3, A6 indicate the signals
obtained by dividing the output by every 1.5 Mbits. Portion (b) of Figure 4 represents the operational modes of the
recording buffer memory 5 having a capacity of 200 Kbytes and W indicates writing a signal onto the memory and Ft
indicates reading out a signal from the memory. Thus. A1-W means writing a signal A1 onto the buffer memory and A1-
Ft means reading out the signal A1 from the butter memory for exarrple. A signal is written onto the buffer memory in
real time simultaneously with the video signals. while the signal is read out from the buffer memory at a high rate in
accordance with the transfer rate at which the signal is transferred to the hard disk apparatus 8.

Portion (c) of figure -1 represents the operational modes ofthe recording buffer memory 6 having a capacity of 200
Kbytes and W and H indicate the same operations as those in portion (b). The buffer memories 5 and 6 operate in pairs.
More specifically, while one of the buffer memories 5 or 6 transfers data to the hard disk apparatus 8 via the first switch
7. the other buffer memory 6 or 5 stores therein a compressed video signal supplied from the MPEG1 encoder 4.

Portion (cl) of Figure 4 represents the seek timings for writing data onto the hard disk apparatus 8. Portion (e) of
Figured. represents the timings at which data is transferred from the butter memories 5 and 6 to the hard disk apparatus
8 so as to be written thereon. A1-W means writing the signal A1 onto the hard disk apparatus 8. Though the time
sequence is not specifically shown in Figure 4. portions (b) and to) always precede portion to). For exarrple. the signal
A1 read out by A1 -Ft in portion {b} is written by A1-W in portion (e).

Portion (f) of Figure 4 represents the seek timings for reading out data from the hard disk apparatus 8. Portion (g)
of Figure 4 represents the timings at which data is read out from the hard disk apparatus 8 and 8-1-9 means reading
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out a signal B1 from 1:he hard disk apparatus 8, for example. Portion (h) of Figure 4 represents the operational modes
oi the reproducing buffer memory 9 having a capacity of 200 Kbytes and B1 -W means writing the signal B1 onto the
butter memory 9.

Portion (i) of Figure 4 represents the operational modes of the reproducing buffer memory 10 having a capacity of
200 Kbytes and W and R indicate the same operations as those descrtied above. The buffer memories 9 and ‘I0 oper-
ate in pairs. More specifically. while a signal read out from the hard disk apparatus B is written onto one of the butter
memories 9 or 1 0. the other buffer memory 1 D or 9 reads out a signal, which has been supplied trom the hard disk appa-
ratus B and stored in the buffer memory 10 or 9. at a rate of the video signal and then supplies the signal to the MPEG1
decoder 12 via the second switch 11.

Portion (j) of Figure 4 rmresents an input to the MPEG1 decoder 12. As shown in Figure 4. the input has been
extended so as to have the same period as that of the output in portion (a) and is continuously reproduced.

As shown in Figure 4. tor recording and reproducing a video signal simultaneously and continuously. the period of
each of the signals A1. A2, A3. is set to be longer than the following time T:

T = (seek time for preparing to record data onto the hard disk)
+ (time required for writing the data having the period onto the hard disk)
+ seek time for preparing to reproduce the data from the hard disk)

time required for reading out the data having the period from the hard disk)
+

If the total of these times becomes longer than the period of A1. A2, A3, .... than the video cannot be recorded but
overflows. Thus. the period is required to be sufficiently ionger than the total time. Since the seek time oi the hard disk.
in particular. largely varies depending upon situations. a maximum seek time is required to be estimated and included
in the sum.

In this case. the period of A1. A2. A3. is a time during which an MPEG bit stream having a bit rate of 1.5 Mbps
is occupied by a buffer memory having a capacity of 200 l-(bytes: 200 it -:— (1.5 M + 8] = about 1 second . Assuming that
the data transfer rate of the hard disk is 1 Mbyte per second. the time required for transferring the data is:
200 it -: 1 M = 0.2 second. Even when the maximum seek time is estimated to be 100 milliseconds.

T=0.1+ 0.2 +0.1 +0.2 = 0.6 second <1seoond

Thus. a sulticient margin time can be obtained.
As described above. the video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to the present invention is a

video signal recording and reproducing apparatus using a hard disk which can simultaneously perform the recording
and reproducing operations in different portions of the some hard disk. Thus, it is possible to provide an apparatus
which can perform a trick play reproducing operation [eg.. a fast-forward reproducing operation or a backward repro-
ducing operation) of a recorded part of a broadcast program which is now being recorded, while recording the broad-
cast program.

As a result. it is possible to start watching the recorded part of a program without waiting for the program to end, as
is necessary in the recording and reproducing operations performed by a conventional single VTFI. in adcfilion. even
when a viewer initially starts watching a program at a time much later than the broadcast start time of the program, the
viewer can finish watching the program substantially at the same time as the broadcast end time by additionally utilizing
a fast-forward reproducing tunction in the middle of the reproducing operation. so that a considerable amount of time
n be saved.

Furthermore, though audio signal recording and reproducing sections are not shown in figure I. a sound accom-
panied with a video can be processed completely in the same way as the video. Therefore, the some description as
applied to a "video" in this example is applicable to "video and sound”.

It is noted that it is possible to perform the writing operation onto a hard disk only when it is necessary while a
viewer watches a TV program tor using the hard disk as long as possible. In such a case. a viewer starts a video record-
ing operation by pushing an instruction button. A recording start button and a reproducing start button are provided for
the operator panel 18 or a single button can be used for these two purposes. This function is effectively applicable to a
case where a viewer cannot help stopping watching a TV program in the middle oi the program for some unavoidabie
reason. For example, in the case where it becomes necessary to stop watching a TV program in the middle for receiving
a visitor. responding to a telephone call. taking a bath or having a meal or the like. the viewer pushes the recording start
button for recording the program trorn that point of time. settles his business and then pushes the reproducing start but-
ton. Thus. the recorded program is reproduced and the viewer can watch the program trom the point of time when he
started recording the program without missing any scene of the program. In addition. by providing an and setting button
for allowing a viewer to set a recording end time easily. even if the viewer must go out suddenly and does not know
exactly when he will be abte to oorne home, the viewer can record a video for as long as he wants. Thus. the viewer can
comfortably leave after he sets the hard dies in a writing state. In this case. it the and setting button is configured such
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that the recording time can be set depending upon how many times the viewer pushes the button (tor exarmle. one
push ofthe button allows the program which is now being watched to be recorded for 30 minutes and two pushes oi the
button allows the program to be recorded for 1 hour). then the viewer can advantagusly operate this apparatus very
easily.

Since the program is continuously recorded during the reproduction ol the program. the viewer can naturally watch
the part of the program which is being broadcast during the reproduction.

In addition. a TV signal detector (not shown in Figure 1) for determining whether or not a TV broadcast is available
or not is incorporated in the demodulator 3 shown in Figure 1 . A synchronizing signal detector which is commonly pro-
vided tor an existing TV receiver can be used as the TV sinal detector and it is not necessary to additionally provide a
novel circuit. Hereinafter. a case where a synchronizing signal detector is used as the TV signal detector will be specif-
ically described.

i-”rrst. it is determined whether or not a synchronizing signal exists in the demodulated video signal. If a synchroniz-
ing signal is absent in the demodulated video signal. then it is determined to be out or a broadcasting time. thereby pro-
tecting the hard disk apparatus from the writing operation. It the writing operation has already been started on the hard
disk apparatus. the writing operation onto the hard disk apparatus is temporarily suspended at a point of time when the
synchronizing signal is no longer detected and is resumed when the synchronizing signal is detected again. As a result.
it is possible to avoid performing a recording operation in an undesired time period (eg. a midnight time or the like
when no broadcast is availablel. so that the lifetime of the hard disk apparatus can be lengthened. This function will be
eiiective for avoiding performing an unnecessary recording operation at midnight when no broadcast is televised. sup-
posing that a hard disk comes to have a recording capacity large enough to always record a televised video correspond-
ing 24 hours preceding the current time in the near future. Since a synchronizing signal detector is commonly available
well known circuit, the detailed description thereof will be omitted herein. A synchronizing signal detector of the type
which integrates a synchronizing signal obtained trom a well known synchronizing signal separator thereby determining
whether or not the DC level thereof is a normalized value. or a synchronizing signal detector ol the type which deter-
mines whether or not the frequency of the synchronizing signal is a predetermined value (eg.. the frequency of a hori-
zontal synchronizing signal is 15.73 KHz in an NTSC standard] is used herein.

This exarrple has been described while using a synchronizing signal detector as a TV signal detector. However, in
the case where a digital broadcast is received. the TV signal can be detected by a method in which it is determined
whether or not an error signal detected by an error signal detector, used for reprodudng a clock tor a PLL or the like. is
at a predetermined level or by a method in which it isdetermined whether or not the amount of the error flag output trom
an error detector for correcting an error of a transmitted signal is at a predetermined level.

If a viewer continuously records a program and supplies a signal by the push or a button or the like for stopping
watching the program such that the recording stop time. the address and the like are stored: than the viewer can natu-
rally reproduce the program lrorn the point of time when the viewer stopped watching the program by pushing the repro-
ducing start button for resuming watching the program.

In addition. by additionally providing a second tuner and a second demodulator (though not shown in Figure 1). a
channel to be watched and a channel to be recorded can be independently designated. For exempte. a case where a
second program to be watched by a viewer starts on another channel while the viewer is watching a first program to be
recorded will be assumed. in such a case. ii the viewer starts to record the second program on the second channel. the
viewer can watch the second program from the beginning thereof from the point of time when the first program which
the viewer is watching ends.

Exgmgle 2

Hereinafter, a second example of the present invention will be described. Since the fundamental configuration in
the second example is substantially the same as that in the first exarrple shown in Figure 1 . no drawings will be partic-
ularty referred to for describing the second example.

The video signal recording and reproducing apparatus of the second example is further provided with a circuit for
inputting a video andrcr a sound other than that ot a broadcast (e.g.. a reproduced signal ot a VTFl). if a part of a broad-
cast or desired video andlor sound inputthrough the circuit is stored in the hard disk apparatus 8 for about 10 seconds
and is automatically reproduced at a predetermined time every morning. the broadcast or the video andlor the sound
can be used in place of an alarm clock so that a user can wake up comfortably.

It is noted that in such a case. the volume of the sound is required to be automatically adjusted to a sufficiently large
volume. irrespective of a sound volume which was set the previous day. Furthennore. by additionally providing a speech
recognition circuit for the apparatus shown in Figure 1. the apparatus can reproduce a predetermined video by recog-
nizing the audible alarm ot an alarm clock other than the clock incorporated in the system. Alternatively. by recognizing
not an alarm but a speech pattern such as ''I‘m home‘ when a user comes home. the apparatus can reproduce a pre-
determined video by reading the video from the hard disk apparatus 8.

Furthermore. iris true that a user is required to perform cornplicated operations for designating his desired video
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andlor sound. However, if compressed video andror sound areris recorded in an inexpensive medium such as a floppy
disk or a CD-FlOM and the medium is put on the market. then the user can record his desired video andfor the sound
onto the hard disk by connecting a reader for reading the video andior sound from the medium to this apparatus. if the
user reproduces the video andfor the sound at a predetermined time every morning. the user can receive a morning
call of his favorite actor or the like. Thus. this apparatus can also be used as an instrument for making a user's life oom-
fortable.

E_xam9fi

Hereinafter. athird example of the present invemion will be described. in this third example. the hard disk apparatus
shown in Figure 1 has at least two recording regions. The first recording region of the hard disk apparatus B is a record-
ing region in which the video signal received by the tuner 2 is recorded for realizing the function described in the second
example. The second recording region of the hard disk apparatus 8 is a recording region for saving therein the video
data which has arbitrarily been retrieved by a viewer from the video data recorded in the first recording region. As a
result. the vir-‘aver can selectively save arbitrary information from a televised program in the second recording region
while the viewer is watching the program.

For exarrpte. it only a scene of a travel program frequently televised recently. in which the address. the telephone
number and the like of a hotel are displayed on the screen or the contents of a dish. a service or the like are presented.
is selectively saved in the second recording region. the viewer can save such information more exactly without any need
for taking notes. In addition. if the viewer applies a file name to the video data retrieved by himself and then stored in a
prescribed directory. the viewer vrniil be able to search for his desired file later more easily.

A specific example will be described below. For example. the second recording region of the hard disk is divided
beforehand into a plurality of directories for “restaurants”. ‘have! spots". "hotels" and the like. The directory of "hotels"
can be further divided into a plurality‘ of sub-directories of "restaurant hotels". “hot-spring hotels" and the like. A viewer
performs an operation for designating a start point and an end point of a video to be saved while the viewer is watching
a program. and then selects a directory corresponding to the retrieved data. As a result. the video data is automatically
saved in the selected directory. When the viewer searches for the video data later. the viewer will be able to find the
video data by selecting his desired directory and the file name of the video data. If an external output terminal such as
an SCSI interface is provided for the hard disk apparatus for storing the saved video data onto an external storage
device such as a floppy disk drive or a PD drive. the viewer can produce his own database.

In this exarrple. the hard disk apparatus is divided into two recording regions for simplifying the description. Alter-
natively. the some effects can also be attained by providing a circuit for designating whether the video data recorded on
the hard disk is data which is to be automatically updated or data which is not updated l.l"llESS the viewer commands
the update. For example, the hard disk apparatus can be controlled by such a method that the type of recorded data.
the sector information and the like are recorded in the table RAM 15 shown in Figure 1 and the hard disk controller 14
determines whether or not the respective sectors can be updated based on the information.

Examgle 4

Hereinafter. the fourth example of the present invention will be described with reference to Home 5. In Figure 5.
since the reference numerals 1 to 1B denote the same components as those having the same reference numerals in
the first example. the description thereof will be omitted herein. In addition. since the reference numerals 9 to 26 corre-
spond to and have the same configurations as the reference numerals 4 to 7 and 9 to 12 in Figure 5. respectively, the
description thereof will also be omitted herein. In Figure 5. the reference numeral 2? denotes a frame decimator: 28
denotes a frame interpolafor; and 29 denotes a third switch.

The hard disk apparatus 8 has at least two recording regions. The first recording region is a region in which the
video signal received by the tuner 2 is recorded and which realizes the function described in the first example. Assum-
ing that thetirst recording region has a capacity large enough to record compressed video signals corresponding to two
hours. if the viewer does not start watching a program within two hours after the recorcflng start time, the video data
which was recorded previously is updated from the point oftime. whereby a video corresponding to two hours preceding
the time when the viewer starts watching the recorded video can always be watched as a normal video as already
described in the first example.

In this example. when the video data is updated. the previously recorded video data is once read out; passed
through the buffer memories 23 and 24; and then decoded by the decoder 25 into the original video signals. Then, a
frame decimator 27' performs frame decimation processing with respect to these decoded video signals. thereby reduc-
ing the amcunl of data. The output of the frame decimator 27 is compressed again by the encoder 19. The compressed
video signal. a part of the frames of which have been decimated in this way. are saved in the secorcl recording region.
The resulting recordable time is varied depending upon the method for decimating the frames. For example. assuming
that the compression is performed by extracting one frame out of four frames. a recordable time four times as long as
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the recordable time in the case of recording a normally compressed video signal can be secured by using the same
recording capacity. That is to say when a hard disk apparatus having a recording capacity large enough to record data
corresponding to 2.5 hours by a normal recording operation is used. the viewer can watch a broadcast preceding the
recording start time by about four hours Ge. two hours in the first recording region and two hours in the second record-
ing region) and check the contents of the broadcast. As a result. the viewer can confirm a larger amount of the contents
of the programs while using a smaller recording capacity. In other words. while reducing the required minimum record-
ing capacity of a hard disk apparatus. it is also possible to meet the viewer's demand for recording a video as long as
possible.

It is natural that the audio signals recorded in the second recording region are normally recorded without perform-
ing a decimation operation on a frame basis. When the video signals recorded in the second recording region are read
out to be displayed on the TV monitor 13. the output of the decoder 12 shown in Figure 5 is once input to the trams
lnlerpolator 28. where the decimated frames are interpolated by the same trainee and the interpolated signals are
passed through the third switch 29 so as to be displayed on the TV monitor 13. In this example, a trams decimation
method is used for reducing the amount of video data. Alternatively. various other methods such a sampling method
and a color difference signal elimination method can also be used.

In this example. the hard disk apparatus is divided into two recording regions for simplifying the description. How-
ever. a circuit for applying information ior identifying whether the video data recorded on the hard disk isdata composed
of normally recorded video signals, or data having a reduced amount of data by a frame decimation or the like to the
video data recorded on the hard disk. and saving the data including the identifiers on the hard disk. may be provided.
For example, it is possible to utilize a method in which the type all recorded data. the sector information and the like are
recorded in the table RAM 15 shown in Figure 5 and the hard disk controller 14 controls the hard disk apparatus 8
based on the information.

In addition. the viewer can independently set a time period during which a video signal is normally recorded and a
time period during which data is recorded alter the amount of the data is reduced by a frame decimation or the like. As
a result. the viewer can utilize the apparatus of the invention so as to satisty his own preferences more completely.

Example 5

Hereinafter, thetifth example of the present invention will be described. Since the fundamental configuration used
in this example is the same as that shown in l-‘igure 1 . there are no drawings exclusively used for describing this exam-
ple. if a plurality of {ie.. a number N of) tutors having the same configuration as the tuner 2 shown in Figure 1 are pro-
vided. a plurality of video signals can be simultaneously received. A number N ct encoders 4 may be provided.
Alternatively. if an encoder of the type operating at an encoding rate N times as high as a normal encoding rate is used.
then it is possible to use the encoder by switching it depending upon the time.

If a number N of hard disk apparatuses having the same configuration as that of the hard disk apparatus 8 shown
in Figure 1 are used in parallel; it the reading and writing rates lromlonto the hard disk apparatus B are set to be higher
while using a single hard disk apparatus 3 in the same way as in figure 1 ; or it the period A1. A2. A3, or the capacity

at the butter memories is increased such that the time T" required for reading and writing in the N channels becomes
shorter than the period. then it is possible to read out a video on a desired channel while simultaneously writing videos
on the N channels. By realizing this function. a viewer can select his desired another TV channel after a TV program on
a channel to be watched is finished without designating the another channel beforehand.

Exgmgle 6

Hereinafter. the sixth example of the present invention will be described with reference to Figure 6. In Figure 6.
since the reference numerals 1 to 18 denote the same components as those having the same reterence numerals in
the lirst exarriple. the description thereol will be omitted herein.

In Figure B, the reference numeral 30 denotes a screen synthesizer; 31 denotes a screen separator; and 32
denotes a pixel interpolator. In this example. by providing a plurality of {e.g., four in Figure 6) tuners 2 and demodulatcrs
3. a plurality of video signals can be simultaneously received. The received video signals are input to the screen syn-
thesizer 30. The screen synthesizer 30 matches the phases ot the synchronizing signals of the respective video signals
by using frame memories (not shown) and then reduces the sizes of th screens corresponding to the respective video
signals by performing a pixel decimation. a line decimation and the like. thereby synthesizing the screens having
reduced sizes into one screen as shown in Figure 7. A composite video signal obtained by synthesizing the video sig-
nals in the above-described manner is compressed by the encoder 4 and then recorded onto the hard disk apparatus
8 in the same way as in the first example. In performing a reproducing operation. the screen separator 31 extracts only
the portion corresponding to the desired channel from the synthesized screen and the pixel interpolator 32 perforrrs a
pixel interpolation and a line interpolation on the extracted portion for enlarging the size of the portion to that of a normal
screen and then displays the video on the TV monitor 13. as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 is a diagram illustrating an
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operation of retrieving only the video in the desired channel from the reproduced video. As a result. videos on a larger
number of TV channels can be recorded in the hard disk apparatus 8 having the same recording capacity as that of a
conventional one. In addition. by reading out a video on a desired channel while simultaneously writing videos on the N
channels. a viewer can select his desired another TV channel after a TV program on a channel to be watched is finished
without designating the another channel beforehand. Furthermore. in this sixth example. it is not necessary to use an
N-times-larger recording capacity lor recording the videos in the N channels. unlike the third example. so that it is effec-
tively possible to save the recording capacity of the hard disk apparatus.

It is naturally possible to directly display the composite video signal output from the decoder 12 without performing
a screen separation.

In the foregoing examples, a recording format (or a relationship between a GOP unit and a sector unit on the hard
disk. in particular) has not been specifically described. However. in view ol the case of performing a trick-play reproduc-
ing operation such as a tast-forward reproducing operation. it is preferable to utilize a format in which a simple relation-
ship is established between a GOP and a sector. For example. a format in which one GOP consists of a number it of
sectors; a format in which one sector consists of a number M (where K and M are integers) of GOPS; a format in which
a number K of sectors correspond to a number M of GOPs; or the like can be used.

In addition. if the hard disk apparatus of the present invention is contiured as a hard disk apparatus having a
removable drive portion which is currently used as a peripheral device for a personal computer. then the hard disk appa-
ratus of the present invention can be advantageously used for forming a backup file of video data. saving particular
video data and the like

Various other modifications will be apparent to and can be readily made by those skilled in the art without departing
from the scope and spirit of this invention. Accordingly. it is not intended that the scope of the claims appended hereto
be limited to the description as set iorth herein. but rather that the claims be broadly construed.

Claims

1. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus corrprislng;

receiving means for receiving a television signal;
image compression means {or compressing an amount of information per unit time of the received continuous
video signal;
writing means for intermilterrlly writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic heed’.
reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal trom the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means for restoring the reed compressed video signal into an original video signal;
display means for displaying the restored video signal; and
control means for controlling the writing means and the reading means such that writing the video signal onto
the hard disk apparatus and reading an arbitrary video signal. which was previously written onto the hard disk
apparatus. from the hard disk apparatus are performed apparently simultaneously and continuously.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. wherein a compressed video signal
which was recorded at an earliest time is sequentially updated by a newly received and obtained compressed video
signal.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1, wherein an audio signal. as well as a
compressed video signal, is recorded onto the hard disk apparatus.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. further comprising instruction means for
starting andlor finishing recording a compressed video signal onto the hard disk apparatus.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1 . further comprising instruction means for
starting andlor finishing reproducing a compressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 4. wherein the instruction means for starting
recording a compressed video signal onto the hard cfistc apparatus is instantaneously driven manually.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 4. wherein the instruction means for starting
recording a compressed video signal onto the hard disk apparatus is driven by timer means.
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A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 4. wherein the instruction means for finish-
ing recording a compressed video signal onto the hard disk apparatus is driven by timer means.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the instruction means for starting
reproducing a compressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus is instantaneously driven manually.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. wherein the display means displays at
least a time difference between a time at which a video signal which is being reproduced was recorded and at cur-
rent time. in addition to a video.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. wherein the display means displays at
least a current time and a time at which a video signal which is being reproduced was recorded. in addition to a
video.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim ‘I. comprising operation means tor setting
a normal reproduction. a fast tonvard reproduction. a backward reproduction or a slow reproduction as a reproduc-
tion mode.

A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. wherein the display means simultane-
ously displays a received video signal and an output of the decoding means which was previously recorded. repro-
duced and decoded.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1. further comprising television signal
detection means for determining whether or not the receiving means has received a normal television signal.
wherein writing onto the hard disk apparatus is enabled only when the television signal detection means has
detected a normal television signal.

15. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus comprising:

image compression means for digitizing an input continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compress-
ing an amount of information per unit time:
writing means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head;
reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means for restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal; and
display means for displaying the restored video signal.

thereby reading out predetermined video and audio signals at a predetermined time.

16. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus comprising:

image compression means for digitizing an input continuous video signal and audio signal, thereby compress-
ing an amount oi information per unittime;
writing means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head;
reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus
via the manetic head:
decoding means for restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal;
display means for displaying the ratored video signal; and
sound recognition means for recognizing an audio signal.

wherein predetermined video and audio signals are read out at a point of time when the sound recognition
means recogntes a predetermined sound.

17. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus comprising:

image compression means for digitizing an input continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compress-
ing an amount of information per unit time:
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writing means tor intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head;

reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal trom the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means for restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal; and
display means for displaying the restored video signal.

wherein a video signal at an arbitrary point of time is retrieved for an arbitrary time period by an operation of
a viewer from video signals which are being received or video signals which were previously recorded, and infor-

mation for prohibiting overwriting data ot the rtrieved video signal is added to the retrieved video signal so as to
be stored into the hard disk apparatus.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 17. wherein. when a video signal retrieved
by an operation of a viewer is saved, search information required for the viewer to search for a desired video signal
later is added to the video signal to be saved. and after the video signal which was previously retrieved and saved
has been searched for and read out based on the search inlormation. the read compressed video signal is decoded
to be displayed on the display means.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus according to claim 1?. comprising at least an output terminal
[or outputting digital data which has been recorded onto the hard disk apparatus to the outside of the apparatus,
wherein a video signal retrieved by a viewer is transferred to another recording apparatus through the output termi-
nal.

. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus corrprising:

image compression means tor digitizing an input continuous video signal and audio signal. thereby compress-
ing an amount of intormation per unit time;
writing means for intermittently writing a compressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head;
reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal trom the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means tor restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal: and
display means for displaying the restored video sinal.

wherein, while compressing a video signal which is being received and writing the oomprfled video signal
onto the hard disk apparatus. a video signal which was previously recorded is read out and decoded into an original
video signal. and wherein. after an amount of data 01 the decoded video signal has been reduced. the video signal
is subjected to an image compression again and written onto the hard disk apparatus.

21. A video signal recording and reproducing apparatus comprising:

receiving means for simultaneously receiving television signals trom a plurality of channels;
image oorrpression means tor compressing an amount of intormation per unit time of the received continuous
video signals from the plurality ot channels;
writing means for intermittently writing each compressed videosignel. obtained as an output of the image com-
pression means. onto a hard disk apparatus via a magnetic head;
reading means lor intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal trom the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means tor restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal: and
display means for displaying the restored video signal,

wherein, while compressing video signals trom the plurality ot channels which are being received and writing
the compressed video signals onto the hard disk apparatus. a video signal which was previously recorded from a
particular channel is read out.

22. A video signal reooro”Ing and reproducing apparatus conprising:

receiving means for simultaneously receiving television signals from a plurality of channels;
synthesis means for synthesizing the received television signals from the plurality ot channels into one screen;
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image compression means for compressing an amount of information per unit time of the continuous video sig-
nal which has been synthesized by the synthesis means;

writing means for intermittently writing a corrpressed video signal. obtained as an output of the image oom-
pression means, onto a harcl disl-I apparatus via a magnetic head;
reading means for intermittently reading out the written compressed video signal from the hard disk apparatus
via the magnetic head;
decoding means for restoring the read compressed video signal into an original video signal; and
dispiay means for displaying the restored video signal,

wherein a plurality of video signals are syrrthsized into one screen. subjected to an image oormreesion and
than written onto the hard disk apparatus.
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Description

The present invention relates to a multimedia com-
munication system. and more pamculerly to a multl-me-
dia communication system having a data transmitter
and a oommunication terminal.

There are many‘ known rnulti-media communication
systems. For one exemplary multi-media communica-
tion system, television services called VOD (Video-On-
Demand) using communication lines such as cable tel-
evision {CATV} lines have been developed. Such a con-
ventional mulli-media communication system has a
head and unit and control terminal units. Each control

terminal unit has a display unit connected thereto The
control terminal unit, typically disposed in an individual
subscriber's home or ofiice system. sends a control sig-
nal requesting a desired program to the head and unit
(typically a data transmitter housed in or under the con-
trol of a remote broadcast program source]. The control
signal is sent in response to operation by the subscriber:

In response to the control signal, the head and unit
sends the requested program to a predetermined chan-
nel in the form of multi-media data, and sends a channel
inlormatiori to the control terminal unit The control ter-

minal unit selectively receives the program on the chan-
nel specified by the channel information. and outputs the
program to the subscribers display unit. Thus. the sub-
scriber can access (e.g. view) the desired program.

The conventional multimedia communication sys-
tem stores in a separate recording medium an output
mode control code tor a special etlect (eg. slow-rnolion
play} in addition to picture data and sound data.

This convntional multimedia communication sys-
tem has a problem such that. since the special effect for
the multimedia data on the control terminal units re-

quires that the control code tor special effects b sepa-
rately stored in a recording medium. a medium capacity
must be suilicienl (e.g.. large enough) for storing the
control code. Moreover, the head and unit must have a

controller for sending data while mutually synchronizing
the data according to a request signal from the control
terminal unit. As a result, the size of the head and unit
is unnecessarily large.

In view of the loregoing problems of the convention-
al system. a feature of a mufti—media communication
system to be described below. by way of example, in
illustration of the invention. is that it enables various spe-
cial eitects to be performed. without increasing the sins
of a data transmitter.

In a particular rriulti-media communication system
to be described below, by way oi example, in illustration
of an aspect of the present invention. a data transmitter
provides multimedia data A communication terminal
utilizes the multi-media data with a special efiect. The
communication terminal requests a next mulli-media
data from the data transmitter according to an amount
of multi-media data utilized with the special effect.

Vlfith the unique and unobvious structure of the

5

it)

present invention, a multi-media communication system
is enabled to provide various special effects. without in-
creasing the data transmitter size.

The foltowing description and drawings disclose, by
means of an example, the invention which is character-
ised in the appended claims, whose terms determine the
extent oi the protection conferred hereby.

In the drawings.‘-

FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram showing the
configuration of a multimedia communication sys-
tern.

FIG 2 is a block schematic diagram showing the
configuration of the communication terminal 200
used in the multi-media communication system of
Fig. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block schematic diagram showing the
configuration or the datatransrriitter 100 used in the
multi-media communication system of Fig. 1.
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration otthe contigu-
ration ol one segment of multimedia data sent by
the data transmitter 100.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the normal operation
in the communication terminal 200.

FIG. 6 is atlowchart showing an exemplary special
efiect (e.g.. a slow-motion replay operation] in the
communication terminal 200. and

FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the operation ot the
data transmitter 100.

Fielerring to FIG. 1, a rrlulti-media communication
system has a data transmitter 100 and at least on com-
munication termina! 200, and more typically a plurality
of communication terminals 200. for communicating
with the data transmitter ‘I00. The data transmitter 100
stores multi-media data, and sends the multi-mediadata

to the communication terminals 200 at the request of the
subscriber associated with the respective comrnuriioa-
tion terminal 200. Each communication terminal 200 ro-

ceives the mulli-media data, and displays video and/or
sound data accordingly.

Flelerring to FIG. 2. each of the communication ter-
minals 2Cl0 has an input device 21 U. a terminal controller
220, a communication interface 230, atuner 240, a sig-
nal separator 25U. an image processor 260 including an
image buffer and an image decoder 262. a sound proc-
essor 2TO including a sound buffer 271 and a sound de-
coder 272. a display 280, and an audio output device
(speaker) 290. The terminal controller 220. the commu-
nication interface 230, the tuner 240, the signal separa-
tor 250. the image processor 260, and the sound proc-
essor 2?'Cl are coupled together by a control bus 201.

The input device 210 {eg., keyboard, infrared re-
mote controller, touch screenrpad. joy-stick. track ball.
voice input. orthe like) is used to input instructions lrom
a user (su bsicriber). The terminal controller 220 receives
the instructions from the input device 210. and controls
the multi-media communication system via the control
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bus 201

The tuner 240 receives multi-media data401 . which

may include image andlor sound data. from the data
transmitter 100. and selects a predetermined channel
of the multimedia data 401: The signai separator 250
separates image data and sound data from the multi-
media data 401, The image data are sent to the image
processor 260. The sound data are sent to the sound
processor 270.

The image processor 250 includes the image buffer
251 and the image decoder 262. The image buffer 261
stores the image data from the signal separator 250.
The image decoder 262 decodes the image data stored
in the image butler 261.

The sound processor 2'30 includes the sound butler
271 and the sound decoder 272. The sound buffer 271

stores the sound data from the signal separator 250.
The sound decoder 272 decodes the sound data stored
in the sound butler 271.

The display 280 displays the image data decoded
by the image decoder 252. The speaker 290 amplifies
(typically using a variable gain) and outputs the sound
data decoded by the sound decoder 2?2 in a synchro-
nous manner with the image data with synchronization
circuitry known in the art.

The communication interlace 230 communicates

with the data transmitter I00 via a control signal 402.
The control signal 402 includes a request for stopping
data transmission. a request tor restarting data trans-
mission, and a request for transmission of a predeter-
mined amount oi’ data.

Referring to FIG. 3. the data transmitter 100 has a
data storage 110, a server 120. a server memory 130.
a data controller 140. and a controller memory 1 50.

The data storage 110 stores multi-m edia data The
data storage 1 10 includes a highcapscity auxiliary stor-
age (e. g. , an optical disk unit or a magnetic tape for hold-
ing video andfor audio data). The server 120 reads out
multimedia data trom the data storage 110, and holds
the read multi-media data in the server memory 130 so
that a predstennined amount of multimedia data is held
in the server memory 130 to supply the multi—mecli'a data
forthe communication terminal 200 wflhout interruption.

The data controiler 140 reads out multi-media data

from the server 120, and sends out the l"l'lUitl-f'l"|Bdi€.l data

to the communication terminal 200 via the signal line
401.

Referring to FIG. 4, the multi-media data stored in
the data storage 110 is formed from a plurality ot seg-
ments 500 Each segment has at least one GiroupOi-
Pictures (GOP). In this case. the segment 500 has two
GOPs 510 and 520. One GOP 510 has a header field

511 and adsta field 512. The data controller 140 recog-
nizes the header fields as boundaries oi video andior
audio data.

For example. it one segment 500 is assumed to
have 30 pictures. each oi data fields 512 and 522 in-
cludes 15 pictures. Hence. each of the data fields is as-

sumed to have a number ot pictures equal to the other.
Th us. it 30 frames are displayed per second during nor-
mal playback. then data for one second is stored in one
segment and data for 0.5 seconds is stored in each
GDP The multimedia data is sent from the data con-

troller 140 according to this dispiay speed
Hereinbelow and referring to F|Gs. 2. 3. 5. 5. and

7, the operation of tho rnulti-media communication sys-
tem in accordance with the above-mentioned embodi-

ment of the present invention will be described.
Fieterring to FIG. 5. the communication terminal 200

receives multimedia data from the data transmitter 100

via the signal line 401 (step S501 }. The tuner 240 seiects
the predetermined channel of the multi-media data on
signal line 4-01 [stop 3502). The signal separator 250
separates image data and sound data from the multi-
media data on signal line 401 (step S503}.

If the separated data is image data (step S504).
then the separated data is stored in the Image buffer
261 (step 8505). If the separated data is sound data
(step 3504). then the separated date is stored in the
sound bufler 201 (step S508). The image data in the
image buffer 261 is decoded by the image decoder 262
(step S506). and is displayed by the display 280 (step
850?). The sound data in the sound buffer 271 is de-
coded by the sound decoder 272 (step S509). and is

amplified and output by the speaker 290 (step 8510).
As mentioned above, image and sound reproduction are
performed in a synchronous manner with known circuit-
iy.

If a request for a special effect (e.g.. a slow-motion
play} is inputted from the input device 210 (stop 5511).
then the communication terminal operates in a siow-mo-
tion play mode as illustrated in the flowchart in FlG. 6
(step S512). Otherwise. operations from step 8501 are
repeated for the remaining mutti-media data in the pro-
gram or broadcast.

Referring to FIG 6 and the special effect mode (is.
g_. s|ow—motion play mode} operation, the terminal con-
troller 220 sends a request for stopping data transmis-
sion to the communication interface 230 via the control

bus 201. In response to the request, the communication
interface 230 sends the control signal 402, indicating the
request for stopping the data transmission. to the data
transmitter 100 (step SE01 }. This request to stop the da-
ta transmission is received by the data transmitter 100.
and the output of the multi-media data via the signal line
401 is temporarily stopped according to a process de-
scribed below.

Specitically. the terminal controller 220 sends a re-
quest ior slow-motion play to th e image decoder 252 via
the control bus 201. In response to the request. slow-
motion play is perlormed by the image decoder 252
based on the picture data held in the image buffer 261
In this case, the slow-motion play is carried out by re-
petitively playing (e.g._. outputting) the same frame (pic-
ture) "N' (Where N is an integer greater than 1} times
(step 602].
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For example. by repetitively playing the same frame
(picture) twice (e.g.. N:2). slow-motion play can be per-
formed at N2 of the normal playback speed (eg, 15
frames per second if the normal playback speed is as-
sumed to be 30 frames per second). and by repetitively
playing the same frame {picture} three times [e.g.. N:3),
slow-motion play can be performed at 113 of the normal
playback speed [o.g , 10 frames per second if the nor-
mal playback speed is assumed to be 30 frames per
second}.

The image butter 261 continually checks the
amount of the data remaining in the image buffer 251
(step S603) . if the remaining data is under the reference
value (e.g__ (capacity of the image buffer 261) - {1
GOP”, then the image buffer 261 outputsa signal to the
communication interface 230 which In turn sends a r-

quest for transmission of a predetermined amount of
m ulti-media data to the data transmitter 1 00 via the con-

trol signal line 402 (step 5605).
The predetermined amount corresponds to the ca-

pacity of the image buffer 281 for holding data which
was newly received in response to the request.

The terminal controller 220 checks whether the in-

put device 210 has inputted a request for restarting the
data transmission by a user (step 3606). if the input
device 210 has not inputted the request for restarting

the data transmission. then operations from the step
8602 are repeated (step S607).

If the input device 210 has inputted the request for
restarting the data transmission. then the communica-
tion interface 230 sends a request for restarting the data
transmission to the data transmitter 100 via the signal
line 402 {step 3608)

Thereafter, the slow-motion play mode is reset le.
g.. terminated) the output of the multimedia data via the
signal line 401 at the normal playback speed (eg. 30
frames per second) is resumed by the data transmitter
100 (step 8609).

Next. the operation of tho data transmitter 100 ES
described.

In the normal playback operation. the data control-
fer 140 receives multi—media data from the server 120

on a segment basis according to the normal playback
speed on the multimedia communication terminal 200
and holds the multi—media data in the controller memory
150, and sends the rnuiti-media data via the signal line
401.

If the data transmitter 100 receives from communi-

cation interlace 230 the request for stopping the data

transmission via the control signal line 402. the output
of the mutti-media data via the signal line 401 is stopped
immediately aftertha completion of the uniinishedtrans—
mission 0! the GOP.

It the data transmitter 100 receives the request tor
data transmission oi a predetermined amount via the
control signal line 402. the special playback operations
in FIG. 7 are started.

Fieterring to FIG. 7. it is determined whether the pre-

ceding transmitted data is a GOP positioned in the sec-
ond half of a segment (e g.. and of a segment) {step
S'r’01). It the preceding transmitted data is the second
half GOP. then the data controller 140 divides the seg-
ment stored in the controller memory 150 In hatf accord-
ing to the header tield to produce first and second half-
segments (step 3702). Thus, each half-segment in-
cludos ahoader field and adatafiold. Thedata controller

140 sends the first hall-segment to the communication
terminal 200 via the signal line 401 (step $703). The da-
ta controller 140 stores the second halt-segment in the
controller memory 150 [step S?O4).

On the other hand, in step 8701. if the preceding
transmitted data is the first GDP, ‘then the GOP held in
the controller memory 150 is read-out and sent to the
comm unication terminal 200 [step 8705}. The data con-
troller 140 receives one segment from the server 120 as
the next date and stores it in the controller memory 150
(step 8706).

Further, it the control signal on signal line 402 from
the communication terminal 200 indicates a request for
starting the normal transmission. the process returns to
the above-described operation for the normal playback.

Although an example has been described in which
the image buffer 251 and the sound buffer 271 in the
communication terminal 200 have a storage capacity for
holding multimedia data for one to two GOPs. the
present Invention is not limited to this configuration.

For exempts. it may be configured such that. in re-
sponse lo a request for sending a predetermined
amount of data from the communication terminal 200.61
plurality of GOPs are sent from the data controllr 140
corresponding to the amount of data that can be held in
the image bufler261 In the communication terminal 200.

The above description of an embodiment illustrative
of the invention shows that. since the communication

interface 230 requests the control of the data transmis-
sion from the data transmission 100. no medium (or its
size and capacity} for storing control codes for special
effects is required. Thus. it is not necessary for there to
be an increase in the size of the data transmitter.

Afthough siow—rnotion playback hasbeen described
above, this special effect is but one exemplary special
effect. and the protection sought is not limited to this
specific special reflect, Indeed, the present invention can
be equaliy applied to any special effects presently
known in the industry. For example. by making the play-
back speed slower, a frame advance play or pause may
be performed. and by reversing the playback sequence
of image data a reverse play or reverse slows-notion
play may be performed. Likewise. last-motion advance
play or reverse play may be performed. Further. by using
the image data within the image butter 251 to perform a
playback with a timing or sequence different from the
normal playback. various special effects are possible.

In addition, similar special effects for playback can
be pertormsd for not only image data but also for sound
data.
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It will be understood that, although a particular em-
bodiment il lustrative oi‘ the invention has been described

by way of example, variations and modifications the root.
as well as other embodiments may be made within the
scope of the protection sought by the appended claims.

0 Iaims

1. A multi—media communication system. comprising:

a data transmitter for providing a multimedia
data: and

a communication terminai ‘tor selectively utiliz-
ing ths rnulti-media data with at special effect,
wherein said communication terminal requests
a next multi-media data irom said data trans-

mitter according to an amount of the muiti-me-
diadata with the special effect having been uti-
lized.

The multi-media communication system according
to ciaim 1 , said communition tenninai comprising:

a multi—media data processor for storing and
decoding the multi-media data: and

a communication interface for requesting the
next multi-media data irom said data transmit-
ter.

The multi-media communication system according
to ciaim 2. said multimedia data processor com-
prising:

a multimedia data buffer tor storing the mutil-
media data: and

a mutti-media data decoder tor decoding the
multimedia data stored in said muiti-media da-
te butter.

The multi-media communication system according
to claim 3. wherein said rnulti-media data buffer in-
forms said communication interiace of an amount

or the multimedia data remaining in said muiti-me-
dia data iciutter to be utilized, and

wherein said communication interface re-

quests the next rnuiti-media data from said data
transmitter according to the amount of the image

data remaining in said multi-media data buffer.

The multi-media communication system according
to claim 4. said communication terminal further

comprising:
an input device for inputting to said multi-me-

dia data processor a request for the special eiiect.

The rnulti-media communication system according
to claim 4, said communication terminai iunher

comprising:
a tuner for selecting a predetermined channel

oi the multimedia data tor said muiti-media data
processor.

The multimedia communication system according
to claim 2. said communication terminal further

comprising:

a signal separator tor separating the multi—me-
dia data into an image data and a sound data.
and

said muiti-media data processor comprising

an image processor for processing the im-
age data: and
a sound processor for processing the
sound data

3. The multi-media communication system according
to claim 7. said image processor comprising:

n image buffer for storing the image data; and
an image decoder for decoding the image data
stored in said image buffer,
wherein said image buffer intorms said commu-
nication intertace oi an amount of the image da-
te remaining in the image butter to be decoded.
and wherein said communication intertace re-

quests the next rnulti-media data irom said data
transmitter according to the amount of the im-
age data remaining in said image butter.

9. The multimedia communication system according
to claim 7. said sound processor comprising:

a sound butter for storing the sound data; and
a sound decoder for decoding the sound data
stored in said sound butter.
wherein said sound buffer intorms said CCiI"l"ii'TiU -
nication interlace oi an amount of the sound da-

ta remaining in sid sound buffer to be decoded
and wherein said communication interface re-

quests the n ext multi-media data irom said data
transmitter according to the amount of the
sound data remaining in said sound butter.

10. The multi-media communication system according
to claim ‘I: said data transmitter comprising:

a data storage for storing the muiti-media data:
and

a data controller for sending the multi-media
data to said communication terminal,

11. The muiii-media communication system according
to claim 10. wherein the multi-media data includes

at least one segment. said at least one segment
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comprising at least one group of pictures. and
wherein said data controller divides said at least

one segment into first and second grouporpiciures
portions.

. A communication terminal for utiilz ing a multi-media
data with a special effect, comprising:

a multimedia data processor tor storing and
decoding the muIti—rnedia data: and
a commu nication interface for requesting a next
multimedia data according to an amount of the
multimedia data having been utilized with the
special efiect by said communication temtinal.

. The communication term inat according to claim 12.
said mu|ii~media data processor comprising:

a multimedia data buffer tor storing the multi-
media data: and

a multimedia data decoder tor decoding the
rnulti-media data stored in said rriuiti-media da-
ta butler.

. The communication terminal acoordingto claim 13.
wherein said mu iii-media data buffer iniorms said
communication interface of an amount of the multi—

media data remaining in said muiti-media buffer to
be utilized, and wherein said communication inter-

face requests the next multi-media data according
to the amount of said multimedia data remaining II1
said multr-media data buffer.

. The communication terminal according to claim 14.
iurther comprising:

an input device [or inputting a request for the
special efiect to said mulii-media data proces-
sor. and

a tuner for selecting a predetermined channel
of the multi-media data for said mulli-media da-

ta processor.

16. The communication terminal according to claim 12,
further comprising:

a signal separator for separating the rnulti-rne-
dia data into an image data and a sound data,
and

said multimedia data processor comprising:

an image processor for processing the im-
age data; and
a sound processor for processing the
sound data.

1?. A data transmitter, comprising:

a data storage for storing a multi-media data:
and

a data controller for outputting the multimedia
data. wherein the multi-media data includes at

least one segment, said at least one segment
including at least one group of pictures, and
wherein said data controller divides said at

least one segment into first and second group-
oi-picturos portions.

18. A method for utilizing a multi—media data in a com-
munication terminal having a butter, said method
comprising steps oi‘

requesting termination of a transmission of the
multi-media data;
processing the muIl'r—r‘nedia data with a special
reflect;

judging whether an amount of said rnulti-media
data remaining in said buffer to be processed
is less than a reference value; and
based on said judging step, requesting trans-
mission of a predetermined amount at a multi-
media data, if the amount oi said multi-media

data remaining in said butter to be processed
is less than the reference value.

19. The method for utilizing the rnulti-media data in the
comm unication terminal according to claim 18, mid
processing slap comprising a step of:

playing a same picture or an image data in the
multi-media data a plurality of times.

. A method for transmitting a multi—media data by a
data transmitter, said method comprising steps oi:

dividing a segment of the multimedia data into
a plurality oi groups of pictures;
outputting a first group of pictures;
storing remaining ones of said groups oi‘ pic-
tures: and

outputting a second group oi pictures of said
remaining ones of said groups of pictures.
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Fig.6.
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{'54} A non-linear video editing apparatus

(57) A spiral buffer for a non-linear editing system digitizes and stores an input video signal as it is
simultaneously being cataloged by an operator. The digitized video signal is stored in a circular buffer of a
random access non-Iinearstorage device, 18 such as a disk recorder, wherein the old video data is overwritten
by new incoming video data when the buffer is full so long as the old video data has not been marked by the
cataloging process to be retained. The video data is iurther edited which results in a spiral shrinking of the
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SPIRAL BUFFER FOR NON-LINEAR EDITING

Backmgnd of the Invention

The present invention relates to video editing, and more particularly to a

spiral buffer for non-linear editing where a video signal is simultaneously

convened from a linear to a non-linear format while being cataloged by an

operator.

A iinear editing system uses a linear video source, such as a cmera or

video tape recorder. As the video is played from the linear video source, an

operator. either with manual annotations and/or computer assisted annotations.

catalogs the material presented by the video. Cataloging is a process by which the

operator identifies segments of the video that are to be kept or discarded. After

the video has been cataloged, then the editing process is used to sort. order, crop

and otherwise alter the video that has been kept by the cataloging process. In

this manner a iarge amount of video may be reduced to a desired time frame, for

example. reducing five hours of video to a twenty-four minute situation comedy

episode.

Since the video source is linear. it has to be played sequentially to arrive

at a particular segment of interest. This is time consuming, as it takes time to

position video tape through shuttling and jogging operations. With the advent of

non-linear storage medium. such as random access video disks, the time to access

any particular segment is reduced. However another step in the editing process

is added. namely converting the video from a linear form to a non-linear form.

also called video capture. This conversion step is added either before or after the

cataloging step, which requires the video to be played twice prior to the editing
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step, once for cataloging and once for capturing for storage. Pictorially the

conventional nonlinear editing process may be modeled as follows:

CAPTURE >3-> CATALOG >>-> EDIT >2-> OUTPUT

or

CATALOG :->> CAPTURE >>> EDIT >>> OUTPUT

The two approaches to capturing the video material involve either capturing all

material prior to cataloging, which consumes large amounts of storage space, or

capruring after cataloging, which consumes more of the operator's time. In the

latter sequence the operator specifically must tell the system to capture the

material when he finds a sequence which he may want to keep. The system must

then replay the sequence to capture and save it for storage.

What is needed is a non-linear editing process that further reduces the

editing time and minimizes the amount of storage space used.

l.l ma 1‘ he Invert in

Accordingly the present invention provides a spiral buffer for non-linear

editing that minimizes the amount of storage space required. As an operator

performs a cataloging step for an input video source. everything is converted from

a linear to a non-linear form automatically, commonly called video capture. A

circular buffer of user configurable size on a random access video disk storage

medium is used to store this material. The space in the circular buffer occupied

by the least recently used video material is reclaimed as more space is needed.

Any video material that the operator marks during the cataloging step as "in" is

marked as not discardable and retained. In this way the circular bu.ffel' Shrinks
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as the editing production grows, "spiraling" into a smaller size. When the

operator wants to view a part of the video that he has already seen, if it was

viewed within a titne frame less than the total time stored on the circular buffer,

it is still available for viewing from the disk. Thus the video capture phase is

folded into the cataloging phase of the editing process so that the process model

becomes:

CATALOG >>> EDIT >-:r> OUTPUT

The objects, advantages and other novel features of the present invention

are apparent from the following detailed description when read in conjunction

with the appended claims and attached drawing.

Brief flgscgigtion 91: the Qratving

The Figure is a block diagram view of a non-linear editing system using a

spiral buffer according to the present invention.

Description of the Prefeg Embodiment

Referring now to the Figure an editing system 10 includes a computer 12

that controls the editing process and with which an operator interfaces. Analog

video from a linear source. such as a camera or video tape recorder, is processed

by a digitizing circuit 14 to produce a digital signal while it is simultaneously

viewed on a display 13 by an operator for cataloging and conversion into a non-

linear form for storage, i.e., video capture. The digital signal is processed by the

computer 12 for automatic annotations, such as scene changes and the like. The

computer 12 also provides a mark for the digital signal in response to an operator
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catalog input which indicates whether the particular segment is to be kept or

discarded. The digital signal may be processed by a. compression algorithm 16

and then stored on a random access non—linear storage device, such as a disk

recorder 18. The computer 12 maintains a list of the locations for each video

segment together with the associated catalog mark, the list having a storage start

address, length and catalog mark. Where the segment is broken into smaller

pieces for storage, the list includes a. point to the next piece of the segment.

On playback the computer 12 accesses the disk recorder 18 by directly

retrieving a desired segment from the disk based upon the locatiori(s) indicated

by the list. If the video segment is compressed. then the digital signal is processed

by a decompression algorithm 2.0, and the decompressed digital signal is input to

a digital to analog converter 22. The analog video from the digital to analog

converter 22 is then available for display and/or recording on a linear storage

device, such as a video tape recorder. The decornpressed digital signal may also

be stored directly in the appropriate digital format on a digital tape recorder.

All of the incoming video material, whether analog or digital. is captured

as it is being cataloged by the operator. A circular buffer, configurable in size by

the operator, within the disk recorder 18 is used for storing the captured video

signal as a nonlinear signal. As the circular buffer is filled up, the oldest video

segments are subject to being overwritten by the newest video sements.

However the computer 12 only overwrites the oldest video segenrs which are

not marked during the cataloging process by a. "save" indication. In this manner

the circular buffer need not be so large as to store the entire video signal to be

edited, but only the marked video segments. The operator may recall any
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segment from the disk recorder 13 and further edit it by pruning it, breaking it

up into lesser segments, some of which are kept. and the like. As the "weeding"

continues the circular buffer shrinks in size to hold only those segments that are

retained. At the conclusion of the editing process the segments are read from the

disk recorder 18 in a sequence that produces a final linear video product that may

be stored on a linear storage device.

Thus the present invention provides a spiral buffer for a non-iiuear editing

system that is configurable in size. which size is less than the total amount of

video to be processed, and while the video is simultaneously cataloged and

captured for storage on a random access non-linear storage device, new video

material overwrites the oldest video material in the spiral buffer so long as the

video material has not been marked as being kept.
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1. A method of processing a video signal in a non-linear editing system

comprising the steps of:

simultaneously cataloging and capturing for storage the video signal as it

is received, the cataloging indicating which segments of the video signal are to be

kept;

storing the video signal from the cataloging and capturing step in a circular

buffer of a random access non-linear storage device as it is received; and

overwriting old segments of the video signal in the circular buffer with new

segments of the video signal during the storing step when the circular bufier is full

and the old segments have not been indicated by the cataloging and capturing

step to be kept.

2. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the cataloging and capturing step

comprises the steps of:

marking the segments of the video segment to be kept with a catalog rnarlc;

automatically listing a start location. a length and the catalog mark for

each segment in the random access non-linear storage device as it is received.

3. A rrethod of processing a video signal in a non-linear editing

system substantially as herein do-scribed with reference to and as shown

in the acccrtpartying drawing.
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ADAPTIVE VIDEO FILE SERVER

AND EETHODS FOR ;TB USE

Technical Field

The present invention relates generally to the technical

field of electronic storage and transmission of video data and,

more particularly, to the storage of such video data in a

compressed digital format, and to transmission of compressed

format video data over a comparatively narrow bandwidth com-

munication channel such as that provided by an Integrated

Services Digital Network ("ISBN") twisted pair communication

channel.

Background Art

To deal rationally with the complexity of present communi-

cation systems and with the need to make different systems

mutually compatible, the International Standards Organization

("ISO") developed a model for specifying such systems. Using

this model, called the Open Systems Interconnect ("OBI") model,

a communication system can be broken down into a hierarchial

structure that permits standards to be defined at each level

in the structure. The OSI model provides a hierarchy of seven

different layers that can occur in a communication system.

Each layer in the OSI model covers a different function

performed by the communication system.

The lowest layer in the OSI model, called the physical

layer, specifies the physical structure of interfaces in a

particular communication system or network. Thus, a standard

for the physical layer of a communication system specifies such

things as the number of wires, their electrical characteris-

tics, the characteristics of signals transmitted. over the

wires, connectors used for joining two sets of wires into a

single longer set of wires, etc.

The next higher layer in the OSI model, called the data

link layer,‘ specifies how data is transmitted error free

through the communication system. Thus, a standard for the

second layer in the OSI model specifies how to detect errors

in transmissions passing over the physical layer, and how to

correct any errors that may occur during transmission.
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The next higher layer in the OSI model, called the network

layer, specifies the manner in which connections are formed

between various places in the communication system for trans-

mitting data between them. The standard for the third layer

in the OSI model. therefore, specifies the signals transmitted

over the data link layer that cause the communication system

to transfer data between two places on the network.

A standard defined by an International Telegraph and

Telephone Consultative Committee ("CCITT") for the ISDN

communication channel specifies these three lowest levels in

the OSI model. Under the CCITT standard, a basic ISDN access

consists of two full-duplex 64 kilobits per second ("kbps")

digital data channels, called channel B1 and channel B2, plus

another full—duplex 15—kbps digital channel, called a D

channel. Under the CCITT standard, using time division

multiplexing, all three of these digital data channels may be

transmitted over a single pair of twisted wires, or over two

pairs of twisted wires. ISDN basic access, as specified by

CCITT, was originally intended to provide a basic digital data

transmission capability suitable for use by individuals such

as in their homes or small businesses.

when ISBN basic access was initially specified, each of the

B channels was intended to carry either:

1. digital data, such as that from a personal computer

or from a computer terminal;

2. Pulse Code Modulation ("POM") encoded digital voice

communication; or

a mixture of lower data rate communications including

digital data and digitized voice that were each

encoded.at a fraction of each 5 channel's full 64—khps

capacity.

Under the ISBN specification, the D channel serves two purpos-

es. First, the D channel carries signaling information that

controls the transmission of data over the two B channels. In

addition, when the D channel is not carrying signaling

information, it may be used to transmit packet—switching or

low—speed telemetry. The combined data rate at which digital

data may be transmitted over twisted pairs of wires in accord-
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ance with the ISDN standard for basic access is 144—kbps, i.e.

123-kbps for the combined B1 and B2 channels plus 16-kbps for
the D channel.

In addition to the ISDN basic access specified by CCITT,

that organization has also specified a higher performance ISDN

communication channel identified as ISDN primary access. an

ISDN primary access provides twenty three 64-kbps B channels

plus one 16-kbps D channel for a total capacity of approximate-

ly 1.5 megabits per second ("mbps"). CCITT envisions that the

ISDN primary access can be used for communications between an

ISDN local exchange and an ISDN Private Branch Exchange

("sax").

Because the CCITT standard for ‘the .IsDN communication

channel specifies the lowest three layers of the OSI model, the

ISDN standard provides interfaces, both physical, e.g., the

plug in a wall, and logical, e.g., electrical signals passing

through the plug. In achieving this result, the ISDN standard

specifies several different physical interfaces, the most

widespread of which is called the 5 interface. The 5 interface

of the ISDN standard specifies the interface between Terminal

Equipment ("TE"), e.g., a telephone, and a Network Termination

("NT") of the ISDN communication channel.

In North America, the S interface is the four wires usually

found in a home telephone installation. In this interface, two

of the four wires transmit data from the Network Termination

to the Terminal Equipment, and two wires transmit data back

from the TB to the NT. That is, the NT uses one pair of the

four wires to transmit the combined B1, B2 and D channels of

ISDN basic access to the TE, while the TE simultaneously

transmits a different combined B1, B2 and D channels back to

the NT on a different pair of the four wires.

While ISDN basic access was originally intended to provide

voice and slow speed data communication services such as those

identified above, over the years developments in digital signal

processing and compression techniques have advanced technology

to the extent that compressed video data may now be transmitted

"using ISDN basic access. These techniques have progressed to

such an extent that there now exist several alternative video
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data compression techniques such as the CCITT H.261 picture

phone standard, the Joint Photographic Experts Group {"JPEG")

standard, and the Motion Picture Experts Group ("MPEG")

standard.

United States Patent No. 5,027,400, that issued June 25,

1991, on an application filed in the names of Toru Baji et al.

("the Baji et al. patent"), discloses a multimedia bidirection-

al broadcasting system that distributes motion picture data

using a broadband ISDN communication channel. In the system

depicted in FIG. 3 of the Baji et a1. patent, a motion picture

program data base is maintained at a broadcasting station for

transmission over broadband ISBN communication channels in

response to requests received at the broadcasting system from

subscriber systems. In the broadcasting station disclosed in

the Baji at al. patent, an image encoder compresses a video

signal prior to its transmission over the broadband ISDN

communication channel to the subscriber system. The subscriber

system includes a decoder for decoding the compressed video

data and a television monitor for displaying them. Also

included in the broadcasting station depicted in FIG. 3 is a

cell disassembler that transfers control information received

from the subscriber system over the ISDN communication channel

to a main control unit of the broadcasting station.

In the broadcasting station depicted in FIG. 1-3 of the

Baji et al. patent, a subscriber system submits a reservation

to the broadcasting station to access a program stored there.

A group of video buffers, also depicted in FIG. 1-3, permits

the broadcasting system to simultaneously process data bases

for a plurality of subscriber systems- A limitation of the

broadcasting station disclosed in the Baji et al. patent occurs

if the number of data bases available at the broadcasting

station is insufficient for the number of subscriber systems

requesting them. Under such circumstances, even though the

subscriber system can communicate with the broadcasting system

through an ISDN communication channel, the broadcasting system

notifies the subscriber system attempting to make a reservation

‘of how long it must wait before the data base will become

available.
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A playback control function, depicted in FIG.15 of the Baji

et al. patent, permits a subscriber system to control a program

being transmitted from the broadcasting station, such as fast

forwarding it, rewinding it, temporarily stopping it, or

displaying it slowly. FIG. 1-6 of the Baji et a1. patent

depicts a subscriber system that includes an image encoder for

compressing a video signal from a video tape recorder, an

optical disk or a real-time video camera prior to transmitting

the compressed signal to the broadcasting station. At the

broadcasting station, the compressed signal from the subscriber

system apparently passes through the cell disassembler to he

recorded in a video mail file from which other subscriber

systems may retrieve it.

A limitation of the broadcasting system disclosed in the

Baji et a1. patent is that it lacks the ability to adapt

compressed video data to the various different compression

techniques such as CCITT H.261, MPEG or JPEG. The illustration

of FIG. 1-6 depicts the video mail file for storing compressed

video data transmitted to the broadcasting system from

subscriber systems. The text of the Baji et al. patent states

that the broadcasting system includes an interface for

accessing the video mail file. The illustration of FIG. 1-6

shows that transmitted video mail file data passes directly

from the video mail file to the broadcasting system's cell

assembler, thus bypassing the broadcasting system's image

encoder. Consequently, data stored in the video mail file of

the broadcasting system can be viewed only on a subscriber

system capable of decoding video data compressed according to

the same standard, e.g., CCITT H.261, MPEG or JPEG, as that

employed by the sdbscriber system in transmitting the com-

pressed video data over the ISBN communication channel to the

broadcasting system.

Furthermore, the broadcasting system disclosed in the Baji

et al. patent cannot provide real—time communication between

two subscriber systems. Using the broadcasting station

disclosed in the Baji et al. patent, two subscriber systems can

communicate only if one system first stores video data in the
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broadcasting systems video mail file, after which the other

subscriber system must retrieve the stored video data.

Yet another limitation of the broadcasting systerldisclosed

in the Baji et al. patent is that it possesses the capability

of transmitting only compressed video data. In addition to

various alternative video data compression techniques iden-

tified previously, there now also exist a variety of different

standards for compressing audio data, such as the CCITT

standards s.711 and c.722, that adapt audio data for transmis-

sion over an ISDN communication channel.

Disclosure of Invention

An object of the present invention is to provide a video

file server that, responsive to requests from a plurality of

subscriber systems, can always immediately transmit Video or

audio data stored thereon.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a

system that in real-time can convert video data compressed in

accordance with one standard into video data compressed in

accordance with a different standard that is incompatible with

the first standard.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a

file server that is capable of storing and transmitting both

video and audio data.

Another objective of the present invention is to provide

a video file server capable of providing real—time video

communication between subscriber systems.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a

video file server also capable of augmenting access to stored

video or audio data with real-time video communication between

subscriber systems.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a

video file server capable of inserting compressed video data

for a single stationary image between segments of compressed

video data for moving images, and conversely.

Briefly, in a preferred embodiment, a video file server in

accordance with the present invention includes a management

operation center system for configuring and maintaining the
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operations and services provided by the video file server. The

video file server also includes one or more main units that

provides all of the subscriber interface functions, e.g., ISDN

Interface (“ISBN I/F"), sending selection menus to subscriber

systems, interpreting subscriber requests and executing those

requests, up-loading and_down-loading of files, etc. Each main

unit in the video file server includes a main unit controller

for controlling transmission of compressed video data to

subscriber systems. Each main unit also includes a random

access data storage subsystem for storing compressed video

data. Compressed video data stored in the random access data

storage subsystem is randomly retrievable.

In addition to the items already described, each main unit

controller also includes a plurality of communication subsys-

tems. All of the communication subsystems operate under the

control of main unit controller. Each communication subsystem

‘receives control data from a particular one of the subscriber

systems requesting that the communication subsystem transmit

back to it specific video data stored in the random access data

storage subsystem. In response to the control data received

from the subscriber system, the communication subsystem

transmits control data to the random access data storage

subsystem that causes the random access data storage subsystem

to retrieve the specific video data and to supply such data to

the communication subsystem. Upon receiving the compressed

video data from the random access data storage subsystem, the

communication subsystem transmits it to the subscriber system.

A video file server in accordance with the present inven-

tion may also include compressed video data format conversion

subsystems. Each compressed "video data format conversion

subsystem operates in response to control signals from the main

unit controller, and is capable of exchanging compressed video

data either with one of the communication subsystems or with

the random access data storage subsystem. The compressed video

data format conversion subsystem receives video data, either

from one of the communication subsystems or from the random

access data storage subsystem, that is compressed in accordance

with a first compression standard. The compressed video data
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format conversion subsystem converts the compressed video data

into a format specified by a second compression standard that

is different from the first compression standard. After the

compressed video data format conversion subsystem has converted

the video data into the format of the second standard, it

transmits that compressed video data to either one of com-

munication subsystems, or to the random access data storage

subsystem.

A video file server in accordance with the present inven-

tion may also include video data compression subsystems. Each

video data compression subsystem operates in response to

control signals from the main unit controller, and is capable

of exchanging compressed.video data either with one of the com-

munication subsystems or with the random access data storage

subsystem. The video data compression subsystem receives a

video signal, compresses the video signal in accordance with

a compression standard specified by the main unit controller,

and transmits the compressed video data either to the random

access data storage subsystem or to one of the communication

subsystems.

A video file server in accordance with the present inven-

tion may also include video data decompression subsystems.

Each video data decompression subsystem operates in response

to control signals from the main unit controller, and is

capable of exchanging compressed video data either with one of

the communication subsystems or with the random access data

storage subsystem. The video data decompression subsystem

receives compressed video data either from one of the com-

munication subsystems or from the random access data storage

subsystem, decompresses the video data to produce a video

signal, and transmits the video signal thus generated.

A video file server in accordance with the present inven-

tion may also include audio compression-decompression subsys-

tems. Each audio compression-decompression subsystem operates

in response to control signals from the main unit controller,

and is capable of exchanging compressed audio data either with

one of the communication subsystems or with the random access

data storage subsystem. The audio compression—decompression
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subsystem may receive an audio signal, compress the audio

signal in accordance with a compression standard, and transmit

the compressed audio data to the random access data storage

subsystem. The audio compression-decompression subsystem may

also receive compressed audio data from the random access data

storage subsystem, decompress the audio data to produce an

audio signal, and transmit the audio signal thus obtained.

A video file server in accordance with the present inven-

tion may also include an archive data storage subsystem for

storing compressed video data from which such data is sequen-

tially retrievable. The archive data storage subsystem

operates in response to control data transmitted from the

communication subsystems to the archive storage subsystem.

Such control data causes the archive data storage subsystem to

retrieve compressed video data and to supply such data either

to the communication subsystem, for immediate transmission to

the subscriber system, or to the random access data storage

subsystem.

An advantage of a video file server in accordance with the

present invention is that all subscriber systems are able to

concurrently request transmission, and all of the communication

subsystems, together with the random access data storage

subsystem, are capable of concurrently supplying all of the

subscriber systems with the same specific video data.

Another advantage of the video file server in accordance

with the present invention is that it can provide compressed

video data to subscriber systems in a format that differs from

the format in which compressed video data is stored in the_
random access data storage subsystem.

Another advantage of the video file server in accordance

with the present invention is that the main unit controller can

determine if video data stored in the random access data

storage subsystem in accordance with one compression standard

is being frequently converted into a second compression

standard for transmission to subscriber systems. If particular

compressed video data is being converted frequently, the main

unit controller can cause that video data to also be stored in

the random access data storage subsystem compressed in
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accordance with the second compression standard so it need not

be converted repetitively in responding to future requests from

subscriber systems.

Another advantage of the video file server of the present

invention is that it can receive compressed video data from one

subscriber that is compressed in accordance with a first

compression standard, convert that compressed video data into

the format specified by a second compression standard, and then

transmit the compressed video data in the second format to

another subscriber system.

Another advantage of the video file server of the present

invention is that it can receive a video signal, convert it

into compressed video data, store the compressed video data in

the random access data storage subsystem, and then subsequently

retrieve the compressed video data for transmission to a

subscriber system.

Another advantage of the video file server of the present

invention is that it can take compressed Video data stored in

the random access data storage subsystem, convert it into a

video signal, and then transmit the video signal thus produced.

Another advantage of the video file server of the present

invention is that it can provide real-time, visually interac~

tive game playing environment for individuals present at

subscriber systems. During such game playing, each subscriber

systems creates a visual image that is transmitted to other

subscriber systems engaged in the game. Thus, for example, in

playing such a game two combatants physically separated by a

large distance could visually observe each other during combat.

Furthermore, the main unit could function as a referee or

umpire during such game playing to enforce andfor establish the

rules of the game.

These and other features, objects and advantages will be

understood or apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art

from the following detailed description off the preferred

embodiment as illustrated in the various drawing figures.
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grigfi Description of Drawings

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram depicting a video file

server in accordance with the present invention including a

management operation center system; a supervisory main unit

controller; a random access data storage subsystem; an archive

data storage subsystem; eight communication subsystem hoards;

two compression-decompression cards; various buses intercon-

necting the management operation center system, the main unit

controller, the random. access data storage subsystem, the

archive data storage subsystem, the communication subsystem

boards, and the compression~decompression cards; communication

channels through which the video file server communicates with

subscriber systems; and input-output ports to the video file

server through which it may receive or transmit either

conventional video or audio signals;

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram depicting in greater

detail one of the communication subsystem boards illustrated

in FIG. 1 including its four Small Computer System Interface

("SCSI") units, a Verasflodule Eurocard {“VME") bus connecting

it to the main unit controller, a control processor, a Random

Access Memory ("RAM"), and eight communication subsystems each

one of which communicates with a subscriber system through one

of various alternative communication channels such as either

a Local Area Network ("LAN") , an ISBN primary access, twisted

pairs of wires, or, as illustrated in FIG. 2, through an ISDN

basic access communication channel;

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram depicting in greater

detail one of the compression-decompression cards illustrated

in FIG. 1 including its four SCSI units, a VME bus connecting

it to the main unit controller, a control processor, RAM, a

pair of audio compression-decompression subsystems including

ports through which the audio compression-decompression

subsystems may either receive or transmit conventional audio

signals, and a pair of video compression-decompression

subsystems including ports throughiwhich the video compression-

decompression subsystems may either receive or transmit

conventional video signals; and
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FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram depicting in greater

detail one of the two video compression-decompression subsys-

tems illustrated in FIG. 3 that are included in each compres-

sion-decompression card.

Best flode for Carrying Out the Invention

FIG. 1 depicts a video file server in accordance with the

preferred embodiment of the present invention referred to by

the general reference number 20. The video file server 20

includes a management operation center system 22 that is used

to configure and maintain the entire operations and services

of the video file server 20. The management operation center

system 22 is preferably Unix workstation such as a Silicon

Graphics Iris computer sold by Silicon Graphics of Mountain

View, California, or a SPARC computer sold by Sun Microsys-

tems Inc. of Mountain View, California. The management

operation center system 22 provides a VME bus 24 over which the

system 22 communicates with a local file system 26. The local

file system 26 stores data and computer programs needed for the

overall operation of the video file server 20 including the

management operation center system 22.

The management operation center system 22 also connects

by an Ethernet® 28 to a plurality of main units 32A-C. The

management operation center system 22 and the main units 32

communicate over the Ethernetw 28 to establish and maintain the

overall operation of the video file server 20. While FIG. 1

illustrates the Ethernet® 28 as connecting the management

operation center system 22 to only three main units 32A—C, a

video file server 20 in accordance with the present invention

may include as few as one main unit 32, or as many as 100 main

units 32. Regardless of the number of main units 32 included

in the video file server 20, all main units 32 communicate

with the management operation center system 22 via the
Ethernet® 28.

Main Unit 32

Each main unit 32 included in the video file server 20

includes a main unit controller 34 that is preferably a SPARC
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model 4-330 computer sold by Sun Microsystems Inc. of Mountain

View, California. The main unit controller 34 included in each

main unit 32 communicates directly with the management

operation center system 22 via the Ethernetw 28. Similar to

the ‘management. operation center system 22, the main unit

controller 34 also provides a VME bus 36 over which the main

unit controller 34 communicates with a local file system_3B.

In addition to communicating with the local file system 33 over

the VME bus 36, the main unit controller 34 may also communi-

cats with up to two compression-decompression cards 42 over the

VME bus 36. As better illustrated in FIG. 3, each compression-

decompression card 42 includes a pair of stereo input ports 44A

and 44B, a pair of stereo output ports 46A and 46B, a pair of

video input ports 54A and 54B, and a pair of video output ports

56A and 56B. Referring again to FIG. 1, the main unit con-

troller 34 may also communicate with up to eight communication

subsystem boards 62 over the VHE bus 36. In the preferred

embodiment of the present invention, each communication

subsystem board 62 communicates over one of eight ISDN primary

access lines 64A—64H with a subscriber system 66 as illustrated

in FIG. 2.

In addition to communicating with the main unit controller

34 over the VME bus 36, both the compression-decompression

cards 42 and the communication subsystem boards 62 communicate

among themselves over three independent SCSI-2 buses 72A-72C.

In addition to the three independent SCSI-2 buses 72A-72C, each

of the compression-decompression cards 42 and each of the

communication subsystem boards 62 also includes a SCSI-1 bus

74 provided at a SCsI—1 connector 76. The SCSI-1 bus 74 of

each of the compression—decompression cards 42 and each of the

communication subsystem boards 62 is used for exchanging data

with peripheral devices such as SCSI-1 compatible hard disks,

RAM disks, tape drives, etc.

In the embodiment of the video file server 20 depicted in

FIG. 1, the ScSI—:L connector 76 of four of the compression-

decompression cards 42 and communication subsystem boards 62

respectively connects to one of four independent SCSI—1 buses

74A-74D. The SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D extend the respective SCSI-1
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buses 74 of the compression-decompression cards 42 or com—

munication subsystem boards 62 with which they connect to a

random access data storage subsystem 78. The compression-

decompression cards 42 and the communication subsystem boards

62 exchange compressed.data with the random access data storage

subsystem 78 from which such data is randomly retrievable. The

random access data storage subsystem 78 preferably includes a

Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks ("RAID") model 6101

manufactured by Amperif, 9232 Eton Avenue, Chatsworth, Cali-

fornia, having a storage capacity of no less than one gigabyte

(1 x 109 bytes).

In addition to the random access data storage subsystem 73,

both the compression-decompression cards 42 and the com-

munication subsystem boards 62 respectively connected to the

SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D also communicate with an archive data

storage subsystem 82 over the four independent SCSI-1 buses

74A—?4D. The archive data storage subsystem 32 stores com-

pressed data in a variety* of different comparatively low

performance storage devices such as laser video disk, optical

laser data disk, or 8mm andjor 4mm Digital Audio Tape ("DAT")

from which compressed video data is sequentially retrievable.

The archive data storage subsystem 82 may also exchange

compressed data with the random access data storage subsystem

73 over the SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D.

While the preferred embodiment of the present invention

depicted in FIG. 1 illustrates four of the compression-

decompression cards 42 and the communication subsystem boards

62 as being connected directly to the random access data

storage subsystem 73 and.the archive data storage subsystem 82

by the SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D, a video file server 20 in accord-

ance with the present invention may include fewer than the four

SCSI-1 buses 74A—74D depicted in FIG. 1, or more than the four

SC5I—1 buses 74A—74D depicted in FIG. 1 depending upon the

total number of compression~decompression cards 42 and/or

communication subsystem boards 62 included in the video file

server 20, and upon the precise characteristics of the random

_access data storage subsystem 78 and/or the archive data

storage subsystem 32. Furthermore, depending upon the precise
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configuration chosen for the video file server 20, if it should

prove advantageous a local file 84 and/or a RAM disk 86 may

also be connected to each of the compression—decompression

cards 42 andfor to each of the communication subsystem boards

62 to provide them with local storage.

In addition to exchanging compressed data with either the

compression-decompression cards 42 andfor the communication

subsystem boards 62 over the SCSI-1 buses 745-740, the random

access data storage subsystem 78 and the archive data storage

subsystem 82 also communicate with the main unit controller 34
over a fifth SCSI—l bus 92.

within each main unit 32, the main unit controller 34

controls the operation of the compression-decompression cards

42 and communication subsystem boards 62 included in the unit

32 by exchanging commands and data with them over the VHE bus

36, Furthermore, the main unit controller 34 included in each

main unit 32 may exchange data over the SCSI—1 bus 92 directly

with either the random access data storage subsystem 78 or the

archive data storage subsystem 82. Using the SCSI-1 bus 92,

the main unit controller 34 can easily determine what files of

compressed video data are available in the random access data

storage subsystem 78, or in the archive data storage subsystem
82..

Because of the flexibility in transferring data provided

by the SCSI—2 buses 72A-72C and the SCSI—1 buses 74A—74D,

commands from the main unit controller 34 may cause compressed

data to be transferred between any two units connected to the

buses 72A—72C and 74A—74D. Furthermore, those compression-

decompression cards 42 and/or communication subsystem boards

62 in the main unit—32 that have their respective SCSI-1 buses

74 connected to the random access data storage subsystem 73

and/or to the archive data storage subsystem 82 exchange

compressed data directly with those devices over the SCSI-1

buses 74A-74D in response to commands from the main unit

controller 34. Similarly, commands from the main unit

controller 34 cause compressed data to be transferred via the

SCSI-2 buses 72A-72C between pairs made up of one of the

communication subsystem boards 62 and one of the compression-
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decompression cards 42, between pairs of communication

subsystem boards 62, or between the two compression-decompres-

sion cards 42. However, compressed data exchange between those

compression-decompression cards 42 and/or communication

subsystem boards 62 whose SCSI—1 buses 74 do not connect to the

random access data storage subsystem 78 or to the archive data

storage subsystem 82 must pass through a card 42 or board 62

whose SCSI—1 bus 74 connects to the subsystem 73 and/or

subsystem 82. For such data exchanges, the compressed data is

exchanged between the compression-decompression cards 42 and/or

the communication subsystem boards 62 Via the SCSI-2 buses

72A—72C either before or after it passes over one of the SCSI-1

buses 74A—74D between a card 42 or board 62 connected thereto

and the random access data storage subsystem 78 and/or the

archive data storage subsystem 82.

Each compression-decompression card 42 may receive stereo

audio signal(s) through either one or both of its stereo input

ports 44A and 44B, compress the audio signa1(s) in accordance

with a compression standard specified by commands from the main

unit controller 34, and store compressed audio data thus

obtained into the random access data storage subsystem 73.

Alternatively, each compression-decompression card 42 may

receive compressed audio data from the random access data

storage subsystem 78, decompress the audio data thus received,

and transmit stereo audio signal(s) through either one or both

of its stereo output ports 46A and 46B.

Similarly, each compression-decompression card 42 may also

receive video signals(s) through either one or both of its

video input ports 54A and 54B, compress the video signal{s) in

accordance with a compression standard specified by commands

from the main unit controller 34, and store compressed audio

data thus obtained into the random access data storage

subsystem 78. Alternatively, each compression-decompression

card 42 may receive compressed video data from the random

access data storage subsystem 78, decompress the video data

thus received, and transmit video signal(s) through either one

or both of its video output ports 56A and 56B.
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Because the communication subsystem boards 62 receive

compressed video data via the SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D directly

from the random access data storage subsystem 73, and because

the random access data storage subsystem 78 and the SCSI-l

buses 74A-74D can supply data to the communication subsystem

boards 62 at a sufficiently high data rate, the video file

server 20 is capable of simultaneously supplying all of the

subscriber systems 66 with the same specific video data. Thus,

in contrast to the system disclosed in the Baji et al. patent,

a video file server 20 in accordance with the present invention

need never notify a subscriber system 66 that it must wait for

some interval of time until specific video data will become

available.

Furthermore, each compression-decompression card 42 may

receive video data from the ScSI—1 buses 74A-74D that is com-

pressed in accordance with a first compression standard,

convert that compressed video data into video data compressed

in accordance with a second compression standard that differs

‘from the first compression standard, and then transmit the

compressed video data thus obtained over the SCSI—1 buses

74A-74D. Video data to be reformatted from one compression

standard to another can come to the compression-decompression

card 42 either from one of the communication subsystem boards

62, from the random access data storage subsystem 78, or from

the archive data storage subsystem 82. Similarly, video data

that has been reformatted from one compression standard to

another can be transmitted from the compression-decompression

card 42 to any of the communication subsystem boards 62, to the

random access data storage subsystem 78, or to the archive data

storage subsystem 82.

During operation of the video file server 20, the com-

munication subsystem boards 62 receive control data that

requests services from the video file server 20 from the

subscriber systems 66 via the ISDN primary access lines

64A-64H. If the control data from a subscriber system 66

requests certain types of service from the video file server

20, the communication subsystem board 62 forwards the request

to the main unit controller 34. In response to such a request
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from a subscriber system 66, the main unit controller 34 may

transmit commands back to the communication subsystem board 62

that cause it either to supply compressed video data to, and/or

to receive compressed video data from the subscriber system 66

via the ISDN primary access lines 64A—64H. Because of the

flexibility afforded by the SCSI-2 buses 72A-72C and the SCSI-1

buses 74A—74D, the communication subsystem boards 62 may obtain

compressed video data for transmission to a subscriber system

66 from another communication subsystem board 62, from the

random access data storage subsystem 78, from the archive data

storage subsystem 82 or from one of the compression-decompresv

sion cards 42. Similarly, the communication subsystem boards

62 may deliver compressed video data received from the

subscriber system 66 to another communication subsystem board

62, to the random access data storage subsystem 78, to the

archive data storage subsystem 82 or to one of the compression-

decompression cards 42.

If the main unit controller 34 detects that video data

stored in the random access data storage subsystem 78 in one

compression standard is being repetitively converted to a

second compression standard, it can command the compression-

decompression card 42 to store the video data, compressed in

accordance with the second compression standard, in the random

access data storage subsystem 78. Once video data has been

stored in this second compression standard, than the main unit

32 can respond to further requests from subscriber system 65

to receive that video data in the second compression standard

without again supplying the video data to the compression-

decompression card 42.

The flexibility and facilities provided by the video file

server 20 permits a subscriber system 66 that transmits and

receives compressed video data in one compression standard to

communicate, through the video file server 20, with another

subscriber system 66 that transmits and receives compressed

video data in a second compression standard that differs from

the first compression standard. The video file server 20

permits communication between two such mutually incompatible

subscriber system 66 by receiving compressed video data from
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one subscriber system 66 at one of its communication subsystem

boards 62, transmitting that compressed video data to one of

the compression—decompression cards 42 where it is reformatted

from one compression standard to another, and then passing the

translated video data to one of the communication subsystem

boards 62 for transmission to a second subscriber system 66.

During operation of the video file server 20, the manage-

ment operation center system 22 configures the software and

hardware of the video file server 20, performs system ad-

ministration, accounting and billing services, provides for

multimedia development and for developing the interface

presented. to users at subscriber systems 66, and reports

statistics on the operation of the video file server 20.

Because the interface presented to users at subscriber systems

66 is stored in the local file system 26 of the management

operation center system 22, the video file server 20 is easily

adapted. for use in any language merely by preparing an

interface for that language, or by appropriately selecting from

among several different interfaces stored in the local file

system 26, each such interface having been previously prepared

for a particular language.

communication Subsystem Board 62

Referring now to FIG. 2, the communication subsystem board

62 receives commands from the main unit controller 34 via the

VME bus 36 with transceivers 102. The transceivers 102 also

connect to a communication subsystem board bus 104 that

interconnects them with a supervisory processor 106, a RAM

access control processor 107, with four SCSI controllers

108A—10BD, with a RAM pool 112, and with eight communication

subsystems 114A-1141-I. The supervisory processor 106 and the

RAM access control processor 107 are preferably both a'Motorola

MC68Ec030 microprocessor that is more completely described in

a "Motorola Semiconductor Technical Data" sheet MCSSECOBOJD,

copyright Motorola Inc., 1991, that is incorporated herein by

reference. The SCSI controllers 108A-108C for the SCSI-2 buses

72A--72C are each preferably either a Fujitsu 11386603 or a

Fujitsu MB86602 SCSI protocol controller. The SCSI controller
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108D for the SCSI-l bus 74 is preferably a Fujitsu MB86601 SCSI

protocol controller. Both the Fujitsu MB366D2 and.MBB6601 SCSI

protocol controllers are more fully described in a "MBBGGO1 E

MBB6602 SCSI Protocol Controller Product Guide," Second

Edition. dated March 11, 1991, Fujitsu VLSI Inc., that is

incorporated herein by reference. The RAH pool 112 provides

256M bytes of 30 nanosecond static RAM memory organized as 4

million 64 bit words.

Operating under the control of the main unit controller 34,

a computer program executed by the supervisory processor 106

in each communication subsystem board 62 assigns tasks to be

performed by the SCSI controllers 10BA~1D8D_ and by the

communication subsystems 114A-114H. The RAM access control

processor 107 manages requests for Directiflemory Access ("DNA")

to the RAM pool 112. To effect task assignment and RAM access

control, the communication subsystem board 62 includes a

communication subsystem board control bus 122 by which the

supervisory processor 106 and the RAM access control processor

10? exchange control signals with each other, with the

transceivers 102, with the SCSI controllers 103A-ioao, and

with the communication subsystems 114A-1143.

The communication subsystem board control bus 122 couples

control signals among the supervisory processor 106, the RAM

access control processor 107, SCSI controller Programmable

Array Logic Integrated Circuits ("PALS") 124A-124D, and

communication subsystem PALS 126A-l26H. The logic circuits in

the SCSI controller PALs 124A-124D are programmed to adapt

signals exchanged between both the supervisory processor 106

and the RAM access control processor 107, and the SCSI

controllers 108A-108D that cause the SCSI controllers 108A-108D

to transfer compressed data into or out of the RAM pool 112

over the SC5I—2 buses 72A-72c and the SCsI—1 bus 74. Similar-

ly, the communication subsystem PALs 126A-126H are programmed

to adapt signals exchanged between both from the supervisory

processor 106 and the RAM access control processor 107, and the

communication subsystems 114A~l14H that cause the subsystems

1l4A—1l4H to transfer compressed data into or out of the RAM

pool 112 via the ISBN primary access lines 64A-64H.
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The communication subsystem board bus 104 is designed so

the computer program executed by the RAM access control

processor 107 can dynamically size the bus 104 into multiple

narrower buses each of which may be used for exchanging

compressed video data between the RAM pool 112 and either the

SCSI controllers 1D8A—108D or the communication subsystems

114A-114H. Thus, the 64 bit wide communication subsystem board

bus 104 may be subdivided into two 32 bit wide buses, four 16

bit wide buses, eight 8 bit wide buses, or any combination

thereof totaling fewer than 64 bits.

operating as slaves of the supervisory processor 106, the

SCSI controllers 108A-103D and the communication subsystems

114A-114H access the RAM pool 112 using DMA operating in burst

mode to transfer blocks of data. This method of operating the

SCSI controllers l08A—108D, the communication subsystems

114A—114H, and the RAM pool 112 transfers blocks of data

quickly between the RAM pool 112 and the local cache memories

respectively located in the SCSI controllers 1osA—1oan and in

the communication subsystems 114A-114H.

Each of the communication subsystems 1143-114H includes a

Motorola MC683D2 Integrated Multiprotocol Processors ("IMP").

The Motorola MC63302 IMP Integrated Circuit ("IE") is more

completely described in the "MC68302 Integrated Multiprotocol

Processor User's Manual," Second Edition, MC6B302UMfAD Rev 2,

copyright Motorola, Inc., 1991 (“MC6B302 User's Manual"), that

is incorporated herein by reference. In addition to the

Motorola MC6B302 IMP IC, each of the communication subsystems

114A-114H preferably also includes a Read only Memory ("ROM")

containing a program that is executed upon "booting" the video

file server 20, 500k bytes of RAM, and an IC for sensing Dual

Tone Multi Frequency ("DTMF"} signals transmitted by a

subscriber system 66 after it and the video file server 20 are

exchanging signals through the ISBN primary access lines 64.

An ISDN interface IC 132, located between each communica- '

tion subsystems 114A—114H and each ISDN primary access lines

64A-64H, exchanges signals over buses 134 and 136 with the

‘Motorola MC68302 IMP IE to adapt the communication subsystems

114A-114H for exchanging compressed video data with subscriber
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systems 66 over the ISBN primary access lines 64A—64H. The

ISBN interface IC 132 used for an ISDN'primary access line may

be a Rockwell R8069 Line Interface Unit ("LIU"). The Rockwell

R8069 LIU is more completely described in a Communication

Products Data Book, Order No. 4, published by the Semiconductor

Products Division of Rockwell International Corporation,

Newport Beach, California.

The communication subsystem 114 may be adapted for use with

an ISDN basic access line rather than a primary access line by

employing a different integrated circuit for the ISDN interface

IC 132. Depending upon the particular type of ISDN basic

access telephone line over which data is to be transmitted, the

ISDN interface IC 132 may be selected from among the Motorola

MCl45-‘$72, MC145474, MC145475, 1'-!C14554{7 or MC145S64f7 IC5.

Each of the communication subsystems 114A-114H includes an

IC for sensing DTMF signals so the subscriber systems 66 may

present signals for controlling transmission of compressed

video data from the video file server 20 after the subscriber

system 66 and the video file server 20 are communicating via

one of the ISDN primary access lines 64A—64H. For example,

when the video file server 20 transmits compressed video data

from the random access data storage subsystem 78 to the

subscriber system 66, DTMF signals from the subscriber system

66 may command the video file server 20 to fast forward through

a program, rewind the program, pause the program to display a

single image, step through the program one image at a time,

etc., similar to a conventional VCR.

compression-Decompression card 42

Referring now to FIG. 3, similar to the communication

subsystem board 62, the compression-decompression card 42 also

receives commands from the main unit controller 34 via the VME

bus 36 with transceivers 202. Similar to the transceivers 102,

the transceivers 202 connect to a compression-decompression

cards bus 204 that interconnects them with a supervisory

processor 206, a RAM access control processor 207, with four

‘SCSI controllers 208A-208D, with a RAM pool 212, with trans-

ceivers 214 for a pair of Coder—Decoders ("c0DECs") 216A-216B,
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and a pair of audio compression-decompression subsystems

213A-218B. The structure and operation of the combined

transceivers 202, the compression—decompression card bus 204,

the supervisory processor 206, RAM access control processor

207, the SCSI controllers 208A-208D, and the RAM pool 212 are

identical to that described previously for the corresponding

elements of the communication subsystem board 62. ’

Operating under the control of the main unit controller 34,

a computer program executed by the supervisory processor 206

in each compression—decompression card 42 assigns tasks to be

performed by the SCSI controllers 2083-2080, the CODECS

216A-21613, and the audio compression-decompression subsystems

21-BA-2183- The RAM access control processor 207 manages

requests for DMA to the RAM pool 112. To effect task assign-

15 ment and RAM access control, the compression-decompression card

42 includes a compression—decompression card control bus 222

by which the supervisory processor 206 and the RAM access

control processor 20? exchange control signals lwith each other,

with the transceivers 202, with the SCSI controllers 20BA—2o3D,

with the transceivers 214, with the CDDECS 21611-2163, and with

the audio compression-decompression subsystems 2183-2188.

The compression-decompression card control bus 222 couples

control signals among the control processor 206, the RAM access

control processor 207 and SCSI controller PALs 224A-224D.

Similar to the SCSI controller PALs 124A-124D, the logic

circuits in the SCSI controller PALS 224A—224D are programmed

to adapt signals exchanged between both the supervisory

processor 206 and the RAM access control processor 207, and the

SCSI controllers 208A-208D that cause the SCSI controllers

208A-2080 to transfer compressed data into or out of the RAM

pool 212 over the SCSI-2 buses 72A-72C and the SCSI-1 bus 74.

The compression-decompression card control bus 222 also

supplies control signals to two pairs of video decoders-

encoders 228A-228B.

Each of the,audio compression-decompression subsystems 218A

and 218B preferably includes a Motorola digital signal

processing Ics DSP55000. The Motorola DSP56000 IC is more

-completely described in a DSP56000 Digital Signal Processor
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User's Manual A19562~4 published by Motorola Inc. that is

incorporated herein by reference. In addition to the DSPEEDOU

IC, each audio compression—decompression subsystems 218A-2l8B

includes a boot ROM and static RAM.

Each of the audio compression~decompression subsystems

218A—2lBB receives digitized audio data, respectively via a

digitized stereo input bus 232A.or 2323, from a pair of Analog-

to-Digital Converters ("ADCS") 234A or 234B. The ADCS 234A and

2343 are preferably a CS4215 dual ADC manufactured by Crystal

Semiconductor Corporation of Austin, Texas. The ADCS 234A and

2348 respectively receive stereo audio signals from the stereo

input port 44A or 443. Under the control of a computer program

executed by each audio compression-decompression subsystem 218,

the subsystem 218 compresses digitized audio data received from

the ADCs 234 in accordance with a compression standard selected

from the numerous different existing audio compression

standards, or in accordance with a audio compression technique

developed at some future date. The compressed audio data thus

produced by each audio compression-decompression subsystem 218

is then transferred over the compression-decompression card bus

204 from the audio compression-decompression subsystem 218 to

the RAM pool 212.

If the SCsI~1 bus 74 of a compression-decompression card

42 that has compressed audio data stored in its RAM pool 212

connects to the random access data storage subsystem 78, then

that compressed audio data may be transferred through the SCSI

controller 208D directly to the random access data storage

subsystem 78 via the SCSI—1 bus 74. If the SCSI-1 bus 74 of

the compression—decompression card 42 does not connect to the

random access data storage subsystem 78, then compressed audio

data in the RAM pool 212 must first be transferred via one of

the SCSI-2 buses 72A—72C from the RAM pool 212 of the compres-

sion-decompression card 42 having the compressed audio data to

the RAM pool 212 of another compression-decompression card 42

or of a communication subsystem board 62 whose SCSI—1 bus 74

connects to the random access data storage subsystem 78. After

the compressed audio data has been thus transferred from the

RAM pool 212 of one compression—decompression card 42 to the
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RAM pool 212 of another compression—decompression card 42, or

of a communication subsystem board 62, it may then be trans-

ferred through the SCSI controller 203D to the random access

data storage subsystem 78 via one of the SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D.

Compressed audio data stored in the random access data

storage subsystem 78 may be converted to stereo audio signals

for transmission from the stereo output ports 46A or 463 of the

compression—decompression card 42 essentially by reversing the

process described above for converting stereo audio signals

into stored compressed audio data. Thus, compressed audio data

to be transmitted from the stereo output port 45A or 46B is

transferred from the random access data storage subsystem 78

to the RAM pool 212 of one of the compression-decompression

cards'42 either directly, via one of the SCSI-1 buses 74A-74D,

or indirectly via one of the SCSI—l buses 74A-74D and one of

the scsI—2 buses 72A-72C. The computer program executed by one

*of the audio compression-decompression subsystems 213A or 2183

then fetches the compressed audio data from the RAM pool 212

and decompresses it into digitized stereo audio data. After

the computer program executed by the audio compression-

decompression subsystems 21BA or 2183 has thus produced the

digitized stereo audio data, that data passes over a digitized

stereo output bus 236A or 2363 to a pair of Digital-to-Analog

converters ("Dace") 238A or 2383. Upon receiving the digitized

stereo data from the audio compression-decompression subsystems

218A or 2183, the pair of Dace 238A or 2383 converts the

digitized stereo data into stereo audio signals for transmis-

sion from the stereo output port 46A or 463 of the compression-

decompression card 42.

Analogously to the audio compression-decompression

subsystems 213A and 218B, the CODECS 216A and 2163 included in

each of the compressionwdecompression cards 42 operate to

convert video signals into compressed video data for storage

in the random access data storage subsystem 78, and to convert

compressed video data stored in the random access data storage

subsystem 78 back into video signals. FIG. 4 depicts in

greater detail one embodiment of a CODEC 216 suitable for

inclusion in the compression-decompression card 42. The
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particular embodiment of the CGDEC 216 depicted in FIG. 4

includes an Integrated Information Technology, Inc. ("IIT")

Vision Controller ("VC") IC 252, and a pair of IIT Vision

Processor ("VP") Ics 254 and 256. The vc IC 252 and the VP Ics

254 and 256 are manufactured by Integrated Technology, Inc. of

Santa Clara, California.

The VC IC 252 included in each of the CODECS 216A and 216B

may receive compressed video data from the RAM pool 212 via the

compression—decompressicn card bus 20¢, the transceivers 214,

and a compressed video data bus 262. The VC IC 252 may also

transmit compressed video data back to the RAM pool 212 over

that same path. The VC IC 252 may also receive uncompressed

digitized video data from a video decoder 264 included in each

of the video decoders—encoders 228A and 228B over a video data

bus 266. The video decoder 264 illustrated in the embodiment

depicted in FIG. 4 is preferably a Philips SAA71S1A IC,

"manufactured. by’ Philips Components-Signetics of Sunnyvale,

California. The VC IC 252 may also transmit video data over

the video data bus 266 to a video encoder 268 that is also

included in each of the video decoders-encoders 228A and 2283.

The video encoder 268 illustrated in the embodiment depicted

in FIG. 4 is preferably a Philips sAA7199 IC, also manufactured

by Philips Components-Signetics of Sunnyvale, California.

The video decoder 264 receives digitized video data via a

digitized video input bus 272 from an ABC 274. The ADC 274

receives an analog video signal from the video input port 54.

The ADC 274 is preferably El. Philips ‘I'DAB'7D8 IC, also manufac-

tured by‘Philips Components—Signetics of Sunnyvale, California.

The preferred video encoder 268 includes a DAC for producing

an analog video signal on the video output port 56. Therefore,

the video decoder-encoder 228 depicted in FIG. 4 does not

separately illustrate a DAC IC. However, if a different Io

were used for the video encoder 268, then a DAC might be

required between the output of the video encoder 268 and the

video output port 56.

In addition to the VC IC 252 and the VP ICS 254 and 256,

the CODEC 216 includes a 2M byte or larger frame buffer dynamic

RAM 282 that is accessed via a CODEC bus 284 by the VC IC 252
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and the VP ICS 254 and 256. The CODEC 216 also includes a 32k

byte boot ROM 236 and a 32k byte static RAM 288 that are

accessible only to the VC IC 252. Similarly, each VP IC 254

and 256 accesses a 32k byte static RAM 292.

In the process of converting an analog video signal

supplied to the compression-decompression card 42 through one

of the video input ports 54A or 543 of either of the two

compression-decompression cards 42 into compressed video data

for storage in the random access data storage subsystem 7B, the

video decoder 264 receives the analog video signal from one of

the video input ports 54A or 54B and digitizes it into

uncompressed video data. The digitized video data thus

obtained is then transmitted over the video data bus 266 to the

vc IC 252. A computer program executed by the vc Ic 252

controls the passage of data through the CODEC 216, and the

processing of that data into Huffman encoded compressed video

data by the VC IC 252 and by one or the other of the two VP Ics

254 or 256. In processing video data received from the video

decoder 264, the VC IC 252 preprocesses that data, supplies the

preprocessed video data to either one or the other of the two

VP Ics 254 or 256, supervises compression of the video data

by the VP IC 254 or 256, performs Huffman coding on the

compressed data produced by the VP IC 254 or 256, and transmits

the now Huffman encoded compressed video data to the RAM pool

212.

In converting compressed video data from the random access

data storage subsystem 78 into an analog video signal to be

transmitted from one of the video output ports 56A or 56B of

the compression—decompression card 42, the VC IC 252 receives

Huffman coded compressed video data from the RAM pool 212,

performs Huffman decoding, supplies the Huffman decoded video

data to either one or the other of the two VP ICs 254 or 256,

supervises decompression of the video data by the VP IC 254 or

256, generates digital pixel video data from the decompressed

video data produced by the VP IC 254 or 256, and transmits the

video data thus obtained over the video data bus 266 to the

video encoder 268. Upon receiving the video data from the VC

IC 252 over the video data bus 266, the video encoder 268
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converts it into an analog video signal for transmission from

the video output port 56A or 56B of this compression-decompres-
sion card 42.

Because the CODEC 216 illustrated in FIG. 4 includes two

VP Ics 254 and 256, it can use the VC IC 252 and one of the VP

ICs 254 or 256 to compress video data received over the video

data bus 266 from the video decoder 264 and store the com-

pressed video data into the RAM pool 212 while simultaneously

using the VC IC 252 and the other VP IC 256 or 254 to decom-

press compressed video data received from the RAM pool 212 and
transmit it over the video data bus 266 to the video encoder

268. Because the VC IC 252, the VP IC 254, and the VP IC 256

all operate under software control, they may be readily adapted

to compress video data in accordance with the H.261, the JPEG

or the MPEG standards, or in accordance with a video compres-

sion technique developed at some future date. Similarly, the

VC IC 252, the VP IC 254, and the VP IC 256 may be readily

adapted for decompressing video data that has been compressed

in accordance with any of these three standards, or some future

technique.

During the operation of each CODEC 216 and each video

decoder—encoder 228 for compressing a video signal and/or for

decompressing compressed video data, the control processor 206

transmits signals over the compression-decompression card

control bus 222 to the CODEC 216 and to the video decoder-

encoders 228 for controlling the operation. These control

signals may select various features of the video decoder 264

and/or the video encoder 268 such as enabling the processing

of either Phase Alternation Line ("PAL") or National Television

Systems Committee ("NTSC") video signals, adjusting the

contrast, tint, hue, color level, sharpness, coring, etc. of

the picture, or other features of the video decoder 264 and/or

the video encoder 268. For the CODEC 216, the control signals

received over the compression—deco1-npression card control bus

222 from the control processor 206 may select the type of

compression andfor decompression, e.g. H.261, MEG or JPEG,

size and location of the image being compressed or decom-

pressed, video timing, etc.
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There exist other Ics that may be used for the CODEC 216

in addition to the VC IC 252 and VP Ics 254 and 256 manufac-

tured by IIT. For example, LSI Logic corporation of Milpitas,

California offers a set of Ics that may be used to implement

the CODEC 216. Another set of Ics that may be used to

implement the CODEC 216 is the X64000 set of Ics sold by GC

Technology Corporation of Tokyo, Japan.

As described above, each compression-decompression card 42

provides the video file server 20 with an authoring capability

that permits easily storing program material that is available

in the form of a conventional audio signal or a conventional

video signal into the random access data storage subsystem 78

as compressed audio data or as compressed video data. For

example, the video signal for Cable Network News ("CNN") could

be supplied to one of the video input ports 54A or 543 of one

of the compression-decompression cards 42 included in the Video

file server 20 and stored in compressed form in the random

access data storage subsystem 78 or in the archive data storage

subsystem S2.

The compression—decompression card 42 also provides the

video file server 20 with a compression standard conversion

capability. This capability for converting between two

different, incompatible video compression standards may be

effected in two different ways. Video compression conversion

may be effected digitally by suitably processing the data

within a single CODEC 216. Alternatively, video compression

conversion may be effected through video signals by coupling

the video output port 56 from a video decoder-encoder 223A or

223B to its video input port 54. analogously, audio compres-

sion standard conversion may be performed either digitally in

the audio compression—decompression subsystems 218A—21BB, or

by coupling a stereo output port 46 from a DAC 233 to a stereo

input port 44 of a ADC 234.

Industrial Applicability

Operation of the video file server 20 as described above

permits supplying all subscriber systems 66 requesting a

specific item of video data, e.g., a movie, a music video, or
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any other program that is stored in the random access data

storage subsystem 78, with the requested video data without

restricting the access of any subscriber system to the video

data; and without restricting the manipulation, e.g., fast

forwarding, rewinding, temporarily stopping, or displaying

slowly, of the video data by any Subscriber system 22.

While the preceding disclosure has been generally made

with reference to an ISBN communication channel, the video

file server 20 of the present invention may be readily adapted

for use with other comparatively narrow bandwidth communica-

tion channels other than ISDN communication channels. Such

alternative communication channels include more twisted wire

pairs within only a single building or a portion of a build-

ing, for example, a school or a Karaoke business establish-
ment.

Because all the functional elements of the adaptive video

file server 20 of the present invention are programmable and

because the video file server 20 can convert video data

compressed in accordance with one compression standard into a

different, mutually incompatible standard, it can facilitate

a wide variety of different, real-time interactive communica-

tion services. Thus, a video file server 20 in accordance

with the present invention can first transmit compressed video

data from its random access data storage subsystem 78; and

then, perhaps in response to a request from the subscriber

system 66, augment the stored video data with a real—time video

communication to a different subscriber system 66. For

example, during a sequence of transmissions to a subscriber

system 66 in which the video file server 20 transmits video

data relating to travel, in response to a request from the

subscriber system 56, the video file server 20 could first

establish an ISDN communication channel with a second sub-

scriber system 66 of a travel supplier such as an airline,

hotel, etc.; and then the video file server 20 could permit

individuals at the two the subscriber systems 66 to conduct a

video telephone conference even though both subscriber systems

66 respectively communicate in mutually incompatible video

data compression formats.
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In an application of the video file server 20 such as that

described in the immediately preceding paragraph, because the

video data relating to travel may be a stationary image, e.g.,

an image of a page in an airline schedule, it may be trans-

mitted from the video file server 20 to the subscriber system

66 at a comparatively high resolution, perhaps in accordance

with an image compression standard such as JPEG. Subsequently,

while the video file server 20 is transmitting compressed video

data for moving images to the subscriber system 66, e.g., a

video of activities at a resort, or while a video telephone

conference is being conducted between the subscriber systems

66 through the video file server 20, video data, compressed in

accordance with a different compression standard such as H.261

or MPEG, may be exchanged between the video file server 20 and

each of the subscriber systems 66. Thus, the video file server

20 of the present invention is capable of inserting compressed

video data for a single stationary image between segments of

compressed video data for moving images, and conversely.

Because all the functional elements of the adaptive video

file server 20 of the present invention are programahle, it

can also be programmed to provide an interactive video game

environment in which subscribers playing a game can encounter

each other, visually observe each other, and communicate with

each other within the game playing environment and rules

estab1ished.hy the computer program being executed by the video

file server 20. The video file server 20 may provide a game

playing environment that is either real-time or not real-time.

If the game playing environment is not real time, players may

use the video file server 20 to leave messages and/or clues for

their opponents, or they may personalize the game playing

environment.

For example, the ‘video file server 20 may be used in

conducting a "quick draw" contest; between two individuals

respectively present at subscriber systems 66 located at a‘

distance from each other. In conducting such a “quick draw"

contest, each subscriber system 66 transmits compressed video

‘data to the video file server 20 which then retransmits

compressed video data onto the other subscriber system 66. In
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conducting such a "quick draw" contest, the video file server

20 may provide the contestants with a signal indicating when

they should begin drawing their respective guns. Moreover, by

analyzing the compressed video data received from each of the

subscriber system 66, the video file server 20 may determine

if either of the participants moves before the video file

server sends the signal indicating that they should begin

drawing their respective guns, and penalize a participant if

they move too soon. Analogously, such a contest could he

conducted wherein only a single individual located at a sub-

scriber system 66 competes in a "quick draw" contest with an

image of an opponent stored in the random access data storage

subsystem 78.

A video file server 20 in accordance with the present

invention may be readily used as a historical video archive,

analogous to a newspaper's clipping file, that stores news

items in the form of videos. That is, video signals for news

items could be supplied to the video input ports 54A and 543

of the video file server 20 for storage as compressed video

data in the random access data storage subsystem 78 or in the

archive data storage subsystem 82. Subsequently, that com-

pressed video data could be retrieved from random access data

storage subsystem 78 and/or the archive data storage subsystem

82 during‘ the production of a ‘news program such as that

produced by CNN.

While the specific embodiment of the video file server 20

described thus far discloses its use only with ISDN primary

access and basic access communication channels, the video file

server 20 of the present invention is readily adaptable for

use with other types of digital communication channels, even

digital communication channels capable of a much higher data

transfer rates provided by ISBN primary access. Thus, it is

envisioned that the video file server 20 of the present

invention may be readily adapted for communicating over a Very

Small Aperture Terminal {"VSAT") communication channel, or

over any type of digital communication channel, including both

electronic or optical digital communication channels whether

dedicated or shared, including shared digital communication
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channels provided by local area networks such as Ethernetm,

token ring, or ArcNet®.

A deficiency in the video file server 20 as described thus

far is that a particular item of compressed video data present

in only one of the main units 32A, 323 or 32C is accessible to

the other main units 32 in the video file server 20 only via

the Ethernetfl 28 that interconnects the main unit controllers

34 in each of the main units 32. If the video file server 20

requires a higher performance communication capability for

compressed video data among the main units 32 than that

provided by the Ethernet® 28, then SCSI-1 buses 74 of the

compression—decompression cards 42 and/or the communication

subsystem boards 62 that are not connected to the SCSI-1 buses

74A-74D within a main unit 32 may be used for interconnecting

the main units 32. Interconnecting the compression-decompres-

sion cards 42 and/or communication subsystem boards 62 of the

main units 32 by means of SCSI-1 buses 74 makes compressed

video data stored in the random access data storage subsystem

78 andfor archive data storage subsystem B2 of any of the main

20 units 32 rapidly accessible to any of the compression-

decompression cards 42 and/or communication subsystem boards

62 in any of the main units 32.

Although the present invention has been described in terms

of the presently preferred embodiment, it is to be understood

that such disclosure is purely illustrative and is not to be

interpreted as limiting. Consequently, without departing from

the spirit and scope of the invention, various alterations,

modifications, and/or alternative applications of the inven-

tion will, no doubt, be suggested to those skilled in the art

after having read the preceding disclosure. Accordingly, it is

intended that the following claims be interpreted as encom-

passing all alterations, modifications, or alternative ap-

plications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the

invention.
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The Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A video file server for storing compressed video data

and transmitting compressed video data to a plurality of

subscriber systems, said video file server comprising:

a main unit controller for controlling transmission of

compressed video data to subscriber systems;

a random access data storage subsystem for storing

compressed video data and from which such data is randomly

retrievable; and

a plurality of communication subsystems, all of said

communication subsystems operating in response to commands from

said main unit controller, each communication subsystem also

receiving control data transmitted.from a particular one of the

subscriber systems to said communication subsystem, such

control data received from the subscriber system requesting

that said communication subsystem transmit specific video data

stored in said random access data storage subsystem back to the

subscriber system, responsive to the control data received from

the subscriber system said communication subsystem transmitting

control data to said random access data storage subsystem for

causing said random access data storage subsystem to retrieve

the specific video data and to supply such data to said

communication subsystem for transmission to said subscriber

system, all subscriber systems being able to concurrently

request transmission of the same specific video data from the

communication subsystem from which they respectively receive

video data and all of said communication subsystems together

with said random access data storage subsystem concurrently

supplying all subscriber systems with the same specific video
data.

2. The video file server of claim 1 wherein said

communication subsystems are adapted for exchanging data with

subscriber systems over twisted pair of wires, said

communication subsystemszreceiving control data.from subscriber

systems over twisted.pairs of wires and transmitting compressed
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video data back to subscriber systems over twisted pairs of

wires.

3. The video file server of claim 1 wherein said

communication subsystems are adapted for exchanging data with

subscriber systems over Integrated services Digital Network

("ISBN") primary access communication channels, said

communication subsystems receiving control data fromtsubscriber

systems over said ISDN primary access communication channels

and transmitting compressed video data back to subscriber

systems over said ISDN primary access communication channels.

4. The video file server of claim 1 further comprising

a compressed video data format conversion subsystem responsive
to commands from said main unit controller and capable of

A exchanging compressed video data with said communication

subsystem or with said random access data storage subsystem,

said compressed video data format conversion subsystem being

adapted for receiving video data from said communication

subsystem or from said random access data storage subsystem

that is compressed in accordance with a first compression

standard, and transmitting such video data compressed in

accordance with a second compression standard that differs from

the first compression standard to said communication subsystem

or to said random access data storage subsystem.

5. The video file server of claim 4 further comprising

a video data compression subsystem responsive to commands from

said main unit controller and capable of exchanging compressed

video data with said communication subsystem or with said

random access data storage subsystem, said video data

compression subsystem being adagred for receiving a video

signal, compressing the video signal in accordance with a

compression standard specified by said main unit controller,

and transmitting the compressed video data to said random

access data storage subsystem or to said communication

subsystem.
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6. The video file server of claim 5 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands

from said main unit controller and capable of exchanging

compressed video data with said communication subsystem or with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such video

data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

7. The video file server of claim 6 further comprising

an audio compression and audio data decompression subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed audio data with said

communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said audio compression and audio data decompression

subsystem being adapted for receiving an audio signal,

compressing the audio signal in accordance with a compression

standard specified by said main unit controller, and

transmitting the compressed audio data to said random access

data storage subsystem, said audio compression and audio data

decompression subsystem also being adapted for receiving

compressed audio data from said random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing such audio data to produce an audio

signal, and transmitting the audio signal thus generated.

8. The video file server of claim 7 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

saidznanagement operation center systentperiodica11y'generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

9. The video file server of claim 5 further comprising

an archive data storage subsystem for storing compressed video
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data and from which such data is sequentially retrievable, said

archive data storage subsystem being responsive to control data.

transmitted by said communication subsystem to said archive

storage subsystem for causing said archive data storage

subsystem to retrieve compressed video data and to supply such

data to said communication subsystem for transmission to said

subscriber system or to said random access data storage

subsystem.

10. The video file server of claim 9 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

11.. The video file server of claim 6 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

12. The video file server of claim 5 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

13. The video file server of claim 4 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands
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from said. main unit controller and capable of exchanging

compressed video data with said communication subsystem or with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such video

data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

14. The video file server of claim 13 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system:periodica11y'generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

15. The video file server of claim 1 further comprising

a video data compression subsystem responsive to commands from

said main unit controller and capable of exchanging compressed

video data with said communication subsystem or with said

random access data storage subsystem, said video data

compression subsystem being adapted for receiving a video

signal, compressing the video signal in accordance with a

compression standard specified by said main unit controller,

and transmitting the compressed video data to said random

access data storage subsystem or to said communication

subsystem.

15. The video file server of claim 15 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands

from said main unit controller‘ and capable of exchanging

compressed video data with said communication subsystem or with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such video
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data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

1'7. The video file server of claim 16 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

18. The video file server of claim 15 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

19. The video file server of claim 1 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands

from said main unit controller and capable of exchanging

compressed video data with said communication subsystem or with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such Video

data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

20. The video file server of claim 19 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating
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accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems .

21. The video file server of claim 1 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems .

22. A video file server for storing video data and

transmitting compressed video data to a plurality of subscriber

systems, said video file server comprising:

a main unit controller for controlling transmission of

compressed video data to subscriber systems;

a random access data storage subsystem for storing

compressed video data and from which such data is randomly

retrievable;

a plurality of communication subsystems, all of said

communication subsystems operating in response to commands from

said main unit controller, each communication subsystem also

receiving control data transmitted from a particular one of the

subscriber systems to said communication subsystem, such

control data received from the subscriber system requesting

that said communication subsystem transmit specific video data

stored in said random access data storage subsystem back to the

subscriber system, responsive to the control data received from

the subscriber system said communication subsystem transmitting

control data to said random access data storage subsystem for

causing said random access data storage subsystem to retrieve

the specific video data and to supply such data to said

communication subsystem for transmission to said subscriber

system; and

compressed video data format conversion subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed video data with said
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communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said compressed video data format conversion

subsystem being adapted for receiving video data from said

communication subsystem or from said random.access data storage

subsystem that is compressed in accordance with a first

compression standard, and transmitting such video data

compressed in accordance with a second compression standard

that differs from the first compression standard to said

communication subsystem or to said random access data storage

subsystem.

23. The video file server of claim 22 wherein said

communication subsystems are adapted for exchanging data with

subscriber systems over twisted pair of wires, said

communication subsystems receiving control data from subscriber

systems over twisted pairs of wires and transmitting compressed

video data back to subscriber systems over twisted pairs of

wires.

24. The video file server of claim 22 wherein said

communication subsystems are adapted for exchanging data with

subscriber systems over Integrated Services Digital Network

[" ISBN") primary access communication channels , said

communication subsystems receiving control data fronzsubscriber

systems over said ISDN primary access comunication channels

and transmitting compressed. video data back to subscriber

systems over said ISDN primary access communication channels.

25. The video file server of claim 22 further comprising

a video data compression subsystem responsive to commands from

said main unit controller and capable of exchanging compressed

video data with said communication subsystem or with said

random access data storage subsystem, said video data

compression subsystem being adapted for receiving a video

signal, compressing the video signal in accordance with a

compression standard specified by said main unit controller,

and transmitting the compressed video data to said random
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access data storage subsystem or to said communication

subsystem.

26. The video file server of claim 25 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands

from said main unit controller and capable of exchanging

compressed video data with said communication subsystem or'with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such video

data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

27. The video file server of claim 26 further comprising

an audio compression and audio data decompression subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed audio data with said

communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said audio compression and audio data decompression

subsystem being adapted for receiving an audio signal,

compressing the audio signal in accordance with a compression

standard specified by said main unit controller, and

transmitting the compressed audio data to said random access

data storage subsystem, said audio compression and audio data

decompression subsystem also being adapted for receiving

compressed audio data from said random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing such audio data to produce an audio

signal, and transmitting-the audio signal thus generated.

28. The video file server of claim 27 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

Video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

saidlnanagement operation center systen:periodica1ly'generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.
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29. The video file server of claim 26 further comprising

an archive data storage subsystem for storing compressed video

data and from which such data is sequentially retrievable, said

archive data storage subsystem being responsive to control data

transmitted by said communication subsystem to said archive

storage subsystem for causing said archive data storage

subsystem to retrieve compressed video data and to supply such

data to said communication subsystem for transmission to said

subscriber system or to said random access data storage

subsystem.

30. The video file server of claim 29 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.

31. The video file server of claim 26 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems. -

32. The video file server of claim 25 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems.
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33. The video file server of claim 22 further comprising

a video data decompression subsystem responsive to commands

from said main unit controller and capable of exchanging

compressed video data.with said communication subsystem or with

said random access data storage subsystem, said video data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving compressed

video data from said communication subsystem or from said

random access data storage subsystem, decompressing such video

data to produce a video signal, and transmitting the video

signal thus generated.

34. The video file server of claim 33 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems .

35. The Video file server of claim 22 further comprising

a management operation center system for receiving data from

said main unit controller, said main unit controller reporting

to said management operation center system transmission of

video data by said video file server to subscriber systems,

said management operation center system periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to said

subscriber systems .

36. A video data format conversion system for receiving

Video data from a first subscriber system and for

retransmitting such video data to a second subscriber system,

said video data format conversion system comprising:

a main unit controller for controlling transmission of

compressed video data to subscriber systems;

a plurality of communication subsystems, all of said

communication subsystems operating in.response'to commands from
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said main unit controller, a first one of said communication

subsystems receiving from the first subscriber system control
data and video data, the video data from the first subscriber

system being compressed in accordance with a first compression

standard, a second one of said communication subsystems

receiving control data from the second subscriber system and

transmitting to the second subscriber system video data that

is compressed in accordance with a second compression standard

that is incompatible with the first compression standard; and

compressed video data format conversion subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller. said

compressed video data format conversion subsystem receiving

video data from said first communication subsystem that is

compressed in accordance with the first compression standard,

and transmitting such video data compressed in accordance with

the compression standard to the second communication subsystem

whereby said video data format conversion system permits-the

first and the second subscriber systems to exchange video data.

37. The video data format conversion system of claim 36

wherein said communication subsystems are adapted for

exchanging data with subscriber systems over twisted pair of

wires, said communication subsystems receiving control data

from subscriber systems over twisted pairs of wires and

transmitting compressed video data back to subscriber systems

over twisted pairs of wires.

38. The video data format conversion system of claim 36

wherein said communication subsystems are adapted for

exchanging data with subscriber systems over ISDN primary

access communication channels, said communication subsystems

receiving control data from subscriber systems over said ISDN

primary access communication channels and transmitting

compressed video data back to subscriber systems over said ISDN

primary access communication channels.

39. The video data format conversion system of claim 36

further comprising a video data compression subsystem
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responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed video data with said

communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said video data compression subsystem being adapted

for receiving a video signal, compressing the video signal in

accordance with a compression standard specified by said main

unit controller, and transmitting the compressed video data to

said random access data storage subsystem or to said

communication subsystem.

40. The video data format conversion system of claim 39

further comprising a video data decompression subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed video data with said

communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said video data decompression subsystem being

adapted for receiving compressed video data from said

communication subsystem or from said random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing such video data to produce a video

signal, and transmitting the video signal thus generated.

41. The video data format conversion system of claim 40

further comprising an audio compression and audio data

decompression subsystem responsive to commands from said main

unit controller and capable of exchanging compressed audio data

with said communication subsystem or with said random access

data storage subsystem, said audio compression and audio data

decompression subsystem being adapted for receiving an audio

signal, compressing the audio signal in accordance with a

compression standard specified by said main unit controller,

and transmitting the compressed audio data to said random

access data storage subsystem, said audio compression and audio

data decompression subsystem also being adapted for receiving

compressed audio data from said random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing such audio data to produce an audio

signal, and transmitting the audio signal thus generated.
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42. The video data format conversion system of claim 41

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller reporting to said management operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.

43. The video data format conversion system of claim 40

further comprising an archive data storage subsystem for

storing compressed video data and from which such data is

sequentially retrievable, said archive data storage subsystem

being responsive to control data transmitted by said

communication subsystem to said archive storage subsystem for

causing said archive data storage subsystem to retrieve

compressed video data and to supply such data to said

communication subsystem for transmission to said subscriber

system or to said random access data storage.subsystem.

44. The video data format conversion system of claim 43

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller reporting to said management operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.

45. The video data format conversion system of claim 40

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller reporting to said.management operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.
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46. The video data format conversion system of claim 39

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller'reporting to said management.operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.

47. The video data format conversion system of claim 36

further comprising a video data decompression subsystem

responsive to commands from said main unit controller and

capable of exchanging compressed video data with said

communication subsystem or with said random access data storage

subsystem, said video data decompression subsystem being

adapted for receiving compressed video data from said

communication subsystem or from said random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing such video data to produce a video

signal, and transmitting the video signal thus generated.

48. The video data format conversion system of claim 47

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller reporting to said management operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.

49. The video data format conversion system of claim 36

further comprising a management operation center system for

receiving data from said main unit controller, said main unit

controller reporting to said management operation center system

transmission of video data by said video data format conversion

system to subscriber systems, said management operation center

system periodically generating accounting charges for

transmission of video data to said subscriber systems.
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50. A method for transmitting compressed video data from

a video file server to a plurality of subscriber systems in

response to requests received from the subscriber systems by

a plurality of communication subsystems equal in number to the

plurality of subscriber systems, the communication subsystems

being included in the video file server, all subscriber systems

being able to concurrently request transmission of the same

specific video data from the file server and the file server

concurrently providing the requested specific video data to all

subscriber systems, the method comprising the steps of:

storing compressed video data in a random access data

storage subsystem from which such data is randomly retrievable:

each communication subsystem, upon receiving control data

from the subscriber system requesting transmission of specific

video data, transmitting control data to the random access data

storage subsystem requesting the retrieval of compressed video

data stored therein and the supplying'of compressed video data

by the random access data storage subsystem to the

communication subsystem;

the random access data storage subsystem, upon receiving

control data from the communication subsystem requesting

retrieval of compressed video data, supplying compressed video

data to the communication subsystem for transmission to the

subscriber system from which the communication subsystem

received control data; and

the communication subsystem, upon receiving compressed

video dataq transmitting the specific video data to the

subscriber system from which the request was received.

51. The method of claim 50 wherein the subscriber system

is adapted to receive video data compressed in accordance with

a first compression standard and the video data stored in the

random access data storage subsystem is compressed in

accordance with a second compression standard that differs from

the first compression standard, the compressed video data_

supplied by the random access data storage subsystem being

received by a compressed_video data format conversion subsystem
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before compressed video data is received by the communication

subsystem, the method further comprising the steps of:

the compressed video data format conversion subsystem

receiving video data compressed in accordance with the second

compression standard from the random access data storage

subsystem; and

the compressed video data format conversion subsystem

transmitting video data compressed in accordance with the first

compression standard to the communication subsystem.

52. The method of claim 51 further comprising the steps

of:

a main unit controller detecting that.compressed video data

stored in the random access data storage subsystem in the first

compression standard is being repetitively converted to the

first conversion standard prior to its transmission by the

communication subsystem to the subscriber system; and

the main unit controller causing the Video data, after

being compressed in accordance with the first conversion

standard, to also be stored in the random access data storage

subsystem whereby the compressed video data may subsequently

be transmitted to a subscriber system adapted to receive video

data compressed in accordance with the first conversion

standard without being received by the compressed video data

format conversion subsystem.

53. The method of claim 52 further comprising the steps
of:

the main unit controller reporting to a management

operation center system transmission of video data to

subscriber systems; and

the management operation center periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to subscriber

systems.

54. The method of claim 51 further comprising the steps
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a main unit controller reporting to a management operation

center system transmission of video data to subscriber systems;
and

the management operation center periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to subscriber

systems.

55. The method of claim 50 further comprising the steps

of:

retrieving compressed. video data from an archive data

storage subsystem from which such data is sequentially

retrievable; and

storing the compressed video data retrieved from the

archive data storage subsystem into said random access data

storage subsystem from which such.data is randomly retrievable.

56. The method of claim 55 further comprising the steps

of:

a main unit controller reporting to a management operation

center system transmission of video data to subscriber systems;
and

the management operation center periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to subscriber

systems.

57. The method of claim 50 further comprising the steps

of:

a main unit controller reporting to a management operation

center system transmission of video data to subscriber systems;

and

the management operation center periodically generating

accounting charges for transmission of video data to subscriber

systems.

58. A method for storing compressed video data into a

random access data storage subsystem included in a video file

_ server, the method comprising the steps of:
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a video data compression subsystem included in the video

file server receiving a video signal, the video data

compression subsystem compressing the video signal in

accordance with a specified compression standard to obtain

compressed video data, and transmitting the compressed video

data thus obtained to a random access data storage subsystem;

and

storing the compressed video data into the random access

data storage subsystem from which such data is randomly

retrievable.

59. A method for transmitting a video signal from a video

file server in which compressed video data is stored in a

random access data storage subsystem from which such data is

randomly retrievable, the method comprising the steps of:

the random access data storage subsystem retrieving

compressed video data stored therein, and transmitting the

compressed video data to a video data decompression subsystem

included in the video file server; and

the video data decompression subsystem receiving the

compressed video data from the random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing the video data in accordance with a

specified compression standard to obtain a video signal, and

transmitting the video signal thus obtained.

60. A method for transmitting compressed audio data

from a video file server to a plurality of subscriber systems

in response to requests received from the subscriber systems

by a plurality of communication subsystems equal in number to

the plurality of subscriber systems, the communication

subsystems being included in the video file server, all

subscriber systems being able to concurrently request

transmission of the same specific audio data from the file

server and the file server concurrently providing the requested

specific audio data to all subscriber systems, the method

comprising the steps of:

storing compressed audio data in a random access data

storage subsystem from which such data is random1y'retrievab1e;
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each communication subsystem, upon receiving control data

from the subscriber system requesting transmission of specific

audio data, transmitting control data to the random access data

storage subsystem requesting the retrieval of compressed audio

data stored therein and the supplying of compressed audio data

by the random access data storage subsystem to the

communication subsystem;

the random access data storage subsystem, upon receiving

control data from the communication subsystem requesting

retrieval of compressed audio data, supplying compressed audio

data to the communication subsystem for transmission to the

subscriber system from which the communication subsystem

received control data; and

the communication subsystem, upon receiving’ compressed

audio data, transmitting the specific audio data to the

subscriber system from which the request was received.

61. A method for storing compressed audio data into a

random access data storage subsystem included in a video file

server, the method comprising the steps of:

an audio compression—decompression subsystem included in

the video file server receiving an audio signal, the audio

compression-decompression subsystem compressing the audio

signal in accordance with a specified compression standard to

obtain compressed audio data, and transmitting the compressed

audio data thus obtained to a random access data storage

subsystem; and

storing the compressed audio data into the random access

data storage subsystem from which such data is randomly

retrievahle.

62. A method for transmitting an audio signal from a video

file server in which compressed audio data is stored in a

random access data storage subsystem from which such data is

randomly retrievable, the method comprising the steps of:

the random access data storage subsystem retrieving

compressed audio data stored therein, and transmitting the
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compressed audio data to an audio compression-decompression

subsystem included in the video file server; and

the audio compression—decompression subsystem receiving the

compressed audio data from the random access data storage

subsystem, decompressing the audio data in accordance with a

specified compression standard to obtain an audio signal, and

transmitting the audio signal thus obtained.

63. A method for playing a game comprising the steps of:

transmitting compressed video data that includes an image

of the gaming environment from a video file server to a first

subscriber system;

the video file server receiving compressed video data that

includes an image of a first individual participating in the

game from the first subscriber system; and

the video file server analyzing the compressed video data

received from the first subscriber system to assess whether the

compressed video data conforms with rules for playing the game

that are stored within the video file server.

64. The method of claim 63 further comprising the steps
of:

the video file server receiving compressed video data that

includes an image of a second individual participating in the

game from a second subscriber system; and

including video data from the second subscriber system in

the compressed video data transmitted to the first subscriber

system.

65. The method of claim 64 wherein the first subscriber

system is adapted to receive video data compressed in

accordance with a first compression standard and the second

subscriber system is adapted to transmit video data compressed

in accordance with a second compression standard that differs

from the first compression standard, the method further

comprising the step of:

the video file server converting the compressed video data

received from the second subscriber system into video data
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compressed in accordance with the first compression standard.
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Recepteur de television a rnemoire tampon

La presente invention se rapporte aux récepteurs do television.

Lorsqu'on visualise sur l'écran d'un recepteur de television one sequence

d'images animees, les signaux recus sont directement appiiqués aux

mavens de visualisation. De ce tait. le téiéspectateur est prisonnier du

derouiement du programme recu et s'il veut intervenir sur ce

déroulement, il ne peut que changer de programme. Lors de |’utllisation

d'un magnetoscope. il est possible de relire un passage du programme

enregistre sur la bande magnetique ou de sauter un passage jugé sans

interét. Ces fonctions sont obtenues par une modification des conditions

de défilement de la bands magnétioue face aux tétes rnagnétiques.

Lorsqu'on ne desire pas mettre en oeuvre un magnétoscope pour obtenir

cos fonctions, il est nécessaire tie prevoir a l'interieur du téléviseur des

movens permettant de diiferer dans le temps Ia lecture des images

constituent la signal recu. En effet. la relecture d'un passage suppose

que son contenu soit conserve un certain temps dans le récepteur et le

saut d'un passage n'est concevable que comrne la reduction d'un

traitement en differé des signaux provenant du syntonisateur ou de la

prise do péritélévision. On voit donc que le téléviseur doit etre équipé

d'une mérnoire tampon capable d'ernmagasiner un grand nombre

d‘images et d‘ une commande d'adressage perrnettant la simulation d'un

saut dans le temps portant sur un groupe d'images et la recuperation

automatique imperceptible des conditions do lecture préexistantes.

L‘invention a done pour objet un récepteur de television

comprenant des mavens d'obtention d'un signal source représentatif

d'une sequence d'images anirnées et des moyens d‘affichage perrnettant

la visualisation de ladite sequence, caracterisé en ce qu'il qu'il comporte

des mavens internes permettant d'appliquer en differé Iedit signal source

auxdits rnoyens d'affichage; iedit différé subissant un changernent do

valeur a la dernande et reprennant autornatiquement sa valeur initiale

pour satisfaire une demands ulterieure; iedit differé etant produit par une

mérnoire tampon avant une contenance de plusieurs images.
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L‘invention a également pour objet un dispositif cornportant

des mavens de transmission en différé d'une sequence d'images animées

via une mémoire tampon associée a des mavens d'adressage en écriture

et en lecture, iedit différé subissant un ohangement brusque do valeur a

la demande et reprennant automatiquement sa valeur initiaie pour

satisfaire une demande ultérieure, Iadite memoire tampon ayant une

capacité suffisante pour contenir plusieurs images de iadite sequence.

caractérisé en ce que ledit ohangement brusque de vaieur est au choix

positif ou negatif, afin d'offrir fa possibilité de repéter et celle

d'escamoter une portion de iadite sequence.

L'invention sera mieux comprise an moven de la description c:i~

apres et des figures annexées. parmi Iesquelies:

La figure 1 schérnatise Ies mavens internes i:i'un récepteur de

television seion Vinvention et ieur application 3 la fonction qui permet

rescarnotage d'un groupe d'images.

La figure 2 représente Ies rnoyens de la figure 1 appliqués 3 fa

function relecture

La figure 3 est un schema de récepteur de téiévision équipé

d'une rnémoire tampon et de moyens de compression-decompression ties

images a charger et a extraire de iadite mérnoire.

La figure 4 est un organigramme précisant Ies modalités de

fonctionnement d'un svsteme de gestion des adresses de la memoire

tampon illustree dans ies figures qui precedent-

Sur ia figure ‘I, on peut voir en {al une mérnoire 1 capable

d'emrnagasiner une sequence d'images animées provenant d'une source

S. Cette mémoire comporte N zones affectées au stockage des images

A,B,C,....POR et pour mieux illustrer Ie fonctionnement cvclique. ces

zones sont disposées en boucie fermée. Le signai Sit} a incrire dans la

mémoire ‘I comporte une suite de N images A.B.C.....,PQR. suivie par

une autre suite A1-R1. Pour syrnboliser ia fonction écriture, on a

represente un bras 2 qui assure le chargernent du signai Sit} dans ies

zones de la rnemoire 1.Ce bras tourne dans le sens des aiguilles d'une

rnontre en adressant une nouueile zone a cheque nouvelle image. La
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commande du bras 2 depend d'une adresse de zone fournie via une Iigne

d'écriture E par un circuit 3 d'adressage en écriture. Sur la figure 1. en

ial. on a supposé Que la sequence A.B,C,.....P.Q,Fl a commence a étre

chargée lorsque le bras 2 était pointé vars Ie haut, l'instant précis du

debut tie ce chargement etant note 7 sur les diagrammes temps de la

figure 1. La lecture de la mémoire 1 est symbolisée par un autre bras 4

tournant aussi dans le sens ties aiguilles d'une montre, mais qui retarde

par rapport au bras 2. Sur la figure 1, en la) la décalage est d'un demi

tour. Uadressage en lecture est svmbolise par une ligne L reliee a un

circuit 5 d'adressage en lecture. La lecture donne naissance a un signal

Tltl qui est une sequence d'images A,B,C,....,P,C1,Fl comrne celle clu

signal Sltl. mais dont la restitution débute X intervalles images anres

l'instant reference 7. Le signal de lecture Tltl est applique aux mavens

tfaffichage 6 d‘un téléviseur muni de la me-moire 1 et des mavens

produisant le -signal source Sltl. La phase tie fonctionnernent normal est

supposée correspontlre au maintien de ce décaiage de X intervalles

images.

D'apres ce qui precede. on voit que la mérnoire est rafraichie

apres cheque rotation complete du bras 2. Lorsque le décalage temporal

entre la lecture et l‘écriture est constant at n'excéde pas la période de

rafraichissement. on observe sur l'éoran du teléviseur un programme

retardé. puisque les images ont été émises par la source 5 avant d'étre

affiohées.

L'utiIisateur do téléviseur peut voulo-ir escamoter un passage

du programme. comme cela se produit avec un magnétoscope lorsqu'on

agit sur la eommande d'avance rapide. Cette cornmodité connue sous la

vocable " Fast Forward " permet de rapprocher dans le temps deux

parties de programme séparées par example par un spot publicitaire, ce

spot étant carrérnent éliminé si le rapprochement est soudain et si Ie saut

présente |'arnplitude appropriée. Cette cornmodité est illustrée en (bl sur

la figure 1 of: Fan voit que le bras lecteur 4 a été avancé vers le bras

d'é-criture 2 pour ecourter l'intervalle qui sépare la lecture de |'écriture.

L'interval|e passe de X a )<‘ au moment ou débutait la lecture de la

sequence A,B,C,...,P,C1,Fl, si bien clue les images A a H sont lues 3
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cadence accélérée ou sont purernent er simpiernent escamotées si Ie

passage est instantane, comme suppose sur la figure 1 en (bi. Cette

seconde phase de fonctionnernent itlustre un premier aspect de

l'invention. I

Un second aspect de I'invention consiste a récupérer

automatiquement et progressivernent les conditions initiales, c'est a dire

Ie retard X. apres avoir utilise Ia commande " Fast Forward ". On

suppose donc que ce oui reste de la séquence A.B,C,....,P.O.R a eté

affiché et qu‘a l'instant 8. on commence le chargernent de la sequence

A1-R1 On voit en to) sur la figure 1 que l’on augmente d'une unité Ie

décalage entre la zone chargée et la zone Iue. Ceci entraine un

redoublement de la iecture de l'irnage R Iequel est irnrnédiatement suivi

de la lecture de la sequence A1-R1. On constate que le retard de la

sequence écrite par rapport a is sequence iue est devenu X"-- X’ + 1.

Lots de la lecture de la sequence A2-F12, on procedera au redoublernent

de |'irnage R1 ce qui aura pour effet de porter Ie retard a X“ + 1. Au

bout d'un certain temps. on retrouve le retard X. ce qui met fin a la

phase the recuperation et permet la réutilisation de ia cornmande ' Fast

Forward ".

Si |'on pan de la situation initiale iilustrée en {a} sur la figure 1,

on peut souhaiter revoir un passage du programme qui vient juste d'étre

affiché sur Pécran du téiéviseur. Cette commodité. également offerte par

Ies magnétoscopes. correspond in la comrnande de marche arriere.

connue sous la vocable "Instant Replay”. On l'obtient avec le systems de

la figure 1 en augmentant Ie retard du bras 4- par rapport au bras 2. Ceci

constitue un troisieme aspect de I'invention qui est iliustré par la figure

2.

Sur la figure 2, en {a} on retrouve Ia situation correspondent a

la partie la) de la figure 1. En (bl. sur la figure 2. on voit que le bras de

lecture 4 a pivoté clans le sens inverse des aiguilles d'une montre pour

venir iuste a coté du bras 2. Grace a ce déplacement, le signal de lecture

accuse un retard X plus imponant. Si ce changement a lieu brusquement

iorsqu‘on a affiché l'image H, on constate en lb} que l'in'1age suivante est
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de nouveau A. On est donc en mesure de Visualiser une seconde fois ie

Dassage comportant Ies images A a H.

Selon un quatrieme aspect de rinvention , apres avoir exécuté

un "Instant Replay", ii faut revenir progressivernent 3 la situation initiale.

Lors d'un deuxieme cvcle d'écriture débutant a l‘instant 8 du detail {cl

de la figure 2. on s'arrange pour obtenir un retard de lecture dont ta

valeur X" est inferieure cI'une unite a X’. La difference entre Ie signal de

lecture Tit) représenté en la} et en {cl reside dans Pescamotage de

Pirnage R, de sorte que la sequence suivante A1-(11 est lue

imrnédiatement apres l'image 0. Ce retrait d'une image sera répété cycle

aprés cycle. afln de ramener le retard a sa valeur initiale X.

Si i'on se ccntente de l‘une des deux comrnandes " Fast

Forward " et " Instant Replay ", l‘état initial du bras 4 peut étre situe

juste aprés, cu iuste avant la position de début d'écriture du tires 2. Sur

les figures 1 et 2 Ies deux possibilites ont été prévues. mais on pourrait

offrir le choix entre disposer des deux commandes ou n'avoir acces qu'a

I'une d'eIles avec une amplitude de retard doublée.

Dans la description qui precede. on a indiqué comment

coopéraient une source de signal S, une rnérnoire tampon 1. des circuits

de cornmande 3 et 5 et des moven d'affichage 6. Ce qui est vrai pour

!'image s'appIique égaiement au son d‘accompagnement qui peut étre

associé au signal video par échantillonage. Quantification et multiplexage

temporel. Un téléviseur rnettant en oeuvre i'invention est compose des

mavens illustrés sur la figure 3.

Les signaux audio—video sont produits par un tuner 9 cu

obtenus a partir d'une prise de péritélévision. Un circuit de décodage

couleur et son 10 traite ces signaux et délivre des composantes images

Y,U,V auxquelles est associé on signal son W. Ces signaux sont

appliqués a un convertisseur analogique-numérioue 11 qui Ies quantifie et

Ies rnultipiexe.Le signal son échantillonné et multiplexé est adresse a une

mérnoire dédiee en vue du déroulernent d'un processus de lecture

différée tel que décrit ci—dessus. Les signaux video numériques issus du

convertisseur 11 sont envoyés sur l'une des voies d'un commutateur ‘[2

qui Ies affectent a un circuit encodeur-décodeur 15 qui realise des
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operations de compression et de decompression perrnettant d'obtenir des

débits do 1 a 15 Mbitsfs en vue du stockage des images dans une

rnémoire 16 qui regroupe les movens 1,3 er 5 précédemment décrits.

Cette mé-moire peut presenter une capacité extensible obtenue en

rajoutant des modules qui se présentent par example sous la forme de

cartes a puce. L'autre voie du commutateur 12 est reiiée d'une part a

une rnémoire de trame 17 et 3 l‘entrée d'un convertisseur numérique-

analogique 13. La sortie du convertisseur 13 est reliée a I'entrée d'un

circuit de rnatrieage RVB 14 qui alimente les moyens d'affichage 6. Dans

Pexernple schématisé sur la figure 3. l'e-ncodeur-déoodeur 15 est un

processeur JPEG-MPEG ( compression intra-image. compatible MPEG 1

travaillant en half-duplex a raison de 15 images/s. Le comrnutateur 12

commute 3 30 Hz ou a 25 Hz selon la norrne de télévision envisagée.

Dans cette réalisation, la mémoire de trame est relue deux fois pour

éviter Ie papilloternem. Sans s'écarter du dornalne de I'invention. on peut

aussi erwisager un fonctionnement en full-duplex. Dans ce cas. le

schema de la figure 3 ne cornoorte plus de commutateur 12 cat on utilise

sous la reference 15 on simple encodeur. ll faut alors rajouter un

déoodeur entre la rnémoire 16 at Ie convertisseur numérique-analogique
13.

La mise en oeuvre d‘une lecture différée a deoalage temporal

ajustable. tel qu'elle a été décrite. peut étre basée sur une mé-moire 3

semiconducteur cornportant oar exemple quatre puces de 16 Mbits pour

réaliser des sauts temporels tie l'ordre de la minute.

Sans s'ecarter du domains de |'invention, on peut envisage:

d'utiliser une mérnoire rnagnétlque component oar example one bande

sans fin associée a des tétes d'écriture et de lecture a entrefer. On peut

modifier la longueur de bande qui se-pare ces tétes pour réaliser les

fonctions évoouées oi-dessus, ce qui revient 3 disposer d'un

magnétoscope interne ayant une bands do faible Iongueur en boucle

fermée et un mecanisme de transport tie oanoe particulier. Dans une telle

éventualité. il n'est pas nécessaire de nurnériser l‘in'lormation 3 inscrire

sur la bande.
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On peut aussi envisager de placer dans le récepteur de

television on enregistreur-iecteur 3 disque magneto-optique muni de tétes

de lecture et d'écriture independantes. afin de positionner la tétle de

lecture n‘importe oil: a l‘interieur de la piage ou disque utiiisée par la téte

d'écriture pour stacker sous forme binaire une sequence d'images

anirnees. Si l'on adopte un disque a vitesse anguiaire constante et un

enregistrernent d'une image par tour, on peut, par des dé-placements

radiaux irnportants. faire varier rapiclernent ie differe de la lecture et

moyennant des sauts de piste a piste Ie rarnener Ie a sa vaieur initiate.

Un disque dur du genre utiiisé en informatique est egalernent

envisageabie cornme memoire tampon, a condition de prévoir des tétes

indépendantes pour i'écriture et la lecture des cionnées.

Pour réaliser une lecture différée portant sur un grand nombre

d'images. il est necessaire d'adopter un codage approprie, afin QUE ia

mémoire tampon stocice chaque image sous la forme d'un signai

comprimé. L‘image restituée aprés décodage est norrnalernent de qualité

inférieure a l'image originate. Il est donc avantageux de réaliser un

dispositif a rnemoire tampon qui conserve on certain nornbre tfimages

pour revoir un passage de séquence d'images animées. mais qui. en

temps normal. n'emprunte pas la voie retardée. Dans cette variante de

realisation, Ie signal Sit] est directernent transmis vers Ie ciispositif

d‘affichage 6. afin de conserver la meiiieure quaiité d'image possible. Ce

n'est qu'en presence do mode "Instant Replay" que ie dispositif

d'aftichage est commute sur la memoire tampon 1. Dans le mode "Fast

Forward", on utilise norrnalement le content: de la mémoire tampon, de

sorte que la qualité d'in1age est liée au processus de compression-

clécompression. L'utiiisateur pourra adopter un compromis entre la

quaiité d'irnage et l'amp|eur du différé grace as one commande fixant le

taux de compression et partant, Pétendue de la zone mérnoire affectée a

chaque image.

Les organigramrnes [ai et {bi de la figure 4 iilustrent les

principales étapes du processus a mettre en oeuvre pour gerer par

rnicroprocesseur la mérnoire tampon 1. On a suppose que cette rnérnoire

tampon est capable de stocker K images. ie oiffére se situant initialemenr
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e la valeur D qui représente le nombre d'images entre |‘adresse d'écriture

et l'adresse de lecture: D sera. par exemple. voisin de la demi capacité

l<f2. La fonction_ "Instant Replay" pourra porter au maximum sur 0

images successives et la function "Fast Forward" sur Fl images

successives. Les adresses d'écriture sont obtenues a partir d'une

variable N. En la) sur la figure 4, on voit qu'en partant de la condition

initiale N =D et P=O, P étant l‘adresse de lecture. on effectue Vopératian

de la case 18, c'est a dire N modulolKl pour obtenir Padresse cfecriture

de la premiere image. La case 19 indique ie chargement in cette adresse

de l'image source et la case 20 procede A Pincrémentation de N.

Paralielement. le processus illustré en (bl indique le traitement applique 3

I'adresse de lecture. Lorsqu'on est dans les conditions de lecture sans

appel aux functions " Relecture " ou " Auance rapide ". on effectue i__e
contenu de la case 21. de la case 22, de la case 2? et de la case 33.

Cele revient 3 évaiuer l'adresse de lecture. 3 extraire |'image a cane

adresse pour l'afficher et a incrémenter P d'une unite. Les branchernents

conditionnels 23.24 et 23 se font sur la réponse ‘NON’.

L'incrementation simultanee des adresses d'ecriture et de lecture

maintient une difference N-F egale 3 D.

Si i'on commande une relecture, le branchement conditionnel

23 commande Poperation‘ X=—XR, of; X est une variable systéme que

I'on retrouve 3 la case 33. La valeur -KR est au plus égale a (1. L'adresse

de lecture est changée des le prochain cycle du processus. ce qui va

engendrer on branchement conditionnel de la case 28 e la case 29 et si

la variable N moduioiYi est nuile, on branchement de 29 a 30 pour

exécuter Popération de la case 31 cu 32 qui incremente ou décremente

P. Grace a cette phase de fonctionnement, le changement d'adresse de

lecture intervenu va se résorber imperceptible-ment a raison d'un

décalage d‘une image toutes Ies Y images.

Un fonctionriement du meme genre s'applique au cas d'une

avance rapide. mais il met en jeu Ie branchement sur la case 26 qui oorte

X 2‘: la valeur +XA ayant pour Iimite superieure R. Le branchement

conditionnel 30 sélectionne Pincrémentation ou la décrémentation. afin

de résorber Ie décalage des adresses de lecture et de retrouver un
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décalage D sans que l'on s'aperr;oive de |'insertion ou du retrait d'une

image dans Ia sequence d'irnages animees.

II va sans dire que la déierminatinn des adresses d'écriture et

de lecture pourrait se faire en Iogique cablée. nmamrnent au maven de

compteurs d'adres5es appropriés.
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HEVEN DICATIONS

1. Dispositif comportant des rnoyens de transmission en différé

d'une séquenae cI'irnages anirnées. ledit différé étant abtenu par

Fécriture et la lecture desdites images dans une mémaire tampon d'une

capacité suffisante pour contenir plusieurs desdites images, des mavens

étant prévus pour faire subir audit difiére an arrangement brusque de

vaieur a la demande, suivi par une reprise autamatique at progressive de

sa valeur initiale. caractérisé en ce que lesdits mavens de transmission

en différé sont internes a un récepteur de téiévision et relient les mavens

de reception délivrant Iadite séouence aux mavens d'affichage

perrnettant la visualisation de Iadite sequence.

2. Dispasitif comportant des mavens de transmission en différé

d'une sequence d'images animées via une mémoire tampon assaciée a

des mavens d'adressage en écriture et en lecture, ledit différé subissant

on changement brusque de vateur a la demande et reprennant

autamatiquement sa vaieur initiate pour satisfaire une ciernande

ultérieure. Iadite mémoire tampon avant une capacité suffisante pour

contenir plusieurs images de iadite sequence. caraetérisé en ae que ledit

changement brusque de vaieur est au chaix pasitif ou négatif. afin

d'offrir la passibilité de répéter et celle d'escamater une portion are ladite

sequence.

3. Dispositif selan l'une queiconque cles revendications 1 et 2.

caractérisé en ce que lesdits mavens de transmission différée

camprennent: up support tfinfarrnatian inscriptible et effacable. des

mavens assurant Ie defilement dudit support face a une téte

cfenregistrement et a une téte de lecture et des mavens de dépiacen-rent

de Iadite téte de lecture. pour modifier sa position dans la plage dudit

support explaree par ladite téte cfenregistrernent.

4. Dispositif selan 1a revendication 3. caracterisé en ce que

Iedit support d'im‘ormation carnporte un matériau d'enregistrement

magnétique.


